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Environm ental Studies

W om en for the Wild:
Douglas, Edge, M urie and the American Conservation M ovem ent
Chair:

Donald Snow

The history of the American conservation m ovem ent is rich w ith male heroes.
From the protection of w ilderness to the creation of national forests,
safeguarding the land appears, at first glance, to be the dom ain of men. But a
closer look reveals that wom en played an integral role in the founding and
developm ent of the conservation m ovem ent in the United States. Yet while
existing literature describes the accomplishments and contributions of a w ide
array of wom en, very little detailed information is available about the lives of
specific individual w om en w ho played a leading role in conservation history.
This thesis profiles three w om en w ho m ade significant contributions to the US
conservation movement: Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Rosalie Edge, and
M argaret Murie. Research was conducted using prim ary sources, including
archives and other collections of personal and professional docum ents. Books
and m anuscripts w ritten by all three women, were also im portant resources.
Research focused prim arily on determ ining each w om an's contributions to the
conservation movem ent. Secondary themes include her strategic approach to
conservation issues, her personal conservation ethic, and her views on the role of
w om en in conservation.
Douglas w as a noted Florida author w ho became a staunch defender of the
Everglades. Edge w orked successfully for the creation of national parks and
protected areas across the nation during the New Deal era. M urie w as a life-long
advocate for Alaska and wilderness protection. All three w om en m ade
im portant contributions to conservation in the United States, from the creation of
national parks to the protection of wildlife and habitat. They w ere all
accomplished w riters and public speakers. They received num erous aw ards for
their activism, including the nation's highest civilian honor, the Presidential
M edal of Freedom, which w as aw arded to Douglas and M urie by President Bill
Clinton. Their stories m ake it clear that, although often overlooked, w om en have
played an im portant leading role in the history of conservation in the United
States.
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Introduction
N ot to know their own prophets is rather a serious predicam ent for women.
- Mary H unter Austin”1

The history of the American conservation m ovem ent is rich w ith heroes.
From such noble characters as Aldo Leopold and Theodore Roosevelt to the
grizzled likes of John M uir and Edw ard Abbey, Americans have m ade legends of
those w ho have w orked to protect the land. Yet, peruse the pages of any of the
num erous histories of the Am erican conservation m ovem ent, and you will notice
th at these heroes share one com m on characteristic —their gender. From the
w ilds of Alaska to the canyons of the Southwest, protecting the land and
preserving the w ild appear to be the dom ain of men.
This perception is not just an artifact of history, but a living fact that
greatly influences the m odern conservation m ovem ent. I rem em ber one m eeting
I attended in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1998, as the young executive director of a small
conservation group. The m eeting w as held in a large dow ntow n office that
housed several nonprofits, and during a break I m et a w om an w ho w orked there
w ith a w om en's organization. She asked about the subject of our m eeting, and
w hen I told her that I w orked for a group focused on protecting forests and
wildlife she seem ed very surprised. Eyes wide, she leaned in and asked, "What's
it like, working for a conservation organization?" The tone of her voice w ould
have been more fitting if I had been a w ar correspondent or an anthropologist
just returned from a hostile foreign land rum ored to be peopled by cannibals.

1 Mary Hunter Austin, Earth Horizon: An Autobiography {Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1932), 391-392.
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W hen it was obvious that I didn't understand the reason for her concern,
she explained, "It's such a m ale-dom inated field. You just don't hear of w om en
w orking for those sorts of organizations, especially as directors." I w as green
enough to be a bit surprised by her question, and I'm sure my answ er left a great
deal to be desired. Since then, as m y environm ental career and m y studies of
conservation history have continued, I have gained a m uch clearer,
understanding of the dom inant presence of m en in conservation. As is so often
the case, it is a notion rooted in equal parts in m yth and reality, due as m uch to
our interpretation of history as to the actual course of events.
To begin, it is im portant to distinguish betw een two aspects of the
environm ental m ovem ent, which I call the conservation and toxics m ovem ents.
W hile some environm ental histories draw a sharp distinction betw een
conservation and preservation as tw o separate trends w ithin the environm ental
m ovem ent, here I use conservation as an Overarching term to cover all aspects of
land protection, including such land-based efforts as the creation of national
parks and national forests, as well as the preservation of wilderness.
D uring the form ative years of the American conservation m ovem ent, the
m ost visible leadership was, indeed, largely male. This is due in p art to wom en's
position in society in the late nineteenth and early tw entieth centuries. In the era
w h en John M uir w as pioneering the national park and w ilderness concepts and
Gifford Pinchot was establishing the foundation of the Am erican national forest
system, wom en had not yet gained the right to vote.2
Another explanation m ay lie in the very nature of land conservation. The
history of conservation in the United States is deeply tied to the perception of the
2 Dorceta Taylor, "American Environmentalism: The Role of Race, Class and Gender in Shaping
Activism," Race, Gender, & Class5, no. 1 (1997): 17-19.
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outdoors as the realm of men, be they fearless big-game hunters such as
Theodore Roosevelt or rugged adventurers such as Bob Marshall. In W ilderness
a nd the Am erican M ind, a seminal history of w ilderness in America that
m entions precious few wom en, author Roderick N ash quotes Roosevelt, who
w rote that w ilderness prom oted "that vigorous m anliness for the lack of which,
in a nation, as in an individual, the possession of no other qualities can possibly
atone." Roosevelt called on "every believer in manliness" to support
conservation, asserting that wilderness was essential if the young nation w as to
m aintain its virility, providing an antidote to "the unhealthy softening and
relaxation of fibre that tends to accompany civilization." These areas were
rugged, harsh, remote, unforgiving—certainly no place for a lady.3
In contrast, consider the history of the toxics m ovem ent. Generally
characterized as a m ore contem porary concern, the emergence of the struggle
against pollution in the 1960s is often traced back to one w om an, Rachel Carson,
and her book about the dangerous impacts of chemicals, Silent Spring. Of
comparable stature is Lois Gibbs, the New York housew ife-turned-activist whose
children were poisoned by toxic waste at Love Canal, and w hose efforts were
ultim ately instrum ental in- the passage of the Superfund law. While Carson and
Gibbs w ere certainly pioneers, they were actually preceded by num erous w om en
w ho fought for city sanitation and public health, such as Ellen Swallow Richards
and Alice Hamilton. In sharp contrast to conservation, the history of the toxics
m ovem ent includes num erous wom en and fewer men. These wom en often act

3 Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 3d ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1982), 150-151; Glenda Riley, Women and Nature: Saving the "Wild" West (Lincoln, Nebraska:
University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 8-9.
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on their concern for the health of children and families, and their leadership on
these issues is an extension of that concern.4
It is here where m yth m eets reality, w here we find w om en have not been
lim ited to the toxics m ovem ent, for our historical view of conservation as a
masculine enterprise has passed over im portant contributions m ade by women.
In fact, American wom en have been critical to the conservation m ovem ent since
its inception. D uring the late 1800s and early 1900s (also know n as the
Progressive Era in the US), w om en's clubs took up a num ber of conservation
causes, from forest preservation to the protection of the nation's rivers. Many
national parks, not to m ention countless state parks and preserves, were
established due to the deep com m itm ent and ceaseless organizing^of thousands
of w om en across the United States. As the dem and for feathers and birds in
w om en's fashion caused m any species to plum m et tow ards extinction, w om en
rallied for reform, leading to the creation of the A udubon Society.5
Carolyn M erchant's research has show n that it w as the grassroots efforts
of thousands of w om en that m ade m any of the conservation accom plishm ents of
the Progressive Era possible. She writes, "Although that role has been rendered
all but invisible by conservation historians, w om en transform ed the crusade
•from an elite male enterprise into a widely based movement." In other words,
John M uir and Gifford Pinchot did not act alone. Alongside them w ere
thousands of women, m em bers of such societies as the General Federation of

4 Mary Jo Breton, Women Pioneers for the Environment (Boston: Northeastern University Press,
1998), chapter2, "First Lady of Environmental Science," and chapter 3, "Early Municipal
Housekeepers," Robert Gotlieb, Forcing the Spring (Washington, DC: Island Press, 1993), chapter
2, "Urban and Industrial Roots: Seeking to Reform the System," and chapter 6, "Gender and Place:
Women and Environmentalism," also 184-191; Dorceta Taylor, 21-24.
5 Carolyn Merchant, "Women of the Progressive Conservation Movement," Environmental
R eview 8 (spring 1984); Breton, 255-257.
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W omen's Clubs and the Daughters of the Am erican Revolution, who gathered
signatures, w rote letters, and pushed for legislation to advance the conservation
cause. Their efforts resulted in, among other accom plishm ents, the protection of
the Calaveras Grove of giant sequoias, the establishm ent of California's Big Basin
State Park, the creation of national forests in N ew H am pshire and the Southern
Appalachians, and the setting aside of Maine's M ount Katahciin as a state forest.
These w om en w ere extremely persistent and effective; their efforts reportedly
prom pted one Colorado legislator to write to the president of the General
Federation of W omen's Clubs: "Call off your w om en. I'll vote for your bill."6
According to M erchant, as the tw entieth century progressed, two factors
caused the influence of w om en in the conservation m ovem ent to fade. First,
forestry and wildlife m anagem ent became established professions that excluded
w om en and came to disregard amateurs. Second, a significant shift in pow er
w ithin the conservation m ovem ent found w om en on the losing side of a major
battle. The controversy surrounded Hetch Hetchy, a valley inside Yosemite
National Park that the city of San Francisco hoped to dam and flood as a
reservoir. W ilderness advocates aligned w ith John M uir were adam antly
opposed to the.proposal. The growing ranks of professional resource m anagers
stood behind Gifford Pinchot, founder of the Forest Service, who supported dam
construction.7
This fundam ental split w ould forever m ark the environm ental m ovem ent.
W omen's groups supported M uir and his preservation position. Backers of the
dam derided their opposition as consisting of "short haired w om en and long
haired men" and dism issed the wom en's organizations as sentim entalists w ith no
6 Merchant, 57, 59-63, 68.
7 Ibid, 76-79.
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know ledge of practical matters. In 1913, despite ceaseless organizing by
preservationists, Congress voted to dam Hetch Hetchy. According to Merchant,
the influence of wom en dim inished in the wake of Hetch Hetchy, but their
interest in the protection of wildlife and habitat rem ained strong.8
M erchant's w ork is an im portant contribution to the em erging body of
literature that sheds light on the role of w om en in the conservation movement.
In addition to the wom en of the Progressive Era that M erchant describes,
throughout history a great num ber of wom en have been the cham pions of a
w ilderness in which they felt quite comfortable, and a grow ing num ber of books,
m ost published since 1990, are uncovering their stories. These include Glenda
Riley's W omen an d N ature: Saving the W ild West, Polly Welts Kaufman's
N ational Parks and the W om an’s Voice, M ary Jo Breton's W om en Pioneers fo r
the Environm ent, Vera N orw ood's M ade From This Earth: A m erican W omen
a n d N ature, Anne LaBastille's W om en a n d W ilderness, and Marcia Myers
Bonta's W omen in the Field: Am erica's Pioneering W om en N aturalists.9
These books introduce readers to a dizzying plethora of w om en w ho were
close to nature when, by all conventional historical accounts, they should have
been indoors, including m ountain climbers, adventurers, park.rangers, scientists,
authors, landscape architects, and artists, as well as conservation advocates. In
reading these books, it becomes clear that throughout Am erican history legions
of wom en, who have been alm ost entirely overlooked in conservation history,

8 Merchant, 76-80; Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 179-180.
9 Riley; Breton; Polly Welts Kaufman, National Parks and the Woman's Voice (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1996); Vera Norwood, Made From This Earth: American
Women and Nature (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993); Anne LaBastille,
Women and Wilderness (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1980); Marcia Myers Bonta, Women in
the Field: America's Pioneering Women Naturalists (College Station, Texas: Texas A&M
University Press, 1991).
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w ere active explorers and cham pions of even the w ildest corners of our
continent. Furtherm ore, these wom en did not just m ake up the ranks of the
conservation m ovem ent —they were leading it.
M inerva H am ilton H oyt cam paigned so tirelessly for the protection of
w hat is now Joshua Tree National Park that she became know n as the "Apostle of
the Cacti." For the creation of Olympic N ational Park, Kings Canyon National
Park, and Pennsylvania's H aw k M ountain Sanctuary, w e owe a great deal to the
efforts of one determ ined individual, Rosalie Edge. A w om an nam ed Jeanne
Smith Carr was John M uir's m entor throughout his life. For decades, M argaret
M urie and Celia H unter w ere two of the m ost eloquent, effective advocates in
the nation for w ilderness preservation and the protection of Alaska's w ildlands.
M ary A ustin fought to defend California's Owens Valley from the w ater barons
of Los Angeles, and was later a lone voice of opposition to the construction of the
H oover Dam. And Marjory Stoneman Douglas was an indefatigable,
cantankerous defender of the Everglades up until her death at age 108.10
Because so little has been w ritten about the role of w om en in the land
conservation m ovem ent, these books tend to provide a broad overview, w ithout
a great deal of detail, about the lives and accomplishm ents of individual women.
M ost of the authors also cast a wide net, including in their books not just
conservation advocates, but also w om en w ith a great variety of connections to
the outdoors whose activist credentials are m ore tenuous. While extensive
research explores, in great detail, the lives of the influential m en of conservation,
including John Muir, Gifford Pinchot, Aldo Leopold, Theodore Roosevelt, John

10 Kaufman, 37; Stephen Fox, John Muir and His Legacy: The American Conservation M ovement
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1981), 45-47; Marc Reisner, Cadillac Desert (New York:
Penguin Books, 1993), 61-62, 78-79; Austin, 362-363.
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Muir, Robert Marshall, and H enry David Thoreau, the in-depth study of w om en
in environm ental history tends to be limited to Rachel Carson. And while, as a
w om an conservationist, I can clearly admire and learn m uch from the likes of
Muir, Roosevelt, Leopold, and Marshall, I cannot see m yself in their stories.
Simply put, the conservation m ovem ent lacks heroines. It is this oversight that I
hope to rectify in the following pages.11
Once the true scope of wom en's involvem ent in conservation becomes
clear, selecting a few of the m ost accomplished advocates seems a daunting task.
The three w om en profiled in this thesis —Marjory Stonem an Douglas, Rosalie
Edge, and M argaret M urie —stand out for a num ber of reasons. Douglas and
M urie are am ong the elite ranks of conservationists w ho have received their
nation's highest civilian honor, the Presidential M edal of Freedom. Conservation
historian Stephen Fox describes Rosalie Edge as the only w om an
environm entalist whose accomplishments and influence rival those of Rachel
Carson. And all three are am ong the very few wom en w ho appear consistently,
if briefly, in traditional conservation histories.12
The visibility of w om en in the conservation m ovem ent has increased
dram atically since the days of these wom en's greatest involvem ent. Edge was
active in the N ew Deal era, M urie became part of the m ovem ent in 1945 w hen

11 While Fox incorporates some women, other conservation history texts that say little about the
contributions of women include Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind; Samuel Hayes,
Conservation and the Gospel o f Efficiency: The Progressive Conservation M ovem ent 1890-1920
(New York: Atheneum, 1959); Douglas H. Strong, Dreamers and Defenders: American
Conservationists, 2d ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1988). Roderick Nash, American
Environmentalism: Readings in Conservation History, 3d. ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, 1990) includes only two women authors out of fifty-one readings (one is
Rachel Carson, the second, Sandra Postel, is a co-author with Lester Brown). Its bibliography also
lists thirty-four biographies of conservationists, only one of which is about a woman, Rachel
Carson.
12 Fox, 341.
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her husband was hired as director of the W ilderness Society, and Douglas's
concern for the Everglades took root in the years prior to W orld W ar I. It is this
place in time, in addition to their accomplishments, that m akes these wom en's
stories critical if we are to fill in the missing pieces of conservation history in
America. For it is in the long stretch of years betw een the Progressive Era and
the late tw entieth century that wom en are m ost conspicuously absent from
conservation chronicles.
While Douglas, Edge, and Murie have all been the subject of both articles
in the popular media and lim ited scholarly research, none has been the focus of
any significant biographical' study. As Douglas and Edge have died and M urie is
at an advanced age, interviews w ith the three w om en were not possible.
Fortunately, the papers of all three w om en have been preserved in some form or
another, and these archives proved to be critical in com pleting this research. I
studied Douglas's papers in the archives of the Special Collections division at the
University of Miami's Richter Library in Miami, Florida (abbreviated as MSD in
the footnotes). I also relied on her published autobiography w ith John Rothchild,
M arjory Stonem an Douglas: Voice o f the River, which is still in print.
The papers of Rosalie Edge's. Emergency Conservation Com m ittee (ECC in
the footnotes) are located at the Denver Public Library in their W estern
H istory/G enealogy Division. I spent several days there review ing not only
pam phlets and literature of the ECC, but also a great deal of Edge's
correspondence. Another resource of trem endous value w as a copy of Edge's
unpublished autobiography, "An Implacable W idow," provided courtesy of the
H aw k M ountain Sanctuary Association.
The Murie archives are a bit more dispersed. Collections are housed at

9

the Denver Public Library, the University of Alaska in Fairbanks, the University
of W yoming Am erican Heritage Center in Laramie, and the National
Conservation Training Center in Sheperdstow n, W est Virginia. I com pleted
m uch of the research for this thesis at the M urie Center, the nonprofit
organization that now operates the Murie ranch in Jackson, W yoming (MC in the
footnotes). The staff at the Murie Center graciously provided me w ith access to
num erous speeches, articles, letters, and other papers, as well as housing me in
one of the cabins on the ranch. In the evenings, I was fortunate enough to be
invited to spend time w ith M ardy in her home. I also review ed files from both
the Murie collection and the W ilderness Society collection (W ilderness Society
collection is TWS in the footnotes) at the Denver Public Library. Finally, tw o of
M argaret M urie's books are memoirs, Two in the Far N o rth and W apiti
W ilderness (the latter, co-authored w ith her late husband Olaus, is out of print),
providing a great deal of valuable biographical information.'13
Secondary sources w ere also used to obtain inform ation about each
wom an, including articles from new spapers and magazines, books (primarily in
the field of environm ental history), and journal articles. I also researched the
major cam paigns and issues that were the focus of each .woman's career. Since,
none of these wom en have been the subject of any in-depth biography or
scholarly research, secondary sources were som ew hat lim ited, and prim ary
sources provided the bulk of m aterials for this thesis. Interview s w ith peers,
colleagues, and family m em bers w ere not conducted due to a lack of tim e and
resources.

13 "Archive Master List," Manuscript, 2 December 1999, MC (see introduction or appendix for
definitions of abbreviations in footnotes).
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A dvantages of this approach include a great deal of access to the direct
w ords of these w om en and the opportunity for the first com prehensive telling of
their stories. Limitations of this approach include a reliance on each w om an's
interpretation of events and lim ited counterpoints from peers and colleagues,
w hich can bias the story and fail to account for other perspectives on the
contributions of these w om en to the conservation m ovem ent.
In reviewing all these materials, my prim ary goal was to explain the
significance of these w om en's w ork to the conservation m ovem ent. This was, of
course, in addition to pulling together the biographical details needed to tell
their stories. Using colored tabs to m ark passages in thousands of pages of
documents, I developed a profile of each w om an that described her activist
career and explained its im portance in the larger context of conservation history,
while also highlighting several supporting themes.
Using this coding system, I sorted key passages w ithin the text into
categories. The following w ere used for all three woman: the significance of her
w ork to the larger conservation movement, her conservation strategy and
approach to issues and cam paigns, reasons for her effectiveness, her personal
outdoor, ethic, and her views on the role of w om en in the conservation
m ovem ent. Some categories were unique to each wom an. A dditional categories
for Douglas were Friends of the Everglades, The Everglades: R iver o f Grass,
threats to the Everglades, and her w riting career. A dditional categories for Edge
w ere public lands and forests, and A udubon and wildlife. A dditional categories
for M urie were life in Alaska, life in Jackson, wilderness advocacy, and Alaska
advocacy.
It is my hope that the stories that follow will contribute to reclaim ing

11

w om en's place in the history of the conservation m ovem ent. N ot only do these
w om en deserve recognition in the annals of conservation, but the contem porary
conservation field w ould be greatly im poverished if their stories should
disappear. Rediscovering the m issing history of w om en in the conservation
m ovem ent can strengthen conservation as a whole, helping w om en feel m ore a
p art of its rich history, as well its prom ising future. Hopefully, w e will not forget
that John M uir's m entor was a wom an. And we m ay yet learn to know our ow n
prophets.
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M arjory Stonem an D ouglas
The Everglades is a test. If we pass it, we get to keep the planet.
M arjory Stoneman Douglas1
[Marjory Stoneman Douglas has been] the poet, the sledgeham m er advocate, the
constant conscience of the Everglades for a half century.
Florida Senator Robert G raham 2

In 1993, Marjory Stoneman Douglas received the highest civilian honor
aw arded by the United States governm ent, the M edal of Freedom, from
President Bill Clinton. W hen he presented her w ith the aw ard, Clinton said,
"Beyond Florida, Marjory Stonem an Douglas is a m entor for all who desire to
preserve w hat we southerners affectionately call 'a sense of place.' And, Mrs.
Douglas, the next time I hear someone m ention the timeless w onders and powers
of M other N ature, I'll be thinking about you."3
At 103 years old, Douglas was being recognized by the President as one of
the greatest conservationists in American history for her efforts to protect and
restore the Florida Everglades. The aw ard was a fitting tribute to a rem arkable
conservationist, a w om an w hose thirty-year activist career had started in earnest
at age seventy-eight, a w riter whose w ords had transform ed the Everglades from
a useless sw am p into a "river of grass." H er activism w as rooted in a profound
understanding of science, policy, and place, and was elevated by her

1 Cheryl Devall, "Marjory Stoneman Douglas Remembered," A ll Things Considered (Washington,
DC: National Public Radio, 14 May 1998), transcript.
2 Mary Schmich, "Our Lady of the ’Glades," Tallahassee Democrat/Sun, 6 April 1986, 5G.
3 "Remarks by the President in Ceremony Honoring Medal of Freedom Recipients," White House
Press Release, 30 November 1993, <http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/archives/whitehousepapers/1993/Nov/Remarks-by-President-m-Medal-of-Freedom-Ceremony-1993-ll-30>.
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com m anding presence, her lively sense of hum or, and her inexhaustible
determ ination. She w as greatly respected by governors, senators, and
presidents, w hom she was constantly pushing to become better stew ards of her
beloved Everglades.
Douglas's activism was informed, in large part, by her long view of
Florida history. W hen she m oved to Miami in 1915 it was a sleepy backwater
tow n of 5,000 people; w hen she died in 1998 at the age of 108, Miami's
population w as approaching 350,000, w ith over 2,000,000 people in M iami-Dade
County. W ithin her lifetime, she saw South Florida transform ed from America's
last frontier into one of the busiest cosm opolitan hubs in the w orld, an
experience she often likened to going over N iagara Falls in a barrel. And she
saw the transform ation of the Everglades as well, from m aligned w etland to
developm ent gold mine, and then from environm ental tragedy to the great
restoration crusade of the late tw entieth century.4
W ith this long-term perspective, Douglas believed that activism w as not
optional. As she simply p u t it, "I w ould be very sad if I had not fought. I'd have
a guilty conscience if I had been here and w atched all this happen to the
environm ent and not been on the right side." Through all of her eighty-plus
years in Florida she was on the right side, from serving on the committee to
create Everglades National Park and later founding the conservation
organization Friends of the Everglades, to w riting the first definitive book on the
region, The Everglades: R iver o f Grass. The story of her life, her

4 Mary Schmich, 5G; <http:// www.certsus/gov>.
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accomplishments, and her tenacious defense of the Everglades is the story of the
trem endous difference one reform er can m ake.5
* * *

In her later years, Marjory Stoneman Douglas became know n for
appearing at public hearings in her floppy red straw fighting hat, silencing angry
crow ds w ith her patrician voice and the scolding tone of a school teacher. At one
hearing concerning a proposal to drain a 240 acre parcel of wetlands, she
m arched up to the podium through a jeering, angry crowd. As she later recalled,
"I got u p and explained w hy the land shouldn't be drained, and the people booed
me. I said, 'Can't you boo any louder than that?' and they booed some more.
'That isn't loud enough,' I said, 'Come on, boo me LOUDER.' Everybody started
laughing." At a hearing about a new developm ent in the Florida Keys, she
reportedly silenced the crow d w hen she sum m ed up her opposition by telling
them, "It's ugly. It's just ugly." And at another hearing held by the Army Corps
of Engineers concerning a perm it to drain w etlands, she began her testim ony
w ith an explanation of Everglades ecology. But as one observer later recalled,
"When the facts didn't seem to work, she quickly sw itched tactics. Pointing her
finger at one Corps m ember, she adm onished, 'I knew your father, anci he.w ould .
be so asham ed of you.' The m an in uniform blushed and looked down."6
One of her appearances was described in a 1983 article in A u d u b o n
magazine. A hearing w as being held by the Planning D epartm ent of Miami-

5 Marilyn Weeks, "She's Florida's Grande Dame of Conservation," Fort Lauderdale News, 8 June
1979,1C.
1
6 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Voice o f the River, with John Rothchild (Sarasota, Florida:
Pineapple Press, 1987), 232; "The Elocutioner," Tropic-The Miami Herald, 18 March 1984, 26;
Joette Lorion, "The Best Friend of the Everglades, 1997,
<h ttp ://www.everglades.org/best_friend.htnr>.
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Dade County about a zoning plan for the East Everglades that w ould limit
developm ent in the area. As author Steve Yates described the scene:
Speaker after speaker denounced the 'yellow-bellied bureaucrats/
planners, and politicians; each speech was seconded by cheers and
howls. I began to w onder w hat effect this w ould have on the duly
elected commissioners and w hat m ight be the fate of the first poor
Christian to step am ong these lions.
Finally the crow d parted and a small figure in a large hat
was led dow n to the microphone. 'Butterfly chaser!' one m an
yelled in w hat I took to be his w orst insult. 'Go home, granny!'
'You don't ow n any land here,' another yelled. 'M ind your own
business!' After spending a m om ent adjusting the microphone,
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, then ninety-one, turned to the jeering
mob. 'I can't see you back there,' she said in a clear voice. 'But if
you're standing up, you m ight as well sit down. I've got all night,
and I'm used to the heat.' It took, as she w ould say, the starch right
out of them .7
Douglas then "clearly and articulately" explained to the crow d the im portance of
protecting wetlands, speaking "for just too long enough" to subdue them. The
zoning regulations passed, and Douglas undoubtedly m oved on to the next
hearing, the next crisis, the m ost urgent am ong so m any threats to the
Everglades.
Douglas was testifying at these hearings not only, as a concerned citizen
but also as president of Friends of the Everglades, a conservation group that she
form ed in 1969. She saw this as the beginning of her conservation career; as she
later recalled, "My book on the Everglades was 20 years old and I w as 78 before I
got absorbed in the great effort to save them." But in fact, her advocacy on behalf
of the Everglades had deep roots, going all the way back to her first years in

- 7 Steve Yates, "Marjory Stoneman Douglas and the Glades Crusade," Audubon, March 1983,113.
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Miami and the kernel of an idea to protect the m ysterious w etlands of. South
Florida.8
* * *

Marjory Stonem an Douglas had come to Miami to get a divorce. H er
m arriage of one year to Kenneth Douglas had quickly proved to.be a mistake.
He was an alcoholic, spent m uch of their first year together in jail for w riting a
bad check, and then was caught forging her nam e on bank drafts in an attem pt to
get m oney from her father. She later reflected, "There are m any wom en, even in
these so-called em ancipated days, who easily succumb to a m an's dom ination. ..
. In my m arriage I was completely dom inated. Since then I've never w anted to
give myself over to the control or even the slightest possible dom ination of
anybody, particularly a man."9
She arrived in Miami from N ew York in Septem ber 1915, hot and w ilted
in a blue serge suit, and w as reunited w ith her father, Frank Stoneman, w hom
she had not seen since she was six years old. Stonem an had started the first daily
paper in Miami, the N e w s Record, in 1906. But he took some unpopular
positions in his editorials, including opposition to the draining of the Everglades,
a project that was the cornerstone of Governor N apoleon Bonaparte Broward'sadm inistration. This infuriated the governor and alm ost drove the paper into
bankruptcy, until it was reorganized in 1910 as the M iam i Herald, w ith
Stonem an as editor. "Father had very strong opinions about draining the
Everglades even then, though there w asn't m uch scientific inform ation to back

8 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "Brief Biography," Douglas's Resume, MSD, 1; Douglas, Voice of
the River, 223.
9 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 89.
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up those opinions," Douglas recalled. "In fact, my earliest notions about the
Everglades came directly from him."10
Douglas was hired on as a w riter for the paper, a job that she freely adm its
was given to her out of pure nepotism. "I felt I had to m ake good though," she
said: "My father was a good journalist. And Caesar's wife, you know, m ust be
above suspicion. His daughter can't split infinitives and all that." W ith W orld
W ar I underw ay, one of Douglas's early assignm ents was to cover the story of
the first w om an to join the Navy in the state of Florida. She arrived at the
recruiting ship and, before she knew it, she had signed up for the service. She
called her father and told him, "Look, I got the story on the first w om an to enlist.
It turned out to be me."11
Douglas spent a year in Navy doing routine adm inistrative w ork in
Florida. In 1918, she w ent to Europe w ith the Am erican Red Cross to assist in
their w ar relief efforts. She rem ained in Europe after the end of the w ar, then
returned to Miami in 1920 to become the assistant editor of the H erald. H er
prim ary responsibility was a daily colum n called "The Galley," w hich included
poetry and com m entary w ritten by Douglas, am using snippets from other
papers, society tidbits, and the occasional letter from.a H erald reader.12
It was in w riting "The Galley" every day for tw o years that Douglas w ould
first articulate her ideas about the place she now called hom e, and w ould begin
to discuss w hat she thought was the appropriate sort of developm ent for Miami
and South Florida. As she pu t it, "It w as in the colum n that I started to talk about

10 Ibid., 95-96, 98-99.
11 Margo Havakas, "Marjory Stoneman Douglas: Prolific Writer Gives Her Life and Energy to
Pursuit of Excellence," Palm Beach Post-Times, 26 March 1978, C4; Douglas, Voice o f the River,
112-113.
12 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 114-115,126-128.
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Florida as a landscape and as geography, to investigate it and to explore it." One
of the prim ary themes of the colum n can be sum m ed up in one w ord, a w ord
Douglas herself was fond of usin g —regionalism. Day after day, Douglas pushed
her readers to embrace this new landscape and to develop a com m unity that
w ould m ade the m ost of the natural beauty, w arm climate, and w ide open spaces
of South Florida.13
As a Yankee, Douglas knew that it w as hard to let go of N orthern ideas
•

r

and feel at hom e in these strange tropics. While newcom ers m ight enjoy
them selves in Miami, she pointed out:
they seem to be a little homesick alw ays for familiar things, apple
trees in spring time and the lush grass strew n w ith sun dapple and
dandelions, the snow of dogw ood on the hills, bluets in a m eadow ,
great fragrant rose peonies in a N ew England garden, or the red
maples and oaks, golden as sunlight, in some autum n in the m iddle
west. Those things, elms, oaks, daffodils, long sum m er twilights,
Christm as snow, have been m ade familiar, not just by observation
alone, but by the constant interpretations of poets and w riters and
artists.
The task at hand, she continued, w as to make people feel just as connected to the
jungles of South Florida. For these newcom ers "long for the familiar, nqt
realizing that it is a new country which has to be first discovered, literally, by
every one of us, w ith a need for poets and artists and interpreters in general to
p u t us at our ease in it."14
But feeling at hom e in South Florida was only the first step, as Douglas
saw it. The true challenge was to develop a culture that reflected the qualities of
the landscape and the climate. She wrote:

13 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 127-128.
14 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Galley," The Miami Herald, 16 November 1922.

There is certainly som ething in the south Florida country which
means health and youth and vigor and straight-m indedness.
People have simply got to be less restricted and cram ped by silly
old taboos and prejudices here than in the frozen countries. It
stands to reason that because we do not have to lock ourselves up
w ithin storm shutters every w inter that w e ought to be a m ore
kindly, m ore tolerant and m ore sym pathetic people. And w hether
or not this theory is entirely true, certainly we ought to be a very
m uch healthier people. Really, the m ore you think of this splendid
open country, w ith the great w inds and the dazzling clouds and
that sense of great free glittering space, w ith the sun and the soft
salt air, the m ore you realize that its m eaning and significance for
us is both freedom and health.15
Douglas saw Miami as "the last frontier city" in America, and South
Florida as a "trem endous new country that challenges us to greater dreams."
A nd she saw herself and her fellow citizens as pioneers, w ith the opportunity
before them to create a truly equitable, beautiful, vibrant com m unity, to "do big
things and dream big things in the face of impossibility." Douglas was an
advocate of city planning, social justice, and w hat w ould now be described as
sustainable development. She called for adequate housing for all Miami
residents, w ith a focus on providing clean running w ater, sewage treatm ent, and
other m unicipal services to a neglected neighborhood that w as hom e to m uch of
the city's African American community. She w orked to ensure infants had
adequate nutrition through a baby milk fund. She pushed for the creation of city
parks and the preservation of native plants. As she w rote in her column:
We w ant civilization for south Florida! A nd w hen we say that we
do not m ean electric lights and running hot and cold water, as you
know. We w ant a place where the individual can be as free as
possible, w here the life of the com m unity is rich and full and
beautiful, w here all the people, unhandicapped by misery, can go
forw ard together to those ends w hich m an dimly now guesses for

15 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Galley," The Miami Herald, 18 November 1922.
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himself. Because we are pioneers we have dared to dream that
south Florida can be that sort of place, if we all w ant it badly
enough.16
As Douglas saw it, the key to creating this sort of future for South Florida
w as regionalism and the creation of a com m unity that took advantage of the best
qualities of the landscape. "Because, after all," she wrote, "the sheer geography of
a place, of a region, m ust be the basis of everything we do there. The region is
not an arbitrary political division of the country, but a natural division." She
believed that every facet of municipal life, including architecture, education,
industry, and entertainm ent, should be rooted in this lush, w arm place, in the
oceans and the Everglades that distinguish South Florida from the rest of the
nation. A worlci traveler, Douglas felt it im portant to point out that "regionalism
is not at all the same thing as provincialism." She continued, "To be provincial is
to know nothing else. To be rightly regional is to bring the best everywhere to
the service of the region, to m ake it more unique, m ore interesting, m ore
delightfully livable."17
By bringing the best of everywhere to South Florida, Douglas encouraged,
perhaps these pioneers could avoid the fate of pollution, slums, and
hom ogeneity that seem ed to befall so m any cities in the early tw entieth century.
All of this w ould dem and a great deal of civic involvem ent, which Douglas
ceaselessly tried to inspire. For, as she bluntly pu t it, "Unless the whole people
dem and som ething m ore than mediocrity it will still be our curse."18

16 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Galley," The Miami Herald, 29 December 1922; Marjory
Stoneman Douglas, "Communities Face Their Slums . . . In Coconut Grove, Florida," Ladies'
Home Journal, October 1950, 23.
17 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Galley," The Miami Herald, 4 December 1922.
18 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Galley,1' The Miami Herald, 26 January 1923.
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Douglas recognized that m uch of South Florida's future lay in the
"trem endous black prairies" of the Everglades. And she believed that the
business that w ould take greatest advantage of south Florida's natural assets,
while avoiding the m aladies that plagued industrial cities across the nation, was
agriculture. N ot only did she believe that this w ould spare Miami from the
environm ental and labor abuses of heavy industries, w hich w ere virtually
unregulated in the early tw entieth century, but she also believed that a life lived
close to the soil w ould build a healthier, happier citizenry. She w rote in her
column:
The w ealth of the south Florida [sic], but even m ore im portant, the
m eaning and the significance of south Florida, lies in the black
m uck of the Everglades anci the inevitable developm ent of this
country to be the great tropic agricultural center of the w orld. That
insures to us forever that we will be the sort of region w hich a
cheap industrialism cannot touch, but w hich rightly planned and
developed as agricultural, can produce not just w ealth, but a social
structure of value and integrity, a civilization, or at least let us
w ork to that end, rich in all of the things which m akes the life of
any m an interesting and significant and m ellow and valuable.19
W hen Douglas w rote these w ords, there w as no w ay she could know that
agriculture w ould eventually become one of her biggest foes in her struggle to
protect the Everglades. The draining of w etlands required to make farm ing a
viable enterprise in South Florida, w hen combined w ith the developm ent
pressures of an exploding population, w ould eventually bring the entire
ecosystem to the very brink of collapse. But in 1923, little was know n about the
fragile balance between fresh and salt w ater in South Florida, a balance
m aintained by the vast, spongy w etlands of the Everglades. Twenty-five years

19 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Galley," The Miami Herald, 20 March 1923.
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later, it w ould be Marjory Stonem an Douglas w ho w ould finally explain this
balance, and w ould show all the w orld the function, the value, and the delicate
nature of these little-know n wetlands.
* * *

While Douglas found her work at the H erald ex citing and challenging, the
pressure of w riting a daily colum n was taking its toll on her. In 1924, she
suffered a nervous breakdow n and was told by a doctor that she w ould have to
give up her job at the paper. This suited Douglas, who w as ready to move on.
She stayed in a room at the hom e of her father and stepm other, where, she says,
"I recovered by being quiet, sleeping late, and by beginning to write short
stories."20
H er big break came later that summer, w hen she sold an early story to one
of the m ost popular m agazines in the country, the Saturday E vem ng Post.
W orking w ith an agent, Douglas w ould go on to have over forty short stories
published in the Post, along w ith m any more stories and articles in m agazines
such as L adies1H om e Journal, McCalls, the Chicago Tribune Sunday magazine,
and others.21
Selling the stories provided her w ith m uch desired financial
independence; she som etim es told visitors that the S aturday E vening P ost built
her house in Miami's Coconut Grove neighborhood. Set back from the road w ith
a thatched-like roof, lush greenery, a simple airy feel, and a breezy terrace,
Douglas had the small house built for her in 1926. She designed the house to be
"one large room w ith living quarters tacked on," or, as she later described it to a

20 Douglas, Voice of the River, 167-168.
21 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 169-170; Rosalie Leposky, "Marjory Stoneman Douglas
Bibliography," The Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings Journal of Florida Literature8 (1997): 5.5-73.
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reporter, "really just an amplified w ork room." Selling stories also assured her
that she could m ake a living on her ow n term s as a freelance w riter, w ithout a
husband's financial support or the daily rigors of new spaper life. She w ould
never rem arry, saying, "I w anted to write. W ho w anted to m arry a writer, an
independent w om an to boot?" The life of a housew ife and m other, she
explained, woulci never suit her. "Some w om en m ake good mothers," she said.
"I w ouldn't. The poor little things w ould be falling out of bed on their ears and
I'd be w orrying about the ending to a story."22
The short stories provided Douglas w ith m ore than just independence and
a steady source of income. They also brought her closer to her adopted
hom eland. Douglas found that publishers w ere especially interested in stories
about Florida, as few people were w riting about the area then. A nd so, just as
w riting "The Galley" had pushed Douglas to think about the future of South
Florida, her short story career led her to a deeper exploration of the region and
its history. Several of her stories are set in the rem ote sw am ps, hardscrabble
pineland hom esteads, and.frontier outposts of the Everglades. These places are
peopled by sinister plum e hunters, ruthless real estate developers, tough w om en
hom esteaders, and idealistic young pioneers. And the characters' lives are
transform ed by the events of South Florida —hurricanes, frosts, and real estate
boom s —as well as the m ore universal forces of love, death, and loss.23
One story, "Pineland," chronicles the life of a character similar to Douglas,
a w om an from the N ortheast who escapes a bad m arriage and m akes a new life
for herself in South Florida. The reader m eets Sarah M cDevitt as she is riding
22 Douglas, Voice of the River, 172-173; Beatrice Washburn, "House by Side of the Road is Home
of Marjory Douglas," The Miami Herald, 15 February 1953,17E; Harakas, Cl.
23 For a cross-section of these stories, see Marjoiy Stoneman Douglas, Nine Florida Stories, ed.
Kevin M. McCarthy (Jacksonville, Florida; University of North Florida Press, 1990).
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hom e from her son's execution. H er story unfolds as she talks to the m an driving
her home, a local reporter. She and her husband had come to Florida from
Vermont, and he had used her m oney to buy an orange grove. But he
abandoned her soon after, and then the grove w as ruined by the great freezes of
1894-1895, which destroyed the orange trees. So she took her tw o sons and
headed farther south, w ithout her husband, to hom estead a farm near Miami.24
A lthough McDevitt's life is hard and she is always fearful of her husband's
return, she is comforted by her farm, and especially by the Caribbean pines,
w hich had so charm ed Douglas and were a com m on subject of praise in "The
Galley." Eventually, McDevitt's husband comes to the farm and lures her grow n
sons away and into the hands of the outlaw Pardee Gang. The climax of the
story comes w hen a fire breaks out on the farm, just as she is trying to stop her
sons from leaving w ith their father. The fire is threatening the pines, and she
turns her back on her sons in order to fight the blaze. In doing so, it is as if she
chooses to defend the farm, and the stability and security it represents, rather
than defending her sons from their father, letting go of the uncertainty and
despair that has m arked their lives together. H er sons and her husband leave
her to fight the fire alone, which .she does. Through it all, it is the land that
sustains her, and her ow n fierce will, which seem in m any ways to be one and
the same. As the driver reflects at the end of the story, "She had m aintained
herself, like an old pine through m any burnings, by the enduring soundness of
its ow n wood."25
Several of the themes in "Pineland," including the redem ptive qualities of
a life lived close to the land, the difficult circumstances of the South Florida
24 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "Pineland," in Nine Florida Stories, 1-12.
25 Ibid., 5-6, 20-24.
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frontier, and the overw helm ing pow er of the harsh and beautiful landscape,
reem erge again and again in m any of Douglas's stories. H er stories are also
inform ed by actual events, such as the great freeze of 1894-1895 and the
hurricane that hit Miami in 1926. H er story "Plumes" was inspired by the life and
death of Guy Bradley, an amiable young A udubon w arden who was killed by
plum e hunters in 1905. Bradley had been hired to guard an Am erican and
snow y egret rookery in the Everglades from plum e hunters, w ho killed the birds
and collected their elegant nuptial plum age for w om en's hats. But soon alter
Bradley left home to begin the job, his body w as found in his boat by his brother.
He had been shot and killed.26
In "Plumes," Bradley's fictional counterpart is John Pinder, a m an who has
escaped from prison to a small com m unity in the Everglades, w here he falls in
love w ith the birds and slips into a simple, anonym ous life. But w hen he hears
that one of his neighbors has found a large rookery and plans to shoot the birds
nesting there, he is haunted by the prospect. Deathly afraid that his identity will
be discovered if he tries to take action to help the birds, he nonetheless cannot
allow them to be killed. One night he comes upon a brightly lit houseboat and,
against his better judgm ent, boards the boat and tells those inside that someone
is planning to kill all the birds in the nearby rookery. It happens that Pinder has
stum bled upon a group of conservationists anci, after some discussion, Pinder is
asked by those on the boat to protect the birds as an A udubon Society w arden.
Knowing that it will probably seal his fate, he nevertheless agrees.27

26 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, The Everglades: River o f Grass, rev. ed. (St Simons Island,
Georgia: Mockingbird Books, 1974), 240-241.
27 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "Plumes," in Nine Florida Stories, 97-107.
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.When the plum e hunters learn that John has signed on as a w arden, they
do a bit of investigating and discover his true identity. M eanwhile, John heads
out to the rookery and, as the weeks pass and he waits for the inevitable arrival
of the hunters, he becomes captivated by the beautiful birds. W hen the hunters
come, they bring along a law officer who plans to take John back to prison. As
they begin killing the egrets, John offers to give himself up if they will stop their
attack on the rookery. But they ignore him, and John is ultim ately killed trying
to protect the birds.28
One of the m ost striking elements in this and m any of Douglas's stories is
her vivid portrayal of the Everglades. H er images of saw grass and palm etto,
sharp white light, and waves of birds swirling overhead m ust have been
enchanting to American readers in the 1920s and 1930s, for w hom South Florida
w as a distant, little-known corner of the continent. These descriptions were
rooted in her ow n experiences in the Everglades.
Douglas was quick to point out that this landscape did not lend itself to
the sort of relationship that John M uir had w ith the high Sierra, or that H enry
David Thoreau shared w ith W alden Pond. Much of the Everglades is covered
w ith w ater for several m onths of the year, and them osquitoes and saw grass
m ake for tough going. In her view, "knowing the Everglades does hot
necessarily m ean spending long periods of time walking around out there." As
she p u t it, "I suppose you could say the Everglades and I have the kind of
friendship that doesn't depend on constant physical contact."29
Yet, while she may not have been tram ping around in the backcOuntry,
Douglas did spend a good deal of time in the Everglades, and that inform ed her
28 Ibid., 108-121.
29 Douglas, Voice of the River, 135, 233.
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stories and helped her to create a compelling picture of the region for the nation's
readers. For example, on m any of her trips to the Everglades she saw enorm ous
flocks of birds fill the sky, and these m om ents provided the inspiration for such
powerful, evocative scenes as the following flight of herons and egrets w itnessed
by John Pinder:
They lifted, far away, from unseen tree tops, w ith the restlessness
of before sundow n; they sprang upw ard from close at hand, bright
explosions of thousands upon thousands of wings. They crossed
and recrossed above the pathw ay of the river, soaring drifts of
birds, bursts and festoons and mile-long fluttering ribbons of birds;
birds in blow ing streamers, in ordered ranks, in far-spaced floods.
Their w hiteness as they turned and flashed against the blue, against
the sunlight, w as the whiteness of white petals, of new snow, of
w hite foam bursting from a riven sapphire sea. The blue of the
herons' long bodies was the blue of steel and of the horizon. The
blue flashed and became white. The w hite turned, in one wheeling
turn of thousands of identical wings, and became blue, became
dark, became shadow feathered against the sky. And in the sky
still the only clouds were distant wings. Far off and continually
there w ere wings, the swift and airy deliberation of uncounted
wings, in a fine w orld of air, inviolate and unstained.30
This was not the only scene in "Plumes" that Douglas w rote based on her
ow n experience. Soon after Pinder witnesses this spectacle, he comes upon the
brightly lit houseboat w here he is eventually enlisted as an A udubon Society
w arden. If readers could only take a closer look inside the houseboat, they
w ould discover Marjory Stonem an Douglas there, on the houseboat excursion as
a m em ber of the committee w orking to establish Everglades National Park.
***
The houseboat journey that later appeared in "Plumes" was actually part
of a m ulti-day trip into the Everglades that w as attended by m any of the m ost
30 Douglas, "Plumes," in Nine Florida Stories, 104.
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prom inent conservationists in the nation, including Park Service director Horace
Albright and his assistant director Arno Cam m erer (who w ould later succeed
him as director), A udubon Society president Gilbert Pearson, Yellowstone
N ational Park superintendent Roger Toll, botanist David Fairchild, and US
/

Representative Ruth Bryan Owen, as well as Marjory Stonem an Douglas. All
were m em bers of a national commission that had been authorized in 1928 and
established in 1930 to m ake a recom m endation to Congress and the President
about the possibilities for a national park in the Everglades.31
At the heart of the project was Ernest Coe, w ho had been the first and
m ost persistent cham pion of the Everglades National Park idea, and w hom
Douglas recognized as "the forgotten m an who saved the Everglades." Coe had
arranged the trip for the commission soon after it was form ed. The expedition
included a blim p ride over the Everglades, a trip to the endangered coral reefs of
the Keys, and the houseboat journey into the Shark River area. According to
Douglas, the m em bers of the commission were fascinated w ith the Everglades,
and their evening on the houseboat was topped off by the stunning sight of
thousands of egrets flying home to their rookeries.32
As Douglas later recalled, "after a hilarious dinner onboard the houseboat,
some m an row ed up quietly in the dark w ater alongside and told someone that
over on the next branch of the fiver a group of plum e hunters were quietly
w aiting until we got away before shooting up the rookery." Douglas's short
story "Plumes" diverged at this point from the actual events that followed.
Rather than asking the m ysterious visitor to patrol the rookery, as Douglas w rote

31 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "The Forgotten Man Who Saved the Everglades," Audubon,
September 1971, 88.
32 Ibid., 90.
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in "Plumes," some m em bers of the commission actually w ent directly to the
hunters' cam p and tried to persuade them not to kill the birds. The hunters w ere
polite, but evasive. The commission m em bers later learned that, after the
departure of the houseboat, all the adult birds were killed for their plum age,
leaving the young hatchlings to die of heat or starvation. "I think it w as the
death of those birds," Douglas wrote, "that m ost convinced the commission that
this area m ust be protected as a national park."33

c

But the creation of the park w ould not come for some time. The
commission recom m ended that a national park be created in the Everglades, and
Congress passed a bill approving the establishm ent of the park as soon as the
state of Florida donated the land. This w ould take several years, as the backers
of the park fought against opposition from land speculators and private interests,
and then w aited through W orld W ar II, before the state of Florida finally
approved the donation of 1,258,000 acres for the park.34
Everglades National Park was finally established in 1947, nineteen years
after the investigation by the park commission had been authorized. Douglas
had been one of only two w om en on the commission, and that experience w ould
be of great value to her thirty years, later, w hen she im m ersed herself in efforts to
protect the park. But for Douglas, 1947 w ould take on even greater significance,
for it w as then that five years of research and w riting w ould finally come to
fruition w ith the publication of her m ost im portant work: The Everglades: R iver
o f Grass.
*

•* *

"There are no other Everglades in the world."
33 Ibid., 90-91.
34 Ibid., 92, 94-95.
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It is almost impossible to read any significant article, speech, or book
about the Everglades w ithout coming across these w ords, the opening line of
Douglas's seminal book about the region, The Everglades: R iver o f Grass. She
continues:
They are, they have always been, one of the unique regions
of the earth, rem ote, never wholly known. N othing anyw here else
is like them: their vast glittering openness, w ider than the
enorm ous visible round of the horizon, the racing free saltness and
sweetness of their massive winds, under the dazzling blue heights
of space. They are unique also in the simplicity, the diversity, the
related harm ony of the forms of life they enclose. The miracle of
the light pours over the green and brow n expanse of saw grass and
of w ater, shining and slow-moving below, the grass and w ater that
is the m eaning and the central fact of the Everglades of Florida. It
is a river of grass.35
W ith these w ords, Douglas welcomed readers to the first comprehensive
book about the Everglades, a place that she freely adm itted she knew almost
nothing about w hen she started the project. And neither, for that m atter, did
alm ost anyone else. Douglas had stum bled upon the book project by accident.
H ervey Allen, an author and a friend of Douglas's, had been chosen by Rinehart
to edit their "Rivers of America" series. He stopped in Coconut Grove to visit
w ith Douglas and asked her to write a book about the Miami River for the series.
"Hervey, you can't w rite a book about the Miami River," she replied. "It's only
about an inch long." But Douglas had been in the w riting business long enough
to know that these sorts of offers from publishers were rare, and she w asn't
going to let Allen walk out the door. Before she even had a chance to think it
through, she blurted out an idea —w ould he instead consider a book about the
Everglades? "I suggested that the Miami River m ight tu rn out to be p art of the

35 Douglas, The Everglades, 1.
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Everglades," she recalled. "I knew it was connected to the Everglades. I can't
pretend I knew m uch more than that." Allen approved, and she started w ork on
the project imm ediately.36
This story about the genesis of The E verglades recurs frequently in
interview s w ith Douglas and in articles about her life. And it is w ith good
reason, for, as she pu t it, "There, on a w riter's w him and an editor's decision, I
was hooked w ith the idea that w ould consume m e for the rest of m y life." The
book itself w ould consume her for the next five years. She w as faced w ith a
rather m onum ental task. N ot only was this the first major book about the
natural and hum an history of the Everglades, but there w ere relatively few
people at that time who knew m uch about the region.37
One of the few who did know a great deal w as Garald Parker, Florida's
state hydrologist, w ho w as completing a study of the groundw ater in
southeastern Florida. It w as Parker w ho first explained to Douglas that the
w ater in the Everglades was not stagnant but was instead gradually flowing, and
that it was the combination of sawgrass w ith this m oving fresh w ater that was
the defining characteristic of the Everglades. After som e contem plation, she
returned to Parker and asked him if he thought she w ould be accurate in calling
the Everglades a "river of grass." Parker told her the phrase would, indeed, be an
apt description. Tier friend and esteemed conservation colleague A rt M arshall
told her years later that "with those three words" she forever transform ed the
w orld's understanding of the true nature of the Everglades.38

36 Margo Harakas, C4; Douglas, Voice of the River, 190.
37 Douglas, Voice of the River, 190.
38 Ibid., 190-191.
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Guided by the concept of a river of grass, Douglas began the painstaking
process of gathering widely scattered bits and pieces of inform ation about the
region and its inhabitants. She scoured shelves of governm ent docum ents in
Tallahassee, while comfortably stationed as a guest in the governor's mansion.
She visited w ith professors and scholars. A nd in far-flung, rem ote Everglades
communities, she m et countless residents w ith w hom she "leaned on bridges or
drank cokes in Trail stations or hailed from fishing docks or gossiped with in
lonely houses, on hidden roads, on beaches or by solitary rivers or on the corners
of crow ded streets." The vast, even audacious, scope of the project undoubtedly
overw helm ed her at times, but she plowed forw ard, steadily pulling together
one of the m ost detailed and compelling portraits of South Florida that w ould
ever be w ritten.39
The Everglades, as Douglas described them and as the rest of the w orld
w ould come to know them, begin w ith the vast, shallow expanses of Lake .
Okeechobee, a seven h u ndred square mile giant that receives its w ater from a
system of rivers to the north and west, including the Kissimmee River, the Taylor
River, and Fisheating Creek, which in turn flow out of a chain of lakes in central
Florida. Extending south from Lake Okeechobee for one hundred m iles, and
ranging from fifty to seventy miles wide, Douglas's Everglades cover 3,500
square m iles—m ost of South Florida.40
The E verglades opens w ith a physical description of this landscape and its
natural history, in sections w ith such titles as "The Grass," "The Water," "The
Rock," and "Life on the Rock." From there, Douglas m oves directly into the
history of the earliest hum an residents of the Everglades, the arrival of European
39 Ibid., 191-193, 302.
40 Douglas, The Everglades: River o f Grass, 4-5, 8-9.
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explorers in the fifteenth century, and the heady, violent, chaotic frontier days of
Florida in the nineteenth century. The chapter "Drainage and the Frontier"
describes Governor Broward's cam paign to drain the Everglades in the early
1900's and create "The Empire of the Everglades," and the ram pant real estate
speculation that subsequently consum ed the region. This is followed by the
tellingly nam ed chapter "Boom, Blow, Bust, and Recovery," a chronicle of the
rapid escalation in land prices, the hurricane that hit Miami in 1926, the resulting
economic collapse, and the slow recovery that followed. The book concludes
w ith a chapter entitled "The Eleventh Flour," which details threats to. the fragile
balance of the Everglades, a balance m aintained by w ater.41
According to Douglas, it is fresh w ater that gives life to the Everglades
and, in combination w ith the geology of South Florida, keeps the salt w ater at
bay. The six-month rainy season begins in the spring, and as the land is
drenched, Lake Okeechobee and the rivers that fill it also rise, eventually
overflowing their banks and pouring into the Everglades. "The rains fling their
solid shafts of w ater dow n the stream ing green land," Douglas writes, "and
Okeechobee swells and stirs and creeps south dow n the unseen tilt of the
Glades." This slow m oving sheet of fresh w ater is protected by a limestone rim
that separates it from the surrounding ocean. Douglas w rites, "The rock holds
the fresh w ater and the grass and all those other shapes and forms of air-loving
life only a little way out of the salt water, as a full spoon low ered into a full cup
holds two liquids separate."42
It is this delicate equilibrium betw een fresh and salt w ater that is cause for
alarm in the final chapter. Douglas explains that the unchecked drainage of the
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid., 8-12,17.
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Everglades, combined w ith the levees and canals that had been built to stop the
flooding of Lake Okeechobee, had two dire consequences. First, the absence of
w ater caused the dark, peaty soils to dry out and oxidize under the hot Florida
sun, shrinking in some places at a rate of over a foot per year for several years.
Second, the canals that had been blasted into the rim of rock holding the
Everglades had allowed salt w ater to invade and m ove inland. W ithout fresh
w ater in the porous rock to slow its progress, the salt w ater crept ever closer to
cities, wells, and farms. The frequency and intensity of fires (always a natural
occurrence in the Everglades) increased in this parched land, burning aw ay the
soil in places dow n to bare rock. "The whole Everglades w ere burning," Douglas
wrote. "What had been a river of grass and sw eet w ater that had given m eaning
and life and uniqueness to this whole enorm ous geography through centuries in
w hich m an had no place here was m ade, in one chaotic gesture of greed and
ignorance and folly, a river of fire."43
Douglas believed that the last chance for the Everglades lay in the
increasing num ber of citizens who were becom ing concerned about the w ater
supply and the future of South Florida. For, as she wrote, "The Everglades w ere
one thing, one vast unified harm onious whole, in w hich the old subtle balance,
w hich had been destroyed, m ust som ehow be replaced, if the nature of this
whole region and the life of the coastal cities w ere to be saved." The creation of
Everglades National Park provided one glim m er of optimism. But Douglas
believed a massive overhaul of the entire drainage system was the only true
hope for the Everglades. She concluded her first edition of The E verglades w ith
the news that an effort by the Soil Conservation Service, the US Geological

43 Ibid., 274, 280, 290.
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Survey, and the Army Corps of Engineers to coordinate w ater m anagem ent
across the entire region m ight prove to be its salvation. This effort, the Central
and Southern Florida Project for Flood Control, placed eighteen South Florida
counties w ithin the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District, or CSFFCD, in 1948.44
Years later, Douglas w ould come to regret placing her faith in this project.
In a 1979 interview discussing the first edition of The Everglades, Douglas
lam ented, "To my horror now, I had said at the end of the book that everything
w ould be all right w ith the governm ent and the engineers coming in. Well, of
course, it wasn't. They m essed it up by building a flood-control system that
drained off w ater from the sw am ps and completely changed the ecology." As
she explained in a 1974 afterw ord to a revised edition of The Everglades, "It did
not seem im portant at the time that the Board m em bers were all politically
appointed and controlled, know ing little about the true nature of the region and
dedicated to the idea of land reclam ation by drainage for quick profits and
taxable developments." In this afterword, Douglas outlined the failed efforts of
the CSF-FCD and the Corps of Engineers, efforts in w hich she had originally
placed her hope and faith, and had guided her.readers to do the same.45
The projects that the Corps of Engineers undertook for a quarter century,
under guidelines established by the CSF-FCD, w ould ultim ately do m ore to
exacerbate the problem s than to fix them. The w ater in Lake Okeechobee
rem ained unnaturally low in order to m aintain aquifers at levels suitable for
farmers. The expanding spider w eb of canals, levees, ditches, and dikes
continued to grow, largely due to political pressure from farm ers and developers
44 Ibid., 292, 298, 304.
45 Ibid., 304; Weeks, 6C.
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to drain m ore land. Floodgates cut off m uch of the w ater supply to Everglades
N ational Park, in order to provide m ore fresh w ater to coastal cities that were
losing their w ater supply to salt w ater intrusion. And, in w hat Douglas calls
"perhaps the greatest m istake in the whole course of Everglades drainage," the
m eandering Kissimmee River was channelized, draining for developm ent
w etlands that once purified the slow moving w ater, and rushing a speeding
stream of w ater polluted w ith sewage and agricultural chemicals directly into
Lake Okeechobee.46
As she had done in the first edition of The Everglades, in 1974 Douglas
once again turned to the pow er of an informed citizenry as the best catalyst for
change. In the revised edition, she w rote :
The future for South Florida, as for all once-beautiful and despoiled
areas of our country, lies in aroused and inform ed public opinion
and citizen action. If more and m ore of us continue forcefully and
untiringly to dem and a balanced developm ent of land, of salt and
fresh w ater, of people and wilderness, farms, cities, appropriate
industries, wildlife and recreation such as the region can
intelligently be expected to support, w e can still bring back m uch
usefulness and beauty to a changed and recreated earth.
W hen com pared w ith the conclusion of the first edition of The Everglades, there
is som ething m ore urgent in this call to action. This time, Douglas placed herself
alongside her readers as the key to protecting the region, rather than just
standing back and placing her hope in hum anity as a whole. Since 1947, the
future of the Everglades had become a m uch m ore personal issue for Douglas.
For the first time in her eighty years, Douglas had throw n herself into the long

46 Ibid., 304-307.
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struggle to save the Everglades, a mission that w ould dom inate the last thirty
years of her life.47
* * *

The story of Marjory Stoneman Douglas's recruitm ent into the
conservation m ovem ent is a fam ous one in Florida environm ental circles. As
legend has it, she was in the grocery store w hen she ran into an acquaintance, a
w om an nam ed Judy Brown, w ho was w orking w ith Joe Browder, a
conservationist w ith the National A udubon Society in Miami. In the course of
their conversation, Douglas thanked Brown for the w onderful conservation w ork
that she and Browder w ere doing. But instead of just accepting the compliment,
Brown turned the conversation around and asked Douglas w hat she was doing
to protect the Everglades. "I w rote the book," Douglas answ ered. Brown told her
that w asn't enough, that they needed her to become m ore involved in advocacy
efforts on behalf of the Everglades. "To get out of this conversation," Douglas
later wrote, "I casually m um bled some platitude like 'I'll do w hatever I can.'"48
The next day, Joe Browder was on Douglas's doorstep. A t the top of his
agenda was a massive international airport that developers hoped to build in the
Big Cypress region of the Everglades, an area that was the source of one-third of
the w ater that flowed into the national park. He asked Douglas to speak out in
opposition to the jetport, convinced that her stature and her close ties to the
Everglades could help turn the tide against the project. As Douglas recalled, "I
suggested that nobody could care particularly about m y ringing denunciation of
anything, and that such things are m ore effective if they come from

47 Ibid., 308.
48 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 225; Tim Collie, '"Voice of the River1: Her Precious Monument is
All Around Us," South Florida Sun-Sentinel, 14 May 1998, <http://www.sun-sentuael.com>.
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organizations. W ithout m issing a beat, he said, 'Well, w hy don't you start an
organization?' So there I was, stuck w ith a challenge that began as a polite
rejoinder in the grocery-store line."49 .
Several days later, Douglas was still m ulling this over at a soiree at the
/

Fairchild Tropical G arden in Coconut Grove. She brought it up in conversation
w ith a friend, Michael Chenoweth, asking him w hat he thought of an
organization called the Friends of the Everglades that anyone could join for just
one dollar. C henow eth handed her a dollar bill and told her it was a great idea.
"Now I had not only the idea of an organization to contend with," Douglas said,
"but also one m em ber and an endowm ent. W hat choice did I have but to carry
this further?"50
And so the Friends of the Everglades was born in 1969, w ith chapters soon
established in each of the South Florida counties that m ade up the Everglades.
Local volunteers headed every chapter, and Douglas served as president of the
organization. N ow approaching eighty years old, she was just beginning her
career as a full time advocate for the environm ent, and m any of the skills she had
gained in those eight decades w ould serve her well in the years to come. As she
p u t it, "The Everglades .. . prom ised to become a reason for things, a central
force in my existence at the beginning of m y 80th year. Perhaps it had taken me
th at long to figure out exactly w hat I was able to contribute, and for m e to
m arshal my forces."51
Once m arshaled, those forces were form idable indeed. Douglas.had
attended college at Wellesley, where she majored in English composition. She
49 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 225; Col lie, 7; Douglas, The Everglades, 307.
50 Douglas, Voice of the River, 225.
51 Ibid., 224; Ray Lynch, "Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Protector of the Everglades, Dies at 108,"
South Florida Sun-Sentinel, 14 May 1998, <http://www.sun-sentinel.com>.
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had also taken public speaking courses there, w hich came in quite handy in her
new role as spokesperson. After founding Friends of the Everglades, she
prim arily advanced her cause by traveling around Florida and speaking about
the Everglades to anyone w ho w ould listen. "I studied elocution at Wellesley
College," she was fond of saying, "and I've been going around elocuting ever
since."52
Over a half century before she founded Friends of the Everglades, she had
m ade good use of her speaking skills in the suffrage m ovem ent, an experience
th at greatly inform ed her environm ental activism. Well connected from the start,
she w orked side by side w ith some of the m ost notable w om en in Florida history
in trying to convince the leaders of the state to support voting rights for women:
In 1916, she accompanied the wife of William Jennings Bryan and the w idow s of
tw o form er governors, N apoleon Bonaparte Broward and W.S. Jennings, on a
lobbying trip to Tallahassee. W earing their best hats, they addressed a joint
comm ittee of the legislature. As Douglas later described the scene, "It w as a
large room w ith m en sitting around on two sides w ith their backs propped up
against the walls and large brass spittoons betw een every other one of them.
Talking to them w as like talking to graven images. .They never paid attention to
us at all. They w eren't even listening." In another interview, she recalled, "I
rem em ber they all had spittoons, and there was a m an spitting in one next to me.
I w as a little nervous. It w as my good dress."53
The experience was a sobering one, and Florida w ould ultim ately be the
last state in the nation to ratify the suffrage am endm ent. But Douglas never

52 Douglas, Voice o f the River, 69-70; Yates, 116.
53 Douglas, Voice of the River, 106-107; Margarita Fichtner, "Landscapes and Letters: Our Lady of
the Glades Still Jokes About Death and Destruction," The Miami Herald, 7 April 1983, 2D.
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forgot the lessons she gleaned from her fellow suffragists, wom en w ith a
trem endous am ount of political w isdom and experience. She also learned a great
deal about Florida politics, and the long distance, both physical and ideological,
betw een the northern capital and her southern hom e.54
Fifty years after suffrage w as finally granted to wom en, Douglas brought
these skills and experiences to the Everglades crusade. Just as im portant as her
political acum en was her stature as one of Florida's m ost respected cultural
figures. In addition to The E verglades (her m ost celebrated work) and her short
stories, she had w ritten eight other books, including several novels, a non-fiction
book about tropical storm s entitled Hurricane, and a survey of state history,
Florida: The Long Frontier. N ot only was she a celebrated author, but her father
had been the founder and editor of w hat became one of the m ost im portant
new spapers in the state and, although the Stoneman family w as not wealthy,
these connections h ad placed her in the same circles as m any Florida leaders
since her arrival in 1915. From her early lobbying trip w ith the m ost prom inent
w om en in Florida to her stay at the governor's m ansion while researching The
Everglades, Douglas was clearly welcome and comfortable am ong the Florida
elite.5?
Douglas was also intim ately linked w ith the Everglades in the public
imagination. By 1970 she had already received a num ber of aw ards from
conservation groups for The Everglades and for her w ork on the national park
committee, including recognition from the Florida A udubon Society, the Florida
W ildlife Federation, and the Fairchild Tropical Garden. She was also funny,

54 Ibid., 107.
55 Leposky, 1-2.
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tough,.principled, articulate, and savvy. All in all, she w as a conservation
advocate's dream spokesperson.56
In interviews, Douglas offered m uch m ore m odest reasons for her success.
As she once told a reporter, "I'm an old lady. I've got w hite hair, I've been
around here forever, and no one can afford to be rude to me. A nd don't think I
don't take advantage of that. I say outrageous things and get by w ith it." Or, as
she p u t it in an interview w ith Tim e magazine, "I take advantage of everything I
c a n —age, hair, disability —because my cause is just."57
Douglas saw this just cause as a natural focus of the last three decades of
her life for, as she rather coyly explained, "It's w om en's business to be interested
in the environm ent. It's an extended form of housekeeping, isn't it?" Ironically,
Douglas was not m uch of a housekeeper herself. For that reason, she had
designed her home to be "as stout and as sparse as a factory, w ith not m uch to
w orry about." H er tiny kitchen was only big enough for an electric hotplate, a
small baking oven, and a m iniature refrigerator, which was sufficient since she
"didn't plan to do m uch cooking or housekeeping, anyway." Instead, she dined
out w ith friends, capped each day w ith two fingers of scotch, and channeled her
energy into the fight for the Everglades.58 .
The first issue Douglas w ould tackle was the one Browder had brought to
her doorstep, the proposed jetport slated for Big Cypress. However, that was
just the beginning for M arjory Stoneman Douglas. Soon she was taking on the
entire Central and Southern Florida Flood Control District and their
m anagem ent of the Everglades. Or, as she described it, she and. the Friends of
56 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Resume, 19S2, MSD, 1-2.
57 Weeks, lc; Anastasia Toufexis, "Lady of the Everglades: Marjory Stoneman Douglas Fights for
Florida's Wetlands," Time, 31 January 1983, 57.
58 Douglas, Voice of the River, 17,172-173, 208.
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the Everglades "soon turned [their] attentions from the single jetport project to
the general predicam ent of the water." She often noted that the feature
distinguishing the Friends of the Everglades from all other conservation groups
w as the fact that her organization was "based on water."59
Douglas believed the balance betw een fresh and salt w ater was the single
m ost im portant problem facing the state. And she did not hesitate to point
fingers at those responsible for degrading the w ater supply, be they developers,
large agricultural operations, the governm ent, or oil companies. Never one to
mince w ords, she described the problems w ith developm ent this way: "The
population explosion has brought people to the state w ho don't know, or care,
about the env iro n m en t... . The enorm ous population has completely upset that
natural balance [between fresh and saltwater], and that is our greatest problem .
If the people w eren't here, w e w ouldn't have the problem —it's all a result of
over-population, ignorance, stupidity and a desire of some people to m ake a
quick buck." In Douglas's opinion, the freewheeling attitude of state governm ent
d id n 't help m atters much. As she once told G overnor Reuben Askew, "Your
predecessors gave away Florida land like drunken sailors."60
But her m ost serious criticism was reserved for the Army Corps..of.
Engineers and the politicians and bureaucrats in charge of w ater m anagem ent in
South Florida. She and the Friends of the Everglades w ere prim arily concerned
w ith restoring natural w ater flow to the diked, dam m ed, dredged, channelized,
highly-engineered Everglades ecosystem, and they saw the cham pions of

59 Toufexis, 57; Douglas, Voice of the River, 226; Lee McCall, "A Conversation with Marjory
Stoneman Douglas," Sarasota Herald-Trihune, 16 July 1978,15.
60 Vickie Johnson Carver, "In South Florida," Tampa Tribune Times, 27 June 1982; Barbara Deane,
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drainage as their biggest obstacle. In a 1981 interview, she described the
situation this way:
W hat I'm m ost interested in right now is restoring the
Kissimmee-Okeechobee basin w hile there's still time. O ur fresh
w ater comes from there, and if we continue destroying it, w e're not
going to have any more.
People have trouble realizing that all this is inter-connected.
' The w ater comes dow n from the Kissimmee to Lake Okeechobee,
and then across the Everglades in a sheet. This system replenishes
the shallow aquifers where we get our fresh water.
The problem is that we've been pum ping these aquifers dry,
allowing the saltw ater to intrude, and once that happens there's
nothing we can do about it. W ater only comes from rainfall, and
there's only so m uch we get. They've already taken sam ples from
wells at LaBelle and up in H ighlands County and found them
carrying saltwater, and there are also saltw ater sam ples coming
from the bottom of Lake Okeechobee.
W e're also trying very hard to pollute the w ater we have.
The northern p art of the Okeechobee is thoroughly polluted from,
the canals that bring dow n all the w astes from the farms, and the
southern end is being polluted.
People m ust come to realize that it's all the same w ater, from
the Kissimmee to Okeechobee to the Everglades, feeding the same
aquifer system. Even now, the politicians and the Corps of
Engineers and the w ater m anagem ent district people all take
piecemeal approaches, solving one thing over here w ithout
realizing that it will have an effect over there.61
The problem s in the Everglades were largely due to hum an interference
w ith the natural w ater flow. Douglas was quick to single out engineers,
scurrying about w ith their num erous w ater projects,, as a principle source of the
problem . "Their m omm ies obviously never let them play w ith mudpies," she
was know n to quip on occasion, "and so now they take it out on us by playing
w ith cement." In her view, one critical step tow ard restoration of the Everglades

61 John Doussard, '"It's Never Too Late for Anything,1" The Miami News, 6 February 1981, IB.
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w as to.begin undoing some of their m ost dam aging projects, beginning w ith the
channelization of the Kissimmee River.62
"The slowly w inding Kissimmee River acted as a natural filtration
system," she once explained to a reporter. "The canals run through it in parallel
lines like a dollar sign." Pointing to the engineers again, she said, "Whenever you
fly over Florida today and see w ater flowing —whoosh! —in a straight line, you
know that the engineers have been on the job." Restoring the Kissimmee to its
original m eandering state became the top priority for Friends of the Everglades.
The organization also pushed for the clean-up of Lake Okeechobee by reducing
the flow of sewage and agricultural waste into the lake. Below Lake
v.

Okeechobee, they w orked for the return of the natural sheet flow of w ater to the
Everglades as a whole.63
Their vision was based on a com prehensive restoration proposal; called
Florida's M arshall Plan, developed by conservationist A rt Marshall. A form er
biologist and field supervisor w ith the US Fish and Wildlife Service and later
head of the applied ecology group at the University of Miami, Marshall brought
a great deal of scientific expertise and hands-on experience to the Everglades
effort. His Marshall Plan, which outlined eighteen specific steps, tow ard
restoration of the Everglades, was bold and ambitious, a perfect platform for
Douglas and the Friends of the Everglades. As Douglas saw it, now that a plan
for the recovery of the Everglades had been clearly laid out, the people of South
Florida had no excuse not to act. Speaking to a reporter about the restoration

62 "The Elocutioner," 26.
63 Paul Anderson, "At 88, Douglas is in There Putting Up a Fight," The Miami Herald, 1978 or
1979 (undated clipping), MSD; Allan Horton, "Environmentalist Feels State Moved Past
Conservation Into Restoration," Sarasota Herald-Tribune, 28 November 1982, 3B; Deane, 8D;
Yates, 118.
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vision described in the M arshall Plan, Douglas presented the situation as a choice
facing m ankind: "We know the w ay it can be done, we're even telling him the
w ay it can be done. If he doesn't choose to do it, then the Lord help him because
he cannot help himself."64
M uch of the Marshall Plan centered on large goals, such as the restoration
of the Kissimmee River and Lake Okeechobee. But reaching those goals w ould
involve m uch m ore than just lobbying decision m akers to enact sw eeping
restoration measures. It w ould m ean w orking to hold the line against further
degradation by stopping countless small projects, such as housing developm ents,
garbage dum ps, and drainage schemes, that threatened to chip away even
further at the integrity of the Everglades ecosystem. And it w ould involve a
great deal of good, old fashioned public organizing, educating the general public
about the ecology of South Florida and enlisting them into the ranks of
Everglades advocates.
From 1970 to the 1990s, Douglas did just that. She traveled back and forth
across South Florida, talking about the Everglades to anyone who w ould listen.
She m ade num erous m em orable appearances at public hearings. She gave
countless m edia interviews, turning every article that focused on her into an
article about the Everglades. She did all this because, ultimately, she had a great
deal of faith in.the ability of citizens to change the direction of public policy —
and because it worked. As she told a reporter in 1978:
You know, they say the environm entalists have reached
their peak. We haven't reached our peak at all. The other people
have stopped calling us bird watchers and old ladies in tennis shoes
and are really taking us seriously because w e've got clout.

64 Yates 118; Carver.
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They get together and hire expensive law yers and all that
sort of thing, but we have one thing going for us that they don't
have and that is that we're right. And the general public is no
dam n fool.65
Douglas's pow ers of public persuasion w ere m atched only by her rappo rt
.with decision m akers at the local, state, and federal levels. From m ayors and
governors to senators and presidents, Douglas was respected and cherished by
those on both ends of the political spectrum . They adm ired her for her honesty
as m uch as for her stature and experience, and m any considered her to be the
unifying voice of the entire Everglades conservation m ovem ent, a m ovem ent
that could be quite disparate and fragm ented at times. For w hile she was often a
strong political ally, she also never hesitated to voice her disagreem ent on policy
issues. In 1981, the state of Florida nam ed its new D epartm ent of N atural
Resources building in Tallahassee after her. Douglas w as extremely flattered,
but w as quick to point out that this honor did not m ean the agency had w on her
unconditional support. "If I differ w ith w hat DNR is doing," she noted, "you can
be sure that I will say so, w hether m y name is on the building or not."66
Those w ho crossed Douglas did so at their peril; form er Assistant
Secretary of the Interior Nathaniel Reed called her "that tiny, slim, perfectly
dressed, utterly ferocious grande dame w ho can m ake a redneck shake in his
boots." He continued, "When Marjory bites you, you bleed." Or, as she m ore
curtly stated to a reporter, "They call me a nice old wom an, but I'm not."
Douglas had more than her fair share of opponents, but it never seem ed to
bother her in the slightest. "I know I've got m y enemies, and I feel fine about it,

65 McCall, 15.
66 Neil Santaniello and Diane Lade, "A Century of Activism," South Florida Sun-Sentinel, 15 May
1998, <http://www.sun-sentinel.com>; "Dedication Ceremonies: The Marjory Stoneman Douglas
Building," Program, 15 May 1981, MSD; Carver.
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thank you," she once told a reporter. "The developers don't like me. The farm ers
don't like me. But I'm a dedicated environm entalist, and I w ant everyone to
become aware of w hat is going on because that's the only way we'll stop all this
terrible destruction." And so she pushed on, pursuing her conservation agenda
w ith unflagging resolve. "Of course I don't get tired of it," she once said w hen
discussing her environm ental work. "I don't get tired of breathing either."67
As the years passed, it became clear that Douglas's public appeal and
political prowess w ere a powerful combination, and there is no greater testam ent
to her effectiveness than her success. Due to pressure from Douglas and the
Friends of the Everglades, as well as the efforts of m any other conservationists,
the plans for the international airport in Big Cypress w ere eventually scrapped.
Several of the developm ents and drainage projects she railed against in public
hearings and in the press w ere ultim ately stopped, due in no small p art to the
high-profile condem nation of the project by Marjory Stonem an Douglas.
Perhaps m ost im portantly, Douglas and the Friends of the Everglades stirred up
a great deal of public awareness and concern about threats to the river of grass,
helping to create a dem and for conservation that was eventually pow erful
enough to convince state leaders to act.68
In 1983, G overnor Bob G raham announced the creation of his Save O ur
Everglades Program (similar in m any ways to Florida's M arshall Plan), w hich
called for restoration of the Kissimmee River, Lake Okeechobee, and Everglades
N ational Park, as well as changes in the m akeup of the South Florida W ater
M anagem ent District that w ould m ake the powerful board m ore sym pathetic to
conservation. Many credited Douglas and the Friends of the Everglades w ith
67 Lynch; Schmich, 5G.
68 Sue Douglas, "Save the Everglades; Making Amends for Past Insults," Oceans, March 1985, 4.
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establishing the critical foundation of w idespread public support for the
G overnor's plan, and Douglas was prom inently involved in the first stages of its
execution. In a 1985 letter to friends, a ninety-five year-old Douglas wrote:
Last year in A ugust I was sent for to be w ith our G overnor Bob
G raham w hen he took the first shovelful of earth from the canal
bank [of the Kissimmee River], which w ould allow the first w ater
to flow back into a curve of the old river, so long dried up. N ow I
am looking forw ard to July 27, w hen I am supposed to join
G overnor G raham again in a canoe trip dow n that p art of the
Kissimmee River to see w hat has happened in this year since the
canal was broken dow n in that section. I think it will be great fun,
as Governor Graham is the m ost interesting and highly educated
and capable man, w hom for some years I have enjoyed as a friend.
In another letter to the same friends a year later, she was pleased to report that,
on a return visit to the site, she and Governor G raham found w ater flowing
again in the old m eander. "We are greatly encouraged," Douglas w rote, "that this
proves the restoration of the whole basin is very possible." Finally, decision
m akers had taken the first real steps tow ards restoration of the Everglades. It
was due, in large part, to the dogged determ ination of Marjory Stoneman
Douglas.69
* * *

In interviews, Douglas was often asked w hether or not she was optimistic
about the future of the Everglades, and it is clear from her responses that she
found the question extremely annoying. "I don't know why everybody asks me
about optimism," she fired back to one reporter. "What the hell difference does
optim ism make? This is a problem that either has got to be m et or it's going to be

69 Ted Levin, "Forever Glades: Ebbs and Flows of the Great American Wetland," Audubon, JulyAugust 2001, 60; Sue Douglas, 4; Marjory Stoneman Douglas to Robinettes, 18 July 1985, MSD;
Marjory Stoneman Douglas to Robinettes, 30 April 1986, MSD.
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the end of South Florida. It's a race between m an's intelligence and his stupidity,
and if he chooses to be intelligent, then he can fix it." Of, as she said in another
interview, "What does it m atter if I've been discouraged or encouraged over the
years? This thing's got to be done. It's not a question of how I feel from m om ent
to moment."70
O ptim ism was irrelevant, as Douglas saw it, because saving the
Everglades was w ork that simply needed to be done. As Douglas, then ninety
years old and slowly losing her eyesight, told a reporter, "The only thing that
should w orry a person is not getting all their w ork done." Fortunately for the
Everglades, Douglas was determ ined to finish the job. W hen asked by a
reporter, "To w hat do you attribute your am azing energy?" Douglas replied, "I '
don't think it's am azing at all. I hate to be bored and I'm m ad. I have a chronic
low boil about the environm ental situation and I spit in the eye of anybody. You
know , I go up there to see the governor and say the m ost awful things and get
aw ay w ith it because I'm an old lady and they are Southern gentlemen. I take
full advantage of my age."71
Developers, engineers, farmers, and politicians provided Douglas w ith
plenty, of fuel to keep her low boil simmering, and she readily acknow ledged
th at fighting for the environm ent gave her an im portant sense of purpose in her
later years. At age ninety-three, she spoke before a local chapter of the A udubon
Society about a proposed coal fired pow er plant. "One good w ay to stay alive is
to get good and m ad every now and then," she told them. "I got a new lease of
life just learning about the dam n thing." Or, as she said in another interview,
"When you're fighting for a thing, you enjoy it a lot m ore than w hen you're
70 Carver; Schmich, 5G.
71 Doussard, IB; McCall, 15.
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sitting.around m oaning. W hat I'm fighting for is the environm ent. Towns and
villages and buildings come and go, but w hen you're fighting for air and land
and w ater, you're fighting for fundam entals."72
Even after she had become a centenarian, she rem ained in the thick of the
Everglades battle. Taking one of her m ost m em orable positions as a
conservationist in 1994, she cam paigned against the M arjory Stonem an DouglasEverglades Forever Act, dem anding that her nam e be rem oved from the state
bill. Douglas thought the legislation had been w atered dow n to include too
m any comprom ises w ith the industries still degrading the Everglades, especially
the sugar companies, whose sugarcane fields south of Lake Okeechobee
continued to ham per restoration efforts. "I'm very suspicious of it,'1she told a
reporter w hen asked about the bill. "It sounds to m e as if it prolongs the life of
sugar in Florida." And if given ten m ore years, she stated, "I'd probably do the
same sort of things I'm doing, but I'd certainly fight sugar."73
In addition to greatly enriching the last thirty years of her life,
environm ental advocacy also brought Douglas a trem endous am ount of
recognition. While she had received accolades for her w riting and conservation
w ork earlier in life, it w as the activist career she began at age. eighty that m ade
her a true celebrity. In her nineties and beyond, she was show ered w ith aw ards
in Florida and across the country. In addition to receiving the Presidential Medal
of Freedom and having the Florida D epartm ent of N atural Resources building
nam ed for her, she became a perm anent fixture on lists of envirom nental legends

72 Mike Thomas, The Orlando Sentinel, 29 January 1984,1; Mary Ann Lindley, "Life is Ghastly,
Exhilarating," Tallahassee Democrat, 19 May 1981.
73 Heather Dewar, "Douglas' 104th Birthday Vow: Keep Fighting Sugar," The Miami Herald, 7
April 1994, 8B; Ted Levin, "Defending the 'Glades: Marjory Stoneman Douglas," Audubon,
December 1998, 84.
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and great Florida citizens. O n Novem ber 1 3 ,1997, a wilderness area w ithin the
Everglades National Park was renam ed the M arjory Stonem an Douglas
W ilderness Area. She received prestigious aw ards from national conservation
groups, such as the N ational Wildlife Federation and the National Parks and
C onservation Association. She w as aw arded honorary degrees. The m ayor of
Dade County declared April 17,1980 to be "Marjory Stonem an Douglas Day." In
1987 she was honored by G overnor Bob M artinez as the state's fourth "Great
Floridian." The O rlando Sentinel nam ed her "The Floridian of the Year" in 1984,
an honor that Governor G raham told her was "so obviously appropriate that it
borders on the superfluous." Graham continued, "Your contributions to the
enlightenm ent of our State and to our own special values have been so
num erous, consistent and intense that any recognition has difficulty in
com peting w ith the significance of you, the honoree. In the Everglades,
particularly, you have given us a bold vision and a challenging task. We will
strive to be w orthy of you."74
And so they shall. For as m uch as the Everglades m ay have given
Douglas, she returned it to South Florida ten-fold. Rarely has one individual
contributed so m uch to the cultural, political, and environm ental life of a region.
From her early new spaper colum ns to The Everglades: R iver o f Grass, and from
her w ork on the park commission to her leadership in Friends of the Everglades,
Douglas pushed her fellow residents of South Florida to learn about the place

74 Marjory Stoneman Douglas, "Accomplishments: Honors and Publications," Douglas's Resume,
MSD, 1-3; Marjory Stoneman Douglas Wilderness and Ernest F. Coe Visitor Center Designation
Act, Public Law 105-82,13 November 1997, Statute 111.1540; Margarita Fichtner, "'Glades
Champion Has a Day," The Miami Herald, 17 April 1980; Ed Birk, "Environmentalist is Honored
as 'Great Floridian,"' Tallahassee Democrat, 23 January 1987, 4B; Don Boyett, "The Floridian of the
Year: Marjory Stoneman Douglas: Crusader for Mother Nature," The Orlando Sentinel, 1 January
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w here they lived, to live w ithin its limits, and to dem and a sustainable future
from their leaders. "Be depressed, discouraged, and disappointed at failures and
the disheartening effects of ignorance, greed, corruption, and bad politics," she
told them, "but never give up." She certainly did not, and in the conclusion of
The Everglades she urges those w ho will follow to do the same:75
Unless the people act the fires will come again.
O verdrainage will go on. The soil will shrink and burn and be
w asted and destroyed, in a continuing ruin. The salt will lie in
wait.
Yet the springs of fine w ater had flowed again. The balance
still existed betw een the forces of life and of death. There is a
balance in m an also, one which has set against his greed and his
inertia and his foolishness; his courage, his will, his ability slowly
and painfully to learn, and to w ork together.
Perhaps even in this last hour, in a new relation of
usefulness and beauty, the vast, magnificent, subtle and unique
region of the Everglades may not be utterly lost.76
These w ords rem ain as true today as they were over a half century ago,
w hen Douglas w rote them. In 1999, one year after Douglas's death, the state of
Florida and the federal governm ent unveiled a $7.8 billion, thirty-eight year plan
to restore the Everglades —the m ost ambitious and expensive environm ental
restoration project in US history. While m any praised, the plan, others rem ain
skeptical and believe the project incorporates too m any concessions to those
responsible for the degradation of the Everglades. But the course has been set.
In 2001, A u d u b o n m agazine ran a special issue about the massive restoration
effort, entitled "The Everglades Rises Again." It is easy to imagine that, while
Douglas w ould advise caution and recom m end vigilance, she w ould also,
cautiously, share in their optimism, despite her frequent assertions that optim ism
75 Lindley.
76 Douglas, The Everglades, 298-299.
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was irrelevant. For; as she once said, "It's never too late for anything. I couldn't
do this if there w asn't hope, and w herever there's life, there's hope."77

77 Cyril Zaneski, "Anatomy of a Deal," Audubon, August 2001, 48-49, 53; Doussard, IB.
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Rosalie Edge
C onservation is not a parlor game for the leisure of 'nice people.' It is a clean-up
job for people w ho are willing to roll up their sleeves.
Rosalie Edge1
She's the only honest, unselfish, indom itable hellcat in the history of
conservation.
W illard Van N am e2

H istorian Bernard DeVoto called her a "one w om an army."
Conservationist W illiam T. H ornaday said she was "the only w om an in
conservation." In a profile in the N e w Yorker, the w riter noted that the results of
her labors on behalf of nature w ere "widespread and monumental," w hile the
B rooklyn Eagle described her as "the Paul Bunyan of conservation." In a 1939
article in the N e w York Times, she w as highlighted as "probably the m ost
articulate am ong wom en conservationists in striving for the preservation of the
w ild bird life of the United States and of the forests which are its habitat."
Officials of the A udubon Society referred to her as both "a com m on scold" and "a
very hot potato." She described herself as "an implacable widow."3
Rosalie Edge storm ed onto the conservation scene in the late 1920s,
catalyzed by charges that the National Association of A udubon Societies was
squandering h undreds of thousands of dollars w ithout m aking real progress in
the protection of wildlife. A N ew Yorker of significant w ealth and boundless
1 Rosalie Edge, "Conservation —How It Works," ECC Annual Report for 1939, March 1940, ECC,
13.
2 Robert Taylor, "Oh, Hawk of Mercy," N ew Yorker, 17 April 1948, 45.
3 Fox, 226; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," Unpublished Autobiography, Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary, Kempton, Pennsylvania, 27; Robert Taylor, 31, 40; Elizabeth La Hines, "New York
Woman Leads Fight to Protect Nation's Wild Life," N ew York Times, 8 May 1939.
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devotion to the cause, she im m ersed herself in conservation w ork for the next
three decades, leaving behind a legacy that w ould m ake m ost m odern
conservationists w eak in the knees. She was a central figure in the establishm ent
of Olympic National Park, Kings Canyon National Park, and H aw k M ountain
Sanctuary. She protected groves of old grow th sequoias and sugar pines that
rem ain standing to this day. She m ade the w orld a m uch safer place for wildlife,
especially species persecuted by hum ans, including birds of prey, predators, and
waterfowl. And she was always there to give the Am erican conservation
m ovem ent a m uch-needed kick in the pants any time she felt it was becoming
com placent and ineffective.
Through all of these campaigns and projects, Edge w orked to focus the
energies of conservationists on specific places in need of protection or threats to
wildlife. In large part, this w as carried out under the auspices of the Emergency
Conservation Committee, or ECC, founded by Edge and tw o conservation
colleagues in 1929. As she described it, the ECC sought "above all to band the
vast host of nature lovers into an effective arm y of inform ed conservationists
w ho shall act w ith consciousness of their power." Few w ere as effective as Edge
at organizing these "militant conservationists," as she liked to call them. And few
conservationists w ould see as m any of their cam paigns end in victory as w ould
Rosalie Edge. To understand her successes and her strategies, it is im portant to
start w ith her struggle against the A udubon Society, a cam paign that ultim ately
shaped her vision of effective action on behalf of conservation.4
* * *

4 Rosalie Edge, "Fighting the Good Fight: An Account of Militant Conservation in Defense of
Wild Life including the Report of the Emergency Conservation Committee," ECC Annual Report
for 1934, 20 February 1935, ECC, 19.
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There had been no reason to expect trouble at the 1929 annual m eeting of
the A udubon Society. Usually a rather sedate and m undane affair presided over
by the Board of Directors, the meeting took place at the Am erican M useum of
N atural History near N ew York's Central Park. In fact, the m eeting did begin
quietly, w ith reports on various aspects of A udubon business. But w hen one of
the A udubon officials m entioned that the organization had "'dignifiedly stepped
aside' from criticism in a pam phlet that was not w orth further reference," an
unknow n w om an in the audience stood up and proceeded to create quite a stir.5
The sm artly dressed wom an, w ith a genteel voice rem iniscent of Eleanor
Roosevelt's, asked, "What answ er can a loyal m em ber of the Society m ake to this
pam phlet, A Crisis in Conservation? W hat are the answers?" After a brief,
stunned silence, various m em bers of the audience leapt to their feet to express
their contem pt for the pam phlet and its author, not to m ention their disapproval
at the im pertinence of this interloper. But she pressed on, insisting that the
pam phlet "should be answered, the charges being too grave to be ignored w ith
honor." Still she was dismissed, despite her persistence. Finally, A udubon
director Gilbert Pearson pu t a swift end to the debate. "The lady, he said in
effect, had spoiled the meeting, and there was now no time to show the m oving
picture which was to have been the feature of the morning; Also, the
photographer had waited on the M useum steps long past the time of his
appointm ent, and, furtherm ore, the lunch to be served in the Bird Hall was
getting cold."6
A lthough Pearson had no way of know ing it at the time, this was only the
first of m any confrontations to come w ith Rosalie Edge. A life m em ber of the
5 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 1.5; Robert Taylor, 31.
6 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 15-17.
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A udubon Society, she had joined the organization just before the birth of her
youngest child. The pregnancy had been a difficult one and, as she later recalled,
"confident that death w as at hand, I had grabbed my cheque-book, and had
despatched donations to every organization w hich interested me." She had
alm ost forgotten her A udubon mem bership when, in Paris in 1929, she received
a pam phlet entitled "A Crisis in Conservation," w ritten prim arily by W illard Van
Name, a curator at the American M useum of N atural H istory.7
A bristly loner w ith a feverish passion for conservation, Van Nam e used
his ow n m oney to publish and distribute pam phlets about conservation issues.
In the pam phlet that reached Edge, Van Name had, w ithout nam ing the
organization, clearly focused his ire on the N ational Association of A udubon
Societies (now the National A udubon Society), one of the largest and m ost wellfunded conservation groups in the nation. Van Nam e charged that A udubon was
betraying the trust of its m em bers and squandering scarce conservation dollars
by failing to advocate for m eaningful protection m easures for wildlife. The
activist spirit that had infused the founding of A udubon and had ended the trade
in w ild birds for w om en's hats had since been replaced, he w rote, by "the
com placent inertia and perfunctory routine of those to w hom the public has been
intrusting bird protection w ork and bird protection money."8
Van Nam e's case against A udubon consisted of specific allegations of
failures to protect various birds. He charged that A udubon had not m ounted
any m eaningful opposition to num erous threats to waterfowl, including the
practices of spreading feed on w ater (called "baiting") and using live decoys to

7 Ibid., 6.
8 Fox, 174; VV. DeWitt Miller, Willard Van Name, and Davis Quinn, "A Crisis in Conservation,"
4th ed., ECC Pamphlet, September 1931, ECC, 1.
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attract.ducks to private hunting clubs, as well as bag limits of fifteen to twentyfive birds per day in m any states. He claimed that A udubon had not opposed
Alaska's bounty on bald eagles and had neglected to track legislation in Congress
that w ould affect the welfare of birds. And, in the section that m ost concerned
Rosalie Edge, he listed over thirty bird species that faced certain or possible
extinction w ithout im m ediate action, including the w hooping crane, ivory-billed
w oodpecker, trum peter swan, and California condor. The A udubon Society was
doing little that w ould im prove the fortunes of these birds, Van N am e asserted,
despite the fact that "the m any thousands w ho are giving their m oney and
su p p o rt are doing so n o t because th ey w ant a big b ird protection organization
b u t because th ey w ant our birds p ro tected ,"9
Above all, the prim ary purpose of the pam phlet w as a call to action. Van
N am e noted, that the pam phlet had not been intended for distribution to the
general public, but instead was aim ed at those w ho had already show n their
interest in wildlife protection by donating m oney to conservation organizations.
"While the people who are providing the funds stand for all this there will be no
improvement," he concluded. "The rem edy is in their hands."10
Years later, Van Nam e reflected that, in m ailing "A Crisis in Conservation"
to Rosalie Edge, he "couldn't have chosen a better recipient." As she described
the effect of the pamphlet:
I paced up and down, heedless that my family was w aiting to go to
dinner. For w hat to me were dinner and the boulevards of Paris
w hen m y m ind w as filled w ith the tragedy of beautiful birds,
disappearing through the neglect and indifference of those who

0 Miller, Van Name, and Quinn, "A Crisis in Conservation," 6-12.
10 Ibid., 16.
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had at their disposal w ealth beyond avarice w ith which these
creatures m ight be saved?
U pon her return to the United States, she sum m oned Van Nam e to her N ew
York home. "He came to see me and I took him into the draw ing room, and I
m ust say that he seem ed helpless," she recalled. "He obviously needed
m anagem ent."11
Thus began a long and rocky partnership, as Edge em barked upon her
conservation career at age fifty-two by utilizing her social skills and connections
to find a broader audience for Van Nam e's pam phlets. W ith Edge handling the
distribution, the pam phlets could also be authored anonym ously, keeping Van
N am e out of hot w ater w ith his employers at the m useum , w ho had prohibited
him from w riting any further pam phlets due to the uproar caused by "A Crisis in
Conservation." This decision to serve as Van N am e's publisher w ould forever
alter the course of Edge's life. She wrote:

'

H ow could I know that this simple suggestion w as to change my
whole life, to absorb my attention alm ost daily for the next thirty
years, and more, to force me to study in fields that I had never
distantly approached? It is so that our lives are changed in one
moment. . . . Some people say that this is done by the hand of God.
In my case, it was the hand of W illard Van N am e.12

Edge and Van N am e undertook this w ork through the newly-form ed
Emergency Conservation Committee, which they founded w ith Edge as
chairm an. They were joined by the amiable and influential Irving Brant, who
adm ired Edge's "keen m ind, fighting spirit, and devotion to conservation." Brant
w as an author, editor of the Saint Louis Star-Tim es, and w ould later become a
trusted confidant of President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Secretary of the Interior

11 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 6; Robert Taylor, 36.
12 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 26.
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H arold Ickes. W orking together, Edge, Brant, and Van N am e w ould accomplish
m ore than almost any other conservationists during the N ew Deal era. And the
cam paign that brought them together, reform of the A udubon Society, w ould
prove to be their m ost difficult and controversial.13
After the fateful 1929 A udubon meeting w here Edge had been sum m arily
dismissed, the ECC fired back w ith a second pam phlet, "Com promised
Conservation: Can the A udubon Society Explain?," w ritten by Irving Brant. In
the pam phlet, Brant m ade the case that A udubon had been so influenced by the
gun and am m unition interests (or "so-called sportsmen," as Rosalie Edge
described them) that the great conservation organization had been comprom ised.
He pointed prim arily to a donation of $25,000 from the W inchester Arms
Com pany that was accepted by A udubon director Gilbert Pearson in 1911, a few
m onths after he took office. The donation caused such a firestorm of controversy
that it was soon returned by the board of directors, but not before the following
appeared in a N e w York Tim es editorial: "The plain and obvious tru th is that the
A udubon Societies, by taking this money, have alm ost if not quite forfeited
w hatever claim they ever had to the honorable name they appropriated. The
thing is distinctly scandalous."14
The scandal resonated for years, and was just the beginning, the ECC
charged, of years of "compromised conservation" that A udubon w ould see under
Pearson's leadership. According to Brant and the ECC, Pearson's "conservative
conservation" agenda "meant that the policies of the A udubon Society became
the policies of duck-shooting clubs and gun companies." Brant continued, "One
13 Irving Brant, Adventures in Conservation with Franklin Delano Roosevelt (Flagstaff, Arizona:
Northland Publishing, 1988), 15; Fox, 175.
14 Irving Brant, "Compromised Conservation," 1, 3-4; Peter Edge, "A Most Determined Lady,"
<http://www.hawkmountain.org/RosalieEdge.html>; "Bird Fight," Time, 3 November 1930, 34.
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controversy after another . .. has seen the Society either openly, or covertly, on
the side of the bird-destroyers —those who blindly, or selfishly, are w iping out
both game birds and legitimate sport."15
W ith these charges in hand, Edge again attended the annual m eeting of
the A udubon Society in 1930, accompanied this time by W illiam T. H ornaday,
renow ned conservationist and director of the Bronx Zoo, w ho w ould become one
of Edge's mentors. As Tim e m agazine reported, they intended to dem and of the
A udubon directors "that the organization have a thorough dusting and airing
immediately." Together they introduced a resolution calling on A udubon to
adopt and advocate for seven specific conservation m easures to protect the birds
of the United States, including shortening the hunting season on waterfowl,
preventing the use of live decoys and baiting in duck hunting, and w orking
tow ards greater protection for quail. Edge later recalled, "It is difficult to give
any clear account of w hat followed. The room was in an" uproar; one after
another, various m en rising to oppose the resolution, to inveigh against
Com prom ised Conservation, and to throw scorn at Dr. H ornaday and me."16 By all accounts the m eeting was one of the row diest in m em ory, w ith
Edge in top form. But the dissenters were dismissed, as Edge had been in 1929,
and the ECC founders determ ined they w ould need more clout at the next
annual meeting. They also realized they needed to m ake their case to the
national A udubon m em bership, which was largely unaw are of the operation and
policies of the organization. Thus, they decided to solicit proxies from
sym pathetic A udubon m em bers, in the hopes of gathering enough absentee
15 Brant, "Compromised Conservation," 3.
16 "Bird Fight," 34; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 27, 37; "Resolution for Constructive
Conservation," Resolution Introduced by W.T. Hornaday at Annual Meeting of Audubon
Association, October 1930, ECC.
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votes to pass reform -oriented resolutions. Edge, as a life m em ber of A udubon,
requested a copy of the organization's m ailing list. The ECC w ould use this list
to mail ECC pam phlets and requests for proxies to all A udubon mem bers. W hen
the A udubon Society rejected her request, she sued them .17
In their petition filed w ith the New York Suprem e Court, A udubon
law yers quickly took aim at Rosalie Edge. Edge's purpose, they asserted, was
riot "the circularization of constructive or fair criticism." Instead, they continued,
"she is show n to be a persistent fault-finder," and pam phlets "prom ulgated by
her and her so-called Emergency Conservation Com mittee are characterized by
personal anim us and highly colored phraseology." Therefore, they concluded,
she should not be granted the m em bership list. Edge described the case m ade by
the A udubon lawyer this way:
He told the Court that I m ust not have the lists because I was a
C om m on Scold. Fancy how I trembled. Yet, I could not but enjoy
being classed w ith certain w om en who, in colonial days, had
spoken their m inds to their contem poraneous tyrants and
w rongdoers. And it seem ed frankly funny to m e that a million
dollar corporation, socially prom inent am ong organizations,
should have no better defense in a court of law than that one of its
female m em bers was a Com m on Scold..
But the court looked beyond these personal attacks to the substance of Edge's
charges against A udubon and found that they, indeed, had merit. As one
example, in the course of the litigation A udubon revealed that Pearson w as
receiving a commission on contributions to the Society. For A udubon's already
suspicious critics, this reinforced their fear that Pearson w ould do the bidding of
anyone w ho w ould m ake a sizable donation to A udubon, especially if, as they.

17 Fox, 178.
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now believed, it was going to boost his salary directly. In 1931 Edge w on the
case, and the right to the list of Audubon's 11,000 m em bers.18
Despite m ailing her circular only twelve days in advance of the 1931
annual m eeting, Edge collected an impressive 1,646 proxies. While the A udubon
adm inistration controlled the floor w ith its 2,806 proxies, this was still a splendid
show ing by the ECC. And it was another bold perform ance by Rosalie Edge,
w ho led the "group of insurgents" into "polite but spirited battle," as it was later
described in the N e w York H erald Tribune.19
In 1932, Edge shifted her focus to financial m atters. She m ade a request to
examine the books of .the A udubon Society, and, unlike her dem and for the
mailing list, this w as quickly and quietly granted. There she discovered an item
that she found troubling. A udubon w as engaged in the trapping of fur bearing
anim als on its Rainey Wildlife Sanctuary in Louisiana, trapping over 315,000
anim als in a ten year period. The sizable income from this activity (which Edge
claimed was unnecessary, as the sanctuary had its ow n endow m ent) had been
classified under the oblique title of "Rentals" in' A udubon's annual budget. The
inform ation w as provocation enough to convince Edge to w rite her first
pam phlet, "Steel-Trapping by the A udubon Association." It was distributed so
w idely that, according to Edge, "It was years before any pam phlet of the E.C.C.
again had so large a circulation."20
18 Samuel Carter, Jr., "Memorandum on Behalf of Defendants in Opposition," M.R. Edge v. The
National Association of Audubon Societies for the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals, New
York County Supreme Court, 1931, ECC, 3, 25; Fox, 178; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow,"
42-43a; Irving Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 22.
19 C.D. Williams to Rosalie Edge, 31 August 1.931, ECC; Brant, Adventures In Conservation, 21;
"Audubon Societies Uphold Dr. Pearson in Convention Test," N ew York Herald Tribune, 28
October 1931, ECC.
20 Rosalie Edge to Members of the National Association of Audubon Societies, ECC Flier, 28
November 1931, ECC; Rosalie Edge, "The Audubon Steel Trapping Sanctuary," ECC Pamphlet,
September 1934, ECC, cover, 2,11; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 73.
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Edge continued, through the use of pam phlets and attendance at the
annual m eetings, to raise these charges and dem and change. H er cam paign for
reform garnered a great deal of attention, both positive and-negative. H er
mailbox filled w ith letters from sym pathizers w ho also w ished to .see A udubon
take a stronger position on conservation issues. One m an w ho was considering
bequeathing his estate to A udubon reported to Edge about his visit w ith the
director. "I w ent to N ew York," he wrote, "specifically for the purpose of m eeting
Dr. Pearson and left the meeting w ith him still w ith serious doubts as to the lack
of militancy, boldness, and breadth of the w ork of the association in the
cham pionship in the cause of conservation." H e concluded the letter by asking
Edge if she could suggest a better recipient of "the h ard w on savings of a
lifetime." Another supporter wrote, "Your m ilitant attitude combined w ith your'
logic and reason is the only course to pursue in contrast to the Pussy Footing
attitude of the A udubon Society." Yet another simply stated, "H urrah for Mrs.
Edge!! "21
But Edge also had her fair share of detractors. Some doubted her motives,
accusing her of trying to bring dow n A udubon and destroy the organization.
O thers believed the real purpose of her cam paign w as to allow her to gain
control of one of the largest conservation bank accounts in the nation. Some
challenged the accuracy of her charges against A udubon and its directors. And
m any disagreed w ith her tactics, arguing that she w as tearing A udubon apart
and pleading w ith her to adopt a m ore gentle approach.
As one opponent p u t it, "First, the entire barrage w hich Mrs. Edge is
sponsoring is honeycom bed by m isstatem ents of fact and by reckless
21 Thomas Elliott to Rosalie Edge, 26 October 1933, ECC; Clarence Brown to Rosalie Edge,
undated, ECC; Henry Carey to Rosalie Edge, 31 October 1930, ECC.
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conclusions; second, there is unquestionably personal malice in the background
that wishes to score regardless of any harm that m ay be done to Conservation,"
Another, suggesting that she m ight accomplish m ore if her cam paign were
carried out in a friendlier spirit, wrote, "The thought has occurred that while
there is doubtless m uch justification for w hat you have to say, still perhaps your
m odus operandi is at fault." He continued, "Hum an nature being w hat it is,
personal anim osity or the appearance of it, resulting in antagonism , rarely gets
results," Yet another critic offered that, as she had failed to gain m ore proxies
than the A udubon adm inistration and therefore did not have a m andate from the
m ajority of A udubon members, she should abandon the campaign. "It is said
that w om en are not good sports," he wrote. "Now w hy not be a good sport and
accept the verdict and not keep up the fight." 22
But Edge was quick to respond to these charges, and quick to defend her
approach to the A udubon campaign. "I sometimes think that I m ust seem very
fierce to those who do not know how long it is since the Directors w ere first
urged to m ake reform s and to avoid publicity and the discredit of the
organization," she w rote in 1931, referring to the six years that had passed since
the ECC conservationists had first raised their concerns. As she explained in th e ,
letter, she believed that every move she m ade, from publishing "Compromised
Conservation" to suing for the right to use the A udubon m ailing list, was an
essential step tow ard reform. "May I say," she w rote in another letter defending
her motives, "that the last thing w e wish is to divide or tear dow n the A udubon
Association, but rather to build it up from within." She continued, in response to
criticism of her confrontational style, w ith her classic sharp w it and biting prose,
22 E.W. Nelson to 'Fred,' 24 October 1932, ECC; John Kuerzi to Rosalie Edge, 5 November 1930,
ECC; J. Allen Wiley to Rosalie Edge, 28 February 1933, ECC.
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"It is indeed a hom ely maxim that one can catch m ore flies w ith molasses than
(

w ith vinegar, but one cannot fight the commercial interests, such as the gun and
am m unition m akers who, through the so-called sportsm en, control the present
m anagem ent of the A udubon Association, w ith m ere sticky sweetness."23
Edge shared her conviction about the rightness of this crusade for reform
w ith the other co-founders of the ECC, and they continued pushing for changes
for years to come. Ultimately, despite a great deal of opposition from w ithin
A udubon, the Society ultim ately m ade m any of the changes dem anded by the
ECC. Director Pearson stopped receiving commissions on contributions,
trapping was halted at the Rainey Sanctuary, procedures for selecting the board
of directors were changed to incorporate m ore input from the m em bership, and
A udubon strengthened its position on m any conservation issues. Edge had
alw ays believed that, as she w rote in the ECC's annual report for 1942, "endowed
as it is w ith great vested wealth, no private organization in the United States has
the potential pow er for good that has the N ational A udubon Society." And she
w ould never stop pushing to see that A udubon lived up to that potential.24
T hroughout the A udubon campaign, the ECC leaders had insisted that no
other organization could be created to take the place of Audubon,, as the Society
w as already in possession of such great w ealth and prestige. In the conclusion of
the hum orously titled pam phlet "It's Alive! Kill It!," w hich focused on the
exterm ination of num erous native species of wildlife, the ECC articulated its
vision for Audubon:

23 Rosalie Edge to Floyd Shoemaker, 8 December 1931, ECC; Rosalie Edge to J. Allen Wiley, 13
October 1932, ECC.
24 Rosalie Edge to Robert Ball, 13 April 1938, ECC; Rosalie Edge, "Fighting the Good Fight," 17-19;
Rosalie Edge, "Conservation for Victory," ECC Annual Report for 1942, April 1943, ECC, 12.
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We w ant to p u t leaders w ith real interest in saving our w ild life at
the head of the Association; m en w ho can and will organize the
great but now entirely leaderless force of nature lovers; a force
strong enough to dem and and get w hat it w ants if properly
organized and backed by the financial m eans of the National
Association of A udubon Societies. We do not w ant to establish any
new organizations. We wish the agencies we have . . . to do their
duty to the nation and to its w ild life.
But the ECC leaders were, in fact, positioning them selves to take on the challenge
of coordinating, this "leaderless force of nature lovers" under the banner of a new
organization—their own. Learning from their frustrations w ith A udubon, they
built an organization that could move quickly, decisively, and effectively to
address a w ide range of issues, and w ould ultim ately see a great num ber of
victories.25
* * *

For m any years, the letterhead and pam phlets of the Emergency
C onservation Committee trum peted the following m otto in bold letters:
The tim e to protect a species is w hile it is still com m on.
The w ay to prev en t the extinction of a species is never to let it becom e rare.
This slogan captured m uch of Rosalie Edge's conservation philosophy and
strategy as she em erged from her battle with.the A udubon Society. She believed
A udubon had acted too slowly and tim idly in m ost conservation battles, and she
w as determ ined to build an effective force of conservationists and nature lovers
that w ould act swiftly and aggressively. H aving w itnessed the extinction of a
num ber of birds in her lifetime, Edge decided she w ould not let any additional
species slip through the cracks, be they golden eagle or crow, antelope or skunk.

25 "It's Alive! Kill It!," ECC Pamphlet, April 1932, ECC, 15.
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The operative w ord-in the ECC's title w as "Emergency." Edge and her
colleagues w anted to build an organization that w ould m ove fast to address
conservation emergencies, avoiding the bureaucracy and tim e-consum ing
decision m aking channels of a large organization such as the A udubon Society.
They w anted the freedom to take strong positions on the issues, w ithout fear of
rebuke from a m ore conservative m em bership or board of directors. And they
w anted to w ork w ith great economy, spending as little m oney as possible on
overhead, while putting every available penny into conservation projects and
program s. As Edge w rote, "I do not know why it is that in conservation, anci in
other reform m ovem ents, the organizations that w ork the hardest, and show the
best results, are usually poor; It is, perhaps, because m ilitant organizations are
ahead of the public in thinking." Conservation historian Stephen Fox later w rote
that for thirty years the ECC "represented in its purest form the [John] M uir
tradition of the radical am ateur in conservation."26
In the following excerpt from; a 1936 letter, Rosalie Edge described the
ECC in contrast to Audubon, w ith some of the old bitterness tow ard A udubon
still evident:
The objects and the work of our Committee are quite different from those of the A udubon Association: - We w ork for the
protection and extension of the National Parks and Forests, for
w hich w ork the Association is not incorporated. We w ork for the
preservation of mammals: for this the Association is incorporated,
but entirely neglects this field. We educate for bird, m am m al, and
forest conservation: the Association educates for bird identification.
The Association is a m em bership organization and trim s its sails to
the opinions of all groups: we have no members, and tell the tru th
fearlessly. The Association has great vested funds and a large
income, and apparently believes that its im portance is m easured by

26 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 228; Fox, 175.
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its riches: we believe that if w ild life and forests are to be saved,
they m ust be saved now, and we throw our energies into the crises
of the moment. The Association has huge overhead expenses, and
spends little in actual protection: we have negligible overhead and
p u t our funds directly into our work.
For years, she lam ented that A udubon's vast resources w ere "for the m ost part
frittered away on em pty display," and she dedicated her life to taking on the
conservation w ork that she felt A udubon was neglecting.27
In her approach to conservation and the cam paigns of the ECC, she took a
great deal from her earlier experience in the suffrage m ovem ent. She later saw
this sequence of events as fortuitous, for when she w as first m ade aw are of
threats to wildlife she "knew nothing of organization, of publicity, policy or
politics," all of which she w ould m aster as a suffragist. Born in 1877 into a
w ealthy New York family closely related to Charles Dickens and artist James
W histler, Edge was the youngest of eight children. She m et her husband, a
British consulting engineer, w hen she was seventeen. After their m arriage in
1909 they lived abroad, prim arily in southeast Asia, for several years. It was in
1913, on the ship carrying them back to the United States, that Edge m et the
English suffragist Lady Rhondda, an experience she later described as "the first
aw akening of my mind." Returning to N ew York she threw herself into the fight
for w om en's suffrage, despite her husband's opposition to the cause, and soon
gained a reputation as a "blistering stum p speaker."28
Edge saw the suffrage battle through to its end in 1920, w hen wom en
finally gained the right to vote. D uring the last m onths of the suffrage cam paign
she found her attention increasingly draw n to the natural w orld; at one

27 Rosalie Edge to Elliott Church, 25 March 1936, ECC; Rosalie Edge to Mary Leahy, 21 October
1932, ECC.
28 Robert Taylor, 34; Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 6; Fox, 175.
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im portant suffrage meeting, confronted w ith her failure to prepare a report, she
offered the excuse that a great blue heron had been sitting in her m aple tree. As
a wom an, she believed that the environm ent was an appropriate focus for her
concern. "I w ish that m ore wom en w ould w ork for conservation," she once said.
"Most of the conservation m easures are so closely related to business that it is
sometimes difficult for m en to take a strong stand on the side of the public
interest. But wom en can do it, and they should." W ith this in m ind, she carried a
suffragist's lessons about successful public organizing for social change into the
conservation m ovem ent.29
In her description of the strategies of the suffragists, it is clear that her
experience in the suffrage m ovem ent provided the foundation for her approach
r

to the A udubon campaign. "When we suffrage w om en attacked a political
machine," she wrote, "languid w ith over-feeding, slum bering in inaction, we
called out its name, and the names of its officers, so that all could hear. We got
ourselves inside the recalcitrant organization, if possible, and stood up in
meeting. We gave the m atter to the press, first doing som ething about it that
should m ake new s."30
Edge encouraged all conservationists to learn from the suffragists. In a
short piece entitled "The Subjection of Conservation," she pointed to the decades
that passed betw een 1869, w hen John Stuart Mill w rote his fam ous essay "The
Subjection of Women," and the early tw entieth century, w hen the nation finally
granted voting rights to women. "What had the suffragists been doing in the
intervening years?" she asked. "They had been organizing along political lines,

29 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 9; Fox, 344.
30 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 7.
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and learning the technique of their profession. W hen the suffragists, both m en
and wom en, learned to play the game of their opponents, they w on their fight."31
Learning to play the game of her opponents w as a key elem ent of her
strategy w ithin the ECC. As she later wrote, "Conservationists will w in their
cause only w hen they are organized in the same strength as the commercial
interests that oppose them." She continued, "When conservationists are as
num erous, as fearless, as well-trained and as well equipped as are the forces of
their enemies —only then will they drive back the foe, and advance to assured
and lasting victory."32
Edge was a m aster at this sort of organizing. H er quick w it on the stum p
was an im portant asset; Brant greatly valued her testim ony before Congress,
noting that "in a battle of wits before a congressional comm ittee the effective
punches came from her." She had also begun w riting and distributing her own
pam phlets soon after founding the ECC, and their pointed, spirited style
com m anded attention. But stirring up public sentim ent w as only one part of her
opponents' game that Edge w ould eventually play quite well. She w as also
effective at gaining the trust of powerful decision makers. Socially well
connected from the start, she w as not afraid to call on her influential friends for
help w ith her conservation crusade.33
The tenacity that pulled her through these m any years of conservation
w ork also m ade her abrasive at times, and she and Van N am e w ere at odds in
several internal battles that threatened to tear apart the ECC. But Brant always
stepped in to sm ooth things over betw een the tw o "high-strung individuals w ith
31 Rosalie Edge, "Forward into Battle," ECC Annual Report for 1935, January 1936, ECC, 25.
32 Rosalie Edge, "Conservation in Action: The Necessity for Conservation Organization," ECC
Annual Report for 1943, April 1944, ECC, 13.
33 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 17, 195, 285.
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conflicting personalities" (as he described them), and soon the trio was back at
work, building one of the m ost impressive records in the history of the
conservation movement. As the ECC began to advance cam paigns beyond the
A udubon struggle, the Edge-Brant-Van Nam e team had the ear of public officials
in W ashington DC and around the nation, reaching all the way to the Oval Office
and the President of the United States. 34
***
D uring the m id-tw entieth century, the nation's attention was consum ed
by pressing m atters, from the Dust Bowl and the Great Depression in the 1930s to
W orld W ar II in the 1940s. While it is true that these events pulled significant
public attention and resources away from the creation of new protected areas,
these efforts w ere still alive and well. At the heart of it w as the ECC, consisting
prim arily of Edge, Brant, Van Name, and a m ailing list of thousands that were
ready to act on a m om ent's notice. For, as one m em ber p u t it, "When the
Emergency C onservation Committee gets after you, you g o a n d do som ething
about it!"35
In large part, the ECC w as getting after its supporters to take action on
behalf of wildlife and forests. It was ornithology that had first sparked Edge's
interest in the natural w orld in 1915, and w hen she and her husband separated
after fifteen years of m arriage she dedicated m uch of her newly-found free time
to birdw atching in Central Park. As one indication of her passion for birds, she
recalled once sending a telegram to her son at school telling him of a sighting of a
prothonotary w arbler in Central Park, "for the teachers had refused to deliver

34 Lien, 181-184; Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 59-60, 82, 158.
35 Rosalie Edge, "Conservation —Come and Get It!," ECC Annual Report for 1938, March 1939,
ECC, 1.
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any m ore of my telephoned bird messages." She continued, "But a telegram
rather impresseci them, and w hen Peter came home that evening, he had both the
Prothonotary and the Yellow-throated [warbler] on his life-list."36
Aggressive advocacy on behalf of birds and wildlife rem ained central to
the ECC's w ork throughout the decades, culm inating in the purchase of H aw k
M ountain Sanctuary in Pennsylvania in 1934. Edge and the rest of the ECC
leaders w ere equally passionate about the protection of the forests that provided
habitat for wildlife, particularly old grow th forests. Their efforts to safeguard
these ancient ecosystems w ould ultim ately lead to the creation of Olympic
N ational Park and Kings Canyon National Park, as well as the protection of
groves of giant sequoias.
But before these great victories there w as a sm aller one, a cam paign that
w ould not only em bolden Rosalie Edge but w ould also set the stage for the
m ultitude of projects and issues to follow. It w as the protection of the Carl Inn
Sugar Pines, a grove of old grow th sugar pines that had been rem oved from
Yosemite National Park under pressure from grazing interests. In 1928, after a
successful conservation cam paign led by Van Name, the federal governm ent had
purchased some acres and returned those lands the Park. But 9,600 acres of old
grow th sugar pines imm ediately adjacent to Yosemite, forests which had once
been inside the park, rem ained in need of protection.37
The ECC published its first pam phlet on the sugar pines in 1931, and a
second in 1932. These pam phlets w ere filled w ith striking photographs of the
lush forests the nation stood to lose unless action was taken immediately. The

36 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 9,12; Peter Edge.
37 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 55; "Doomed Yosemite Forests," ECC Pamphlet, December
1931, ECC, 13.
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Carl Inn Grove was privately owned, and purchasing the land w ould either
require m oney from Congress or an exchange of land w ith the Forest Service.
The publication of the pam phlets coincided w ith w hat Edge called "my comingout party as the debutante wom an conservationist," a 1932 Congressional
hearing concerning waterfowl protection. She recalled, "hundreds of people
crow ded the big room. Few wom en were present, and I was the only one w ho
spoke. It did not occur to me to mince m y words."38
W hen Edge was called upon in the sugar pines effort, her first legislative
cam paign, she did not hesitate. "I was entirely inexperienced, as green as any
school boy,"-she wrote. "I w ent to W ashington, and asked Senator Nye to
introduce a bill in Congress, which he did at once." It was an impressive
accomplishm ent for a novice, and a testam ent to Edge's pow ers of persuasion.
The bill introduced by N orth Dakota Senator Gerald Nye in 1932 called for
acquiring the area by providing the private landow ners w ith Forest Service lands
in exchange for the sugar pines. Nye, chairm an of the Senate Committee on
Public Lands, had a great deal of influence on such matters, but not enough
influence to overcome the opposition of the Forest Service, w hich was rigidly
opposed to giving up any of its lands in exchange for an area that w ould go to ..
the Park Service. The country was also in the thick of the Great Depression,
preventing not only the passage of the bill but also the logging of the sugar pines
by the landow ners.39
Four years passed, the nation began to pull itself out of the Depression,
the tim ber industry began to revive, and the threat to the sugar pines returned
38 "Doomed Yosemite Forests"; ''Save the Yosemite Sugar Pines!", ECC Pamphlet, October 1932,
ECC; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 54-55.
39 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 91-92; "Save the Yosemite Sugar Pines!" 3; Brant,
Adventures in Conservation, 56.
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w ith even greater force. By 1936 logging had begun in the area and the
operation was headed directly tow ard the Carl Inn grove, pitting the. ECC
against the Yosemite Lumber Com pany in a race for the sugar pines. The ECC
hired an organizer to w ork on the issue in California. W ith only three m onths
rem aining before the loggers w ould reach the grove, Brant once again w orked
his magic at the highest levels. He presented.the situation to Roosevelt, w ho
then asked Ickes to find the funds necessary to purchase the sugar pines. Edge
sent out a request for letters of support.40
Rosalie Edge also m ade an im portant contribution to the cam paign w hen
she enlisted the support of the superintendent of Yosemite National Park,
Colonel Charles Thompson, an endeavor which dem anded a great deal of
tenacity. She traveled from N ew York to Yosemite to speak w ith the
superintendent. W hen she arrived she was instead greeted by a friendly young
m an w ho told her that the superintendent w as indisposed and w ould not be able
to m eet w ith her, but that he had ordered a car and driver for her. She wrote:
I replied that I had m y own car, and, not being able to see Colonel
Thompson, I w ould leave the next day. Early the next m orning,
[the young man] arrived to conduct me to m eet the Colonel. A
spark of confidence and m utual liking flashed betw een us at first
sight. Refusing to be seated, 'I have come from N ew York,' I said,
'to ask you one question. Do you w ant to save these Sugar Pines?'
'W ith all m y heart,' he replied, and I sat dow n 41
A second bill was introduced, and Edge testified at the hearing. "Noted
for her im prom ptu w it and rapier thrusts on cross-examination," as Brant
described her, Edge saved her best jabs for Congressm an Englebright, w ho
opposed the bill. As Edge recalled, she had taken note of "all the things that
40 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 56, 59, 62.
44 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 92-93.
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Englebright had tw isted falsely." She continued, "I think that I got m y points
over; anyhow, I got them all laughing at Englebright." After m uch m ore behind
the scenes m aneuvering, the bill passed in 1937, authorizing the outright
purchase of the grove for $1.5 million. This success w ould ultim ately be just one
in a long line of victories for the ECC.42
Unlike the complex battle w ith A udubon, w hich never ended in a clear
victory for either side, the cam paign to save the sugar pines w as relatively swift,
simple, and satisfying. While Edge had needed fortitude and courage to
persevere w ith Audubon, the sugar pines project show ed her that applying her
organizing skills to issues, rather than to the reform of an organization, could
bring im m ediate results on the ground. Edge wrote, "the Yosemite Sugar Pine
cam paign had disciplined me from being a raw recruit into a seasoned veteran of
conservation. O ther cam paigns w ere pushing me, and the E.C.C. plow ed on like
a ship in a heavy sea." These new, more ambitious cam paigns included the
ultim ately successful effort to create a national park that w ould protect the old
grow th forests of W ashington's Olympic Peninsula.43
***
One issue that set Rosalie Edge and her colleagues apart from m any of
their contem poraries in the conservation m ovem ent was their concern for the
fate of old grow th forests. The nation had expressed its desire for preservation of
natural treasures in the creation of the national park system, bu t these parks
w ere usually established to protect scenic w onders rather than forests or other
wildlife habitat. National forests, first established as forest reserves by Congress
in 1891, had been opened to logging in 1897. The grow ing conflict betw een those
42 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 65-68.
43 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 95-96.
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w ho pushed for preservation of the nation's forests and w ild places and those
w ho w ished to utilize the country's resources through a system of scientific
m anagem ent had come to.a head in 1913. That year, preservationists suffered a
crushing defeat w hen Congress elected to build a dam that w ould flood the
Hetch Hetchy valley, located inside Yosemite N ational Park, in order to provide
a source of drinking w ater for the city of San Francisco.44
In the years after Hetch Hetchy, land preservation faded into the
background and was overtaken by wildlife protection as the prim ary issue of
concern am ong nature advocates, and groups like the A udubon Society and the
Izaak W alton League rose to prominence. But conservationists had not forgotten
the forests, and the ECC was at the forefront of forest preservation efforts. The
principle focus of the ECC's concern w as the M ount O lym pus National
- M onum ent, an extremely vulnerable protected area containing some of the last
rem aining ancient forests in the Pacific N o rth w e st45
The im portance of the Olympic region for conservation had been
recognized by governm ent officials and conservation advocates for decades. The
area w as first designated as one of the original forest reserves by president
Grover Cleveland in 1897, and some of those lands w ere set aside as a national:,
m onum ent to protect the elk herds of the Olympic Peninsula in 1909, during
President Theodore Roosevelt's adm inistration. At that time, m anagem ent of
national m onum ents was transferred to the agency that h ad existing custody of
the lands, rather than one central agency, leaving the M ount O lym pus National
M onum ent in the hands of the Forest Service.
44 For an overview of this history see Paul W. Hirt, A Conspiracy o f Optimism (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1994), chapter 2, and Fox, chapter 4. For more on Hetch Hetchy see
Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, chapter 10.
45 Fox, 148.
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The large quantities of valuable old grow th in the national forest m ade it a target
of the tim ber industry from the start. By 1920, three-quarters of the timber lands
in the two million acre national forest had passed into the hands of private
tim ber companies. The size of the M ount O lym pus N ational M onum ent, where
logging was prohibited, had been cut in half, placing the largest trees in
m anagem ent areas that m ade them available to the tim ber industry. In the early
1930s, the smaller m onum ent was transferred to the N ational Park Service, but
that junior m onum ent consisted prim arily of rocky, high m ountain areas and
little old grow th.46
In 1932, a representative of the Boone and Crockett Club, concerned about
reported declines in the Olympic elk population, asked Van Nam e to travel to
W ashington and report on the conditions there. Van Nam e jum ped at the
opportunity, and com pleted his report near the end of the year. He found that
the m onum ent offered only m odest protection for wildlife, allowing logging, and
even the possible developm ent of homes, w ithin the m onum ent boundaries. Van
N am e's report was followed by an event that w ould be the last straw for
preservation advocates, w hen 230 head of elk w ere killed in a four-day open
season in the Olympic National Forest 4?
H aving lost all hope for preservation under the current m anagem ent
scheme, Edge, Van Name, and Brant called for the creation of an Olympic
N ational Park. In their 1934 pam phlet "The Proposed Olympic National Park,"
the ECC proposed a preserve approxim ately the same size as Theodore

46 Carsten Lien, Olympic Battleground: The Power Politics o f Timber Preservation (San Francisco:
Sierra Club Books, 1991), 10, 25-27, 37-39, 50-52; Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 72; "The
Proposed Olympic National Park," ECC Pamphlet, April 1934, ECC, 5; Alfred Runte, National
Parks: The American Experience (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press: 1979), 97-98.
Lien, 111-112; Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 72.
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Roosevelt's 600,000 acre national m onum ent. They explicitly stated that the
purpose of the park was, first and foremost, to safeguard old grow th forests,
"preserving any adequately large rem nants of the w onderful prim eval forests of
Douglas fir, hemlock, cedar, and spruce w hich w ere not so m any years ago one
of the grandest and the m ost unique features of our two northw esternm ost
States, but which everywhere have been or are being logged off to the very last
stick."48
They were also clear that the only m echanism for preserving these forests
w as the creation of a national park, because, unlike national forests, national
parks provided sanctuaries for wildlife w here logging was prohibited. At heart,
Edge and the ECC activists w ere w ilderness advocates, desiring to keep the
rem aining Olympic old grow th forests in as pristine and prim itive a condition as
possible. They recognized that a national park was not the ideal solution,
because the law perm itted the developm ent of roads, hotels, and other
concessions w ithin the parks. But national parks w ere the only preservation tool
available for wilderness activists in the first half of the tw entieth century, The
W ilderness Act, which w ould allow for the creation of prim itive areas closed to
developm ent, motors, road building, and resource, extraction, was not passed ,
until 1964.
As the ECC activists w rote in their pam phlet, "The National Parks are,
under our existing system of laws, almost the only large areas that are by law
required to be perm anently kept in a natural condition and protected from
exploitation. They are also the only large areas that are supposed to be kept as
inviolate wildlife sanctuaries." A national park was the only option for

48 ECC, "The Proposed Olympic National Park," 3.
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protecting these forests, they w rote, as "we do not have any such reservations
that possess any assurance of perm anence and inviolate character outside of the
N ational Parks."49
There was just one problem —creating a national park in order to protect
forests had never been done before. Even the Park Service was resistant to the
idea, claiming several times over the years that the m onum ent w as not u p to
national park standards and should rem ain in the hands of the Forest Service.
But Rosalie Edge and her colleagues insisted that the great forests of the Olym pic
Peninsula were as spectacular as the m ost stunning vistas. Edge wrote:
The 'national park standards' w e hear so m uch about too often have
m eant only the praise of stupendous m ountains, high crags and
glaciers, natural w onders of our Parks not surpassed by any
scenery in the world. It has been easy to set these aside for
perm anent protection because they are not m arketable. But the
virgin forests of the m ountain valleys are of a beauty and
magnificence no less great than the m ightiest rock. The forests are
places of highest inspiration, and reservoirs of health as well as of
the w ater they store for use on far-flung pains. But these virgin
forests are coveted for the m oney they represent in board feet,
w ithout regard to their higher values. It is only of late years that
conservationists have dared to face the lum ber interests, and to
insist that 'national park standards' m ust include the forests that are
inseparable from the beauty of the m ountains.
Edge w as not just trying to protect one of the continent's last ancient forests. She
and her ECC colleagues w ere pushing the boundaries of the entire concept of a
national park, and in doing so they threatened the Forest Service's proprietary
hold on the nation's public forests. It was a challenging prospect indeed, and

49 Ibid., 12.
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decades w ould pass before they w ould finally see the cam paign through to its
conclusion.50
The ECC pam phlet that p u t forw ard the park proposal created quite a stir
on the Olympic Peninsula, and it was denounced there w ith equal fervor by the
Park Service, the Forest Service, and the tim ber industry. But the ECC had
friends in higher places, and in the fall of 1934 Van N am e sat dow n w ith
Secretary of the Interior H arold Ickes to draft the boundaries for the proposed
national park. According to Irving Brant, it was largely at the behest of Rosalie
Edge that W ashington Representative M onrad W allgren introduced the first bill
calling for the creation of a M ount Olym pus National Park, w ith the boundaries
largely as Van Nam e and Ickes had draw n them. The bill called for a park of
730,000 acres, m ost of which w ere located in W allgren's district, half of which
w ere in the hands of the Forest Service, and all of which w ere already in public
ow nership (including the m onum ent now in custody of the Park Service). The
prim ary opponents were the Forest Service, w hich did not w ant to see any of its
forest lands transferred to the Park Service, and the tim ber companies,
particularly those in the small W ashington tow n of Gray's H arbor.51
Rosalie Edge visited the Olympics in the sum m er of 1935, w here she
spoke to civic organizations and cham bers of commerce. She was the cause of a
great deal of speculation and rum ors quickly spread —according to one story, she
was "reported to be an agent of the Canadian governm ent, engaged to help lock
up the Olympic forests, so as to raise the price of Canadian timber." She was
accompanied by the superintendent of the national m onum ent, Preston Macy,

50 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 89; For a detailed study of the role of the Forest Service
and Park Service in the establishment of Olympic National Park, see Lien.
51 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 72-73; Lien, 129-131.
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w hose.com pany she enjoyed. But her son (also on this trip) later reported that
Macy had been instructed not to escort Edge but to supervise her, and to report
all her actions to his supervisors in W ashington, DC.52
In 1936, Edge testified at hearings on the W allgren bill held by the H ouse
Public Lands Committee, providing "comic relief" w hen she held out her hand
and asked for a donation from an opposing R epresentative w ho was grilling her
about the ECC's funding sources, provoking a roar of laughter from everyone
present. The bill w as passed by the committee but never m ade it to the floor of
the House for a vote. In the m onths that followed, W allgren became rather
evasive and Edge, quite politically astute by now, began to feel uneasy. She
w rote to Brant, "I suspect that some am endm ents to the bill have been agreed
upon, that some portion of the proposed boundary has been cut out."53
Edge's hunch was right. W hen the next session of Congress opened, m uch
of the best old grow th had been eliminated from the proposed national park.
The ECC took aim at the Forest Service. Edge w rote and published another
pam phlet, the third on the Olympic issue, this one entitled "Double-Crossing the
Project for the Proposed M ount Olym pus National Park," w ith the pointed
subtitle. "No Economic Need, But Only Commercial Greed, the. Obstacle to the
M ount Olym pus Park." Edge later described the pam phlet as "far from being
one of the beautiful ones of our series." She continued, "Its value w as that it told
the truth, and told it w ith emphasis."54
In the pam phlet, Edge pointed out that "the new area looks big on the
m ap, and it is big —but its limits are skillfully draw n to leave out the forests so

52 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 108-109; Peter Edge.
53 Lien, 138-139,143.
54 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 111.
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coveted by the lum ber interests and so greedily held by the Forest Service," Edge
saved a m ore subtle jab for the Park Service, once again challenging the
established notion that national parks should protect only scenery. "Tourists
need not go great distances to find beautiful m ountain scenery —there is plenty
of that elsewhere," she wrote. "But the forests of the Olym pic Peninsula w ith
their immense trees and rich undergrow th are not to be duplicated elsewhere in
this world." Many of the ECC's former allies began drifting away from Edge,
figuring the sm aller park w as all they were going to get, and w as better than no
park at all. But Edge pressed on, never w avering from the dem and for a larger
park. "The last of the virgin-forests are in sight," she wrote, "and the operators
press to squeeze the last dollar, to fell the last tow ering exam ple of forest
magnificence at whatever, loss to the nation."55
In addition to these efforts to rouse public sentim ent, Edge w as also
w orking behind the scenes. She had sent a stack of letters from the Park Service
to Secretary Ickes to be sure he w as aware of the position his agency w as taking
on the issue. W hen Ickes sent Edge's letter to Park Service director Arno
Cam m erer asking for comment, Cam m erer fired back, attacking Edge. As had
happened before in the A udubon struggle and w ould happen again in future

1..

cam paigns, Rosalie Edge's personal motives became the target of the opposition.
Referring to the "Double-Crossing M ount Olympus" pam phlet, he responded to
Ickes, "If Mrs. Edge desired to have no Olympic Park at all, she could adopt no
m ore effective m eans of killing the project." He continued, "Throughout this
project, our recom m endations to you have em bodied our best judgm ent and

55 Rosalie Edge, "Double-Crossing the Project for the Proposed Mount Olympus National Park,"
ECC Pamphlet, March 1937, ECC, 1; Lien, 169; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 109.
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have been sincerely given. To be libeled by Mrs. Edge as scoundrels and liars
because our judgm ent differs w ith hers is scarcely justifiable."56
But Edge was succeeding in driving a slight w edge betw een Secretary
Ickes and his Park Service director, providing Ickes w ith just enough room to
m aneuver som ew hat independently of Cammerer. At the same time, Brant had
become one of President Franklin Roosevelt's closest advisors on conservation
issues. At Brant's suggestion, Roosevelt decided to travel to the Olympic
Peninsula in Septem ber of 1937. Roosevelt, very m uch a conservationist himself,
supported the creation of a national park there and w anted to see the
magnificent forests w ith his own eyes.57
Of all the tow ering old grow th forests he visited and high level
discussions that took place during the trip, one event helped to turn the tide and
convince Roosevelt that a national park was necessary. At one point on the
President's route through the proposed park, the Forest Service had a national
forest boundary, sign m oved about two miles up a valley, giving the false
im pression that a heavily logged area was privately ow ned land just outside the
national forest boundary. In fact, the massive clearcut w as on Forest Service
property. The.Forest Service officials in charge of the trip did not w ant the
President to associate this expanse of stum ps w ith their agency, even though the
logging had taken place under their watch. The agency w as especially w ary after
Roosevelt, while passing through a similarly cut-over area later in the trip, m ade
the following remark: "I hope the son-of-a-bitch w ho logged that is roasting in

56 Lien, 161.
57 Ibid., 169,171-173.
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hell." D isgruntled Forest Service employees eventually exposed the deception,
outraging Roosevelt and hum iliating the agency.58
Roosevelt's support for a larger park, as well as the em barrassm ent of the
Forest Service over the boundary debacle, did a great deal to counter m uch of the
opposition to the park in the Olympic region. Brant w rote another tw enty-page
pam phlet calling for the larger park outlined in W allgren's first bill, rather than
the smaller park of W allgren's second bill, describing the latter as an "attem pt to
emasculate the proposed M ount O lym pus National Park." Brant challenged his
fellow Americans to call for the preservation of "the last great forest wilderness
still standing in their country," rather than allowing it to become "an
indestructible m ountain surroundeci by a wilderness of stumps." The pam phlet
concluded w ith a short, spirited letter from Rosalie Edge, once again rattling her
saber to rouse her m ilitant conservationists into action. She wrote, "These forests
are publicly owned; they belong to you and to other citizens; no m oney needs to
be expended in order to safeguard them. You have a right to dem and their
preservation; it is your duty to express yourself in emphatic terms. May these
m agnificent trees stand in all their glory for the inspiration of your children's
children." Edge initially printed and distributed.12,000.copies of the pam phlet.59
M uch w as underw ay behind the scenes in W ashington, DC, w ith Ickes
and Roosevelt pushing for a larger park. O n M arch 25,1938, again acting, at
least in part, at the request of Rosalie Edge, Congressm an W allgren introduced
his third Olympic bill, calling for the largest park yet. This bill proposed a
938,000 acre national park that included a seaside strip desired by President

58 Ibid., 177-178; Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 87-88.
59 Irving Brant and Rosalie Edge, "The Olympic Forests for a National Park," ECC Pamphlet,
January 1938, ECC, cover, 1,18, 21; Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 93.
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R o o s e v e l^ " - 'b ill caused a uproar out on the Peninsula and, in response, some
areas w ere elim inated from, the final version of the bill, including the vast old
grow th forests of the Bogachiel Valley, prized by conservationists and coveted by
the tim ber companies. The revised bill created a park of 648,000 acres, but
allowed the President to add 250,292 more acres by proclam ation, for a total of
898,292 acres.- W ith Brant and his wife present in the gallery, the bill passed on
the last day of the Congressional session, June 16,1938, barely slipping under the
wire. As Brant later recalled, they "jumped up at the same m oment, I let out a
yip, and we left before anybody called the police."60
Edge, Brant, and Van Name passed on m uch-deserved congratulations to
*\

: one other following the creation of the new Olympic N ational Park; Edge w ould
later call the establishm ent of the park "perhaps the greatest achievement of our
Committee." Rosalie Edge had been instrum ental in this victory, as Secretary
Ickes w rote to her in this letter:
I w ish to express my appreciation and to thank you for your
faithful service, your loyal support, and the splendid w ork which
you rendered during the trying period before the establishm ent of
the Olympic National Park. Your sincerity of purpose as Chairm an
of the Emergency Conservation Com m ittee is widely recognized as
being largely responsible for the creation of the park, and I realize
that no one gave more generously of his time . . : than you.61
As historian Carsten Lien points out, this had truly been the last chance
for passage of the park bill, as w ar broke out the next year in Europe and
Congress turned its full attention to defense m atters. But despite the pressing
conflict abroad, Roosevelt took time in the m onths following the passage of the

60 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 106-107,112-113; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow,"
112 .

61 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 115; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 105,117.
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park bill to determ ine which areas should be added to the new national park.
Brant had been offered the position of Park Service director but had declined,
fearing he w ould lose his access to the President if forced to work through
official channels, and he had been hired on as a special advisor to the President
instead. In 1938 Roosevelt sent Brant on a scouting trip to the peninsula. On
January 20,1940, based alm ost entirely on Brant's recom m endations, Roosevelt
issued a proclam ation incorporating the vast old grow th forests of the Bogachiel,
Hoh, Queets, Calawah, Elwha, and Q uinault valleys into Olympic National
Park.62
Unfortunately, the Olympic cam paign w ould not end w ith Roosevelt's •
i near-com pletion of the national park. Always under intense pressure from local
industry to release the best tim ber from the park, the Park Service comm issioned
yet another boundary study in 1943 that resulted in recom m endations to
elim inate m ost of the west-side forests, which had just been added to the park by
Roosevelt in 1940, from the national park. This was done under the pretext of
providing spruce for the w ar effort, despite the fact that spruce had never been
identified as a critical w ar material. But Rosalie Edge cast a long shadow over
the Olympic National Park, and Park Service officials w orried about a backlash.
The superintendent of Olympic National Park w as w arned by a colleague that
boundary adjustm ents w ould be difficult "in view of the well know n attitude of
Mrs. Edge and her committee tow ards Bogachiel and other areas of the w estern
p art of the Park." And in 1936, Park Service director N ew ton Drury cautioned
that, due to the "intense interest" of Brant, Edge, and Van Name, the Park Service
should "exercise great caution . . . with the deletion of any park lands."63
62 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 116,143; Lien, 199, 206.
63 Lien, 226-227, 232-233, 238.
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These w arnings had been issued w ith good reason. W hen bills were
introduced in 1947 to eliminate 56,000 acres of prem ium old grow th from the
park, including the forests of the Bogachiel Valley, Edge leaped into action. She
w rote and published yet another pam phlet, this one entitled "The Raid on the
N ation's Olympic Forests," which ultim ately saw the largest circulation of all the
ECC pam phlets. Once again, Edge called for action, urging conservationists to
"rise to this first postw ar challenge" and send in "courteously emphatic41 letters
dem anding that these ancient forests not be rem oved from the park. "What
indeed will be left of our national parks if small, selfish groups should be able to
cut out of them all that they covet?" she asked her readers. Letters of protest
poured into the Park Service. By the time Edge's public organizing and Brant's
sophisticated political m aneuvering had run their course, the boundary
reduction bills had been w ithdraw n and Park Service Director Drury,
professionally ruined by his role in the affair, had been forced to resign. 64
In the years that followed, the park w ould again be threatened, as the
Park Service began to allow logging w ithin the Olympic National Park
boundaries, rem oving 100 million board feet of tim ber from the park betw een
1941 and 1958, w hen the logging program was finally halted due. to public .
pressure. Edge could have predicted as m u ch —she once w arned that, in the
Olympics, '"eternal vigilance' of conservationists alone will preserve these forests
for future generations." But Rosalie Edge, now approaching eighty years of age
and involved in the Olympic cam paign for thirty years, was growing weary of
the battle. In 1953, she had w ritten to Irving Clark that it w as "largely because of
the Olympic situation" that she was keeping the Emergency Conservation
64 Ibid., 239-243, 250; Rosalie Edge, "The Raid on the Nation’s Olympic Forests,” ECC Pamphlet,
1947, ECC, 3, 8-9; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 120.
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Com mittee alive. And in 1956, she w rote to Brant, "When I came hom e and
found all the correspondence about the Olympic Park on m y desk, I sim ply
couldn't face it." Fortunately, another generation of activists had come along to
take up the charge of protecting the Olympic forests. They ow ed a trem endous
debt to Rosalie Edge.65
*

*

*

The Olympic N ational Park cam paign had spanned m ost of Rosalie Edge's
conservation career, but it w as not her only focus, by any means. D uring those
thirty years, she and the ECC also successfully pushed for the creation of Kings
C anyon National Park, located in the Sierra N evadas of California. Again, the
i ECC was working to protect ancient forests. The chief area of interest consisted
of not only the stunning Kings River Canyon, but also included the adjacent
R edw ood Canyon and Redwood M ountain, hom e to the largest know n sequoia
grove (not redw oods, as the nam e implies). This grove was hom e to the largest
tree in the world, a four thousand year old sequoia know n as the.H art Tree.
W ith the Kings River Canyon and Redwood M ountain situated on.opposite sides
of the small General G rant National Park of giant sequoias, conservationists
proposed uniting all three areas w ithin a new Kings Canyon National Park.66.
Redwood M ountain and Redwood.Canyon were privately owned, and the
owners, forced by tax pressures to consider logging, were willing to sell their
land to the governm ent in order to see the sequoia grove protected in public
ownership. The prim ary opposition to the park came from irrigators and pow er
interests who hoped to dam two of the canyons in the park. There w as also

65 Ibid., 290, 298; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 106; Rosalie Edge to Irving Clark, 18
March 1953, ECC.
66 Ibid., 150-151.
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opposition from the regional office of the Forest Service, w hich ow ned m ost of
the land that w ould be transferred to the proposed park.67
An im portant ECC contribution to the Kings Canyon cam paign was the
publication of one of their finest pamphlets, "The Proposed John Muir-Kings
C anyon National Park." W ritten by Brant, the beautiful tw enty page pam phlet
w as distributed by the thousands by Edge. Led by the Sierra Club, m ost of the
organizations w orking to establish Kings Canyon w ere based in California, and
Edge w rote that the ECC's value to the Kings Canyon cam paign "lay in the
support it m ustered in all states, including California, and our literature was in
dem and by all organizations." The ECC also enlisted W illiam Schulz, the field
officer from the Yosemite sugar pines project, to help in Kings Canyon. Veterans
of m any conservation cam paigns by this point, the ECC knew that their potent
combination of public pressure and private deal-m aking w ould again be needed
to get the job done. As Schulz w rote to Brant, "You and I and Mrs. Edge and
Secretary Ickes know from hard experiences that these things have got to be
brought out into the open and a final fight m ade before any real ground can be
gained. [Assistant Regional Park Service Director] M anbey is afraid to have a
fight come, but it will have to come anyway, just as it did on the Olympic
park."68
Schulz was right. There w ould be a fight, but the opposition was not well
organized in com parison w ith the Olympic Park foes. The major areas of
contention w ere two scenic canyons, Cedar Grove and Tehipite, which irrigators
eyed as possible reservoir sites. The park bill that was introduced by

67 Irving Brant, "The Proposed John Muir-Kings Canyon National Park," ECC Pamphlet, January
1939, ECC, 3j 8-11.
68 Ibid.; Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 152; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 129.
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Representative Bertrand G earhart of California deftly skirted the issue by
excluding these two canyons from the park until they could be surveyed for their
potential as reservoirs. If they were found to be unsuitable dam sites, they could
be added to the park by Presidential proclam ation.69
The ECC's decision to support the bill was a strategic one. Confident that
the two canyons w ould ultim ately not be dam m ed due to unstable geology, the
ECC backed the G earhart bill. This largely diffused the opposition of the
irrigators, leaving a few California offices of the Forest Service as the m ain
opponents of the bill. D uring the cam paign, one of Edge's supporters w rote to
retired Forest Service chief Gifford Pinchot to solicit his support for the park. As
the original architect of the Forest Service and its first chief forester, Pinchot was
one of the m ost prom inent figures in conservation history. Pinchot sent back a
terse reply, stating that he w as "heartily and vigorously" opposed to the rem oval
of Kings Canyon from the national forest system, especially if the lands w ere to
be given to the rival D epartm ent of the Interior which, he charged, "has been so
consistently m ism anaging the National Parks." But Pinchot saved his sharpest
barb for Rosalie Edge, w hose leadership in the cam paign w as enough to discredit
it altogether as far as he was concerned. "Furthermore," Pinchot wrote, "there is ,
nobody of my acquaintance who goes off half cock w ith greater regularity than
Mrs. Edge."70
Rosalie Edge, never intim idated by those she believed w ere in the wrong,
no m atter w hat their stature, brushed off Pinchot's criticism. She replied to her
supporter:

69 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 165-166,
70 Gifford Pinchot to Howard Cleaves, 23 June 1939, ECC.
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Mr. Pinchot is now an old m an and . . . he is dated w ith the
opinions he held in the time of his greatest vigor. Mr. Pinchot has
never been able to realize that a tree or a forest has any other
function than the production of board feet. I really have no
personal feeling against him on account of his stupid opposition to
the preservation of virgin forests. His m ind is blind in one eye —
that's all.
Pinchot's blind spot was Edge's focus. While she believed that some logging of
national forests was appropriate, she m aintained that old grow th forests should'
be spared from the ax. As she w rote to a colleague, "What we conservationists
m ust do is to take away from the Forest Service the virgin forests, which should
be preserved untouched." And in term s of the level of protection sought by the
ECC, Kings Canyon was their m ost ambitious project to date.71
While the Olympic National Park struggle had been notable because the
goal was the preservation of old grow th forests, the ECC pushed the boundaries
of the national park concept even further in Kings Canyon by calling for a
w ilderness national park. As Edge w rote in one of her cam paign publications,
"We can save our scenic treasures in only one w a y —by putting them into the
national park system, and then defending that system against commercial
intrusion of any kind." Edge had great hopes that the Park Service w as the
agency best suited to protect the wilderness qualities of Kings Canyon. And the
wilderness desired by the ECC was w ilderness as it is understood today, w here
roads and commercial developm ent are not perm itted. As she described it,
"When the Forest Service planned openly to build roads so as to m ake this Kings
C anyon region accessible to the m otoring public, it became im perative, it seem ed

71 Rosalie Edge to Howard Cleaves, 6 July 1939, ECC; Rosalie Edge to Mrs. George, 1 March 1939,
ECC; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 107.
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to me, that the region should be p u t under the protection of the Park Service,
w hich is pledged to protect the wilderness character of the area."72
The ECC w as not the only supporter of a w ilderness national park in
King's Canyon. Secretary Ickes also favored the idea, along w ith the bill's chief
sponsor and several other m em bers of Congress. The bill w as the subject of
tw enty-three days of combative hearings, at which the rather weak opposition to
the park did its best to m ake a strong showing. Brant recalled one point w hen a
Congressm an opposed to the park attem pted to prove that one pro-park witness
could not possibly know anything about the rugged Kings Canyon territory
because she was a woman. But his questioning instead "brought out the fact that
she had ridden horseback over the whole Sierra from Yosemite southw ard —
territory on which [the opposing Congressman] W hite had never set foot." O n
the final day of hearings, Edge found time running out and w ithdrew her request
to testify on behalf of the ECC. "This w as both a sacrifice and a loss," Brant
wrote, "because her gift of repartee always m ade her a lively witness.73
On February 12,1940, the Bureau of Reclamation reported that neither
C edar Grove Canyon nor Tehipite Canyon was a feasible dam site. At the sam e
time, unbeknow nst to alm ost anyone aside from Brant and Ickes, the governm ent
purchased Redwood M ountain. Afraid that the m om entum behind the Kings
Canyon bill w ould disappear if conservationists knew that the sequoias w ould
be protected w ith or w ithout the park, Brant chose to keep this inform ation a
secret, even from Edge. On February 19,1940 the G earhart bill w as passed, fifty
years after one of the wilderness m ovem ent's founding fathers, John Muir, had

72 Rosalie Edge, "The Impending Ruin of Kings Canyon," ECC Publication, 2 June 1939, ECC, 4;
Rosalie Edge to Mrs. William Devereux, 14 March 1939, ECC.
73 Brant, Adventures in Conservation, 175-177,193-195.
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first called for the creation of a national park in Kings Canyon. Brant later w rote
that "the unrem itting w ork of Mrs. Edge through the ECC had been a big factor
in the outcome" of the Kings Canyon campaign. The protection of Kings
Canyon, described by w ilderness historian Roderick N ash as the "wildest of the
national parks," was not only an impressive victory for Edge and the ECC, but
w as also an im portant step forw ard in the m ovem ent for w ilderness protection
in the United States. 74
* * *

In her efforts to reform the A udubon Society, protect wildlife, and
establish national parks, Rosalie Edge had m ade a significant m ark on the
conservation m ovem ent.' In addition to the Olympic, Kings Canyon, and
Yosemite sugar pines projects, she had been part of the ultim ately successful
cam paign to protect the ancient sequoias, sugar pines, and ponderosa pines of
the Calaveras Groves in California, and had throw n her support behind efforts to
establish a national m onum ent, and later a national park, in W yoming's Jackson
Hole. She had cam paigned vigorously against the wildlife eradication efforts of
the US Biological Survey (later the US Fish and Wildlife Service) and w orked
successfully to end Alaska's bounty on bald eagles. But Edge did not lim it

..

herself to agencies and lands in the public dom ain. In fact, the project that w ould
bring Edge the greatest praise and recognition in her lifetime was an endeavor
on private land —the creation of Pennsylvania's H aw k M ountain Sanctuary.75

74 Ibid., 213, 216-219; Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 210, 326.
75 Rosalie Edge, "Conservation in Action," 4-6,10-11; Rosalie Edge, "Conservation —Up and
Doing," ECC Annual Report for 1944, March 1945, ECC, 3-5, 7-10; "The United States Bureau of
Destruction and Extermination: The Misnamed and Perverted 'Biological Survey,'" ECC
Pamphlet, September 1934, ECC; "The Bald Eagle, Our National Emblem: Danger of its Extinction
by the Alaska Bounty," ECC Pamphlet, April 1930, ECC; Rosalie Edge, "Finishing the Mammals,"
ECC Pamphlet, October 1936, ECC.
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Birds had always been a passion for Rosalie Edge, and she had a special
fondness for birds of prey. She had w ritten and published several pam phlets on
behalf of hawks, eagles, owls, and falcons, and one of her critiques of the
A udubon Society was that it did not do enough to address w idespread negative
stereotypes of these birds. She frequently called on her supporters to defend the
birds against ram pant m isinformation, such as a 1929 report in the N e w York
H erald Tribune of an eight year old Kentucky boy w eighing fifty pounds who
"narrowly escaped death" after he was supposedly lifted off the ground and
carried twenty feet into the air by a bald eagle. Bemoaning the fact that-"many
otherwise sane and sensible people accept such items as true," Edge did her best
to educate the public about the benefits of these m aligned birds. This included a
series of ECC education units on various topics that she distributed to schools.
Each unit focused on a different subject, such as eagles, owls, or waterfowl. One
of the education units, "Our Nation's Forests," was authored by Rosalie Edge,
w ith a forw ard by H arold Ickes.76
But education w as a slow process in w hich results w ere h ard to m easure,
and Edge preferred projects that w ould show clear benefits on the ground for
birds of prey. H er opportunity came in 1933, w hen shelearned about the yearly
m igration and massacre of haw ks and eagles along Pennsylvania's Kittatinny
Ridge. Located in eastern Pennsylvania near the small tow n of Drehersville, the
ridge provided a spectacular vantage point for the fall m igrations of birds of
prey. But in the first decades of the tw entieth century, Kittatinny Ridge was a
Mecca for hunters, not bird watchers. Thousands of birds of prey w ere killed
each year during the fall by shooters on the ridge, m uch to the dism ay of a
76 "The Bald Eagle, Our National Emblem," 10, Rosalie Edge, "Our Nation's Forests," ECC
Pamphlet, 1938, ECC.

handful of bird lovers. As one witness described it, the scene was "nightmarish."
He recalled, "There were as m any as four h u ndred hunters one day, and so m any
birds slaughtered that a bad odor hung over the place. We couldn't do a thing
about it."77
Perhaps this witness couldn't do anything about it, but Rosalie Edge m ost
certainly could. In 1933, a conservationist contacted the ow ners of the ridge that
had become know n as "Hawk Mountain," and found that the property "could be
bought at a low figure and on easy terms," as Edge later recalled. According to
Edge, the A udubon Society originally agreed to buy the 1,655 acre m ountain,
which could be purchased for $4,000. However, the m onths passed w ithout
further action from Audubon, and Edge became unable to bear the thought of yet
another autum n shooting season approaching on the ridge. In A ugust of 1934,
Edge secured a lease on the m ountain that transferred ow nership to her and
provided her w ith one year to raise the funds needed to purchase H aw k
M ountain outright.78
. Im m ediately after obtaining the lease on H aw k M ountain, Edge w rote to a
young naturalist, Maurice Broun, whom she hoped w ould become guardian of
the ridge. "We m ust have a w arden on the property: first to post it and then to
guard it and get police protection," she wrote. "It is a job that needs some
courage." A passionate bird watcher and conservationist, Broun came to H aw k
M ountain w ith his wife Irma in early September, having agreed to start work
w ith the ECC covering his expanses but providing no salary. The Brouns' first
evening on H aw k M ountain was spent in a hot, stuffy, leaky attic in the only
77 Maurice Broun, Ha wks Aloft: The Story o f Ha wk Mountain (New York: Dodd, Mead
Company, 1948), 6-7,10-11.
78 Rosalie Edge, "Fighting the Good Fight," 9-11; Fox ,181; Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow,"
79.
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house on the road to the ridge. These were the m odest beginnings of "the
w orld's first sanctuary for the birds of prey." 79
As w ord quickly spread about the new ow ners of H aw k M ountain, the
Brouns were greeted w ith disbelief from local residents and outrage from
hunters. Broun's "no trespassing" signs were ripped dow n as quickly as he could
p u t them up, and confrontations w ith angry hunters headed u p the ridge were
commonplace that first season. Local police and game w ardens, m any of w hom
were haw k shooters themselves, doubted that he w ould be able to stop the
hunters once the m igration began. As one w arden told Broun, "You can't keep
gunners off that land, and I w ouldn't take your job for a h u ndred dollars a
day!"80’
But the news about H aw k M ountain had reached the conservation
com m unity, and each passing weekend brought an increasing num ber of bird
watchers to the ridge. By the end of the first season, over ten thousand birds of
prey had been sighted at H aw k M ountain, and not a single one lost to the
shooters. Five h undred people had come to view the m assive m igrations of
hawks, eagles, goshawks, falcons, and osprey. As Broun recalled, "Mrs. Edge's
coup in obtaining the m ountain and our efforts in safeguarding it were, an
undream ed-of success."81
D uring this tense first season on H aw k M ountain, Edge had been busy
using her ECC and high society connections to raise the rem aining $3,500 needed
to purchase H aw k M ountain. She was successful, and w ithin a year the ECC was
in full ownership of H aw k M ountain Sanctuary. Edge then set about creating
79 Broun, 13-14,18-19.
80 Ibid., 21-22, 26-27.
81 Ibid., 34-35; Rosalie Edge, "Hawk Mountain Sanctuary Association First Annual Report,"
September 1939, ECC, 2-3.
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another organization that w ould eventually m anage the affairs of the sanctuary.
In 1938, the H aw k M ountain Sanctuary Association w as incorporated, "brought
into being by Mrs. Edge" just as the sanctuary had been, according to Broun.
Edge deeded the title to the H aw k M ountain property over to the Association
th at same year.82
"What a surprising chain of events was set in motion," Broun later wrote,
"when Mrs. Edge birthed her unique project by taking over an entire
m ountaintop to protect the m igrating hawks." Aside from the direct protection it
provided to birds of prey, Hawk M ountain Sanctuary educated thousands of
visitors every year about the value of these birds, and also became an im portant
source of revenue and pride for local residents. Visitation at the Sanctuary grew
from 500 bird watchers in its first season to 4,200 people a m ere four years later,
and every visitor was given a thorough conservation education. As Edge w rote
in the Association's first annual report, "Unmolested, the eagles and haw ks and
m any other species of m igrating birds are seen and studied, w ith an enjoym ent
to the spectators that has w iped out all envy of shooting, even am ong hunters
who, only a short few years ago, knew no other use for a haw k than to m ake it a
target for w anton destruction.". It was a stunning accom plishm ent that
im pressed even her staunchest opponents; years later, Gilbert Pearson became a
m em ber of the H aw k M ountain Sanctuary Association.83
k k k

For Rosalie Edge, the creation of Hawk M ountain Sanctuary was the
crow ning achievement of a stellar conservation career. In her usual style, she

82 Broun, 57-58.
83 Ibid., 55; Rosalie Edge, "Hawk Mountain Sanctuary Association First Annual Report," 1-2;
Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 80.
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had acted on behalf of the birds of prey gunned dow n on H aw k M ountain.
Im patient w ith the slow progress of established conservation groups, she had
stepped in, taken im m ediate and direct action, and finished the job. Edge had
once sum m arized the ECC's approach to conservation this way:
We swing into action w hen necessity arises, alone if w e m ust, and
ahead, leading the way —while richly-endow ed organizations w ait
until they are sure they are m utually buttressed w ith allies of like
prom inence w ith themselves. We w ork w ith economy. We tell the
truth, even though the tru th does not always m ake pleasant telling.
And we persist.84
Persist she did, through the thirty-year Olympic Park struggle, the Kings
Canyon campaign, the H aw k M ountain project, and num erous other endeavors
on behalf of forests and wildlife. And it w as all done on a budget that averaged
a m ere $5000 per year, w ithout any salary or other financial com pensation paid
to Edge or the other ECC stalwarts. Edge later w rote that her ability to w ork as a
volunteer was the one aspect of her conservation career that she m ost valued,
"having m et too m any ironed-out, and often bitter, conservationists in
professional jobs." Fox later described her as one of only tw o w om en w ho
became national leaders as conservationists, the second being Rachel Carson, and
called Edge "the first w om an to have a considerable im pact on the conservation
movem ent."85
As she looked back on her conservation career, she believed that one
factor distinguished those cam paigns that were successful from those that had
failed —legislation. H er victories, including the establishm ent of Olympic
N ational Park and Kings Canyon N ational Park, as well as the addition of the
84 Rosalie Edge, "Conservation in Action," 9.
85 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 230; Fox 177, 341. For specific ECC budgets, see annual
reports, ECC.
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sugar pines to Yosemite National Park and of Jackson Hole to G rand Teton
N ational Park, w ere achieved through the passage of laws in Congress. But
legislation was conspicuously absent in those cam paigns that she considered
failures, such as efforts to reform the US Biological Survey. "The successes
followed the introduction of legislation," she wrote. "No legislation was
introduced w here our efforts failed. The lesson is simple." It was this advice that
she m ost hoped conservationists of the future w ould heed.86
In his history of Olympic National park, C arsten Lien sum m arizes the
elements of the ECC's effectiveness. "The ECC succeeded," he wrote, "because it
h ad proximity to power, gained through Irving Brant, the capacity to
comm unicate w ith the public, provided by Rosalie Edge, and a vision of how the
w orld ought to be, w hich came from W illard Van Name." The urgent calls to
action that characterized Edge's outreach m aterials w ere compelling and
effective, and Edge proved her ability to stir public sentim ent for conservation in
cam paign after campaign. By the late 1950s, her contributions had been
recognized by conservation leaders inside and outside of governm ent, and w hen
she was introduced at the last annual m eeting of the A udubon Society that she
attended in 1962, ten days before her death, she received a standing ovation.87
After Rosalie Edge's death, the ECC quickly dissolved. Edge did not leave
behind a robust organization, a forward-looking board of directors, or a stately
office building. Instead, her legacy can be found w here she thought it counted
m ost —on the ground, in the Olympics, the Sierras, the Appalachians. As Edge
saw it, she was just doing w hat was needed, but w hat the big conservation
organizations were too tim id to do: "uncom prom ising ax-work for preservation,
86 Rosalie Edge, "An Implacable Widow," 197-198.
87 Lien, 346; Fox, 266; Peter Edge.
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letting.the chips fall w here they may." She was uncom prom ising, but she was
also strategic, and her sophisticated approach to every conservation cam paign
led to m ore victories than m ost conservationists can hope to claim, all w ithin the
confines of a tiny organization w ith a minuscule budget. Rosalie Edge never
w avered from her aggressive, direct approach to conservation, because it got
results. A nd results were w hat m attered to Rosalie Edge, the m ilitant
conservationist. As she pu t it in her rallying cry to supporters on the heels of the
Olympic Park victory, "If you w ant conservation, join w ith us, and g e t it/1'88

88 Rosalie Edge, "Conservation in Action," 19; Rosalie Edge, "Conservation —Come and Get It!," 3.
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M argaret M urie
There m ay be people w ho feel no need for nature. They are fortunate, perhaps.
But for those of us w ho feel otherwise, w ho feel som ething is m issing unless we
can hike across land disturbed only by our footsteps or see creatures roam ing
freely as they have always done, surely there should still be a wilderness.
M argaret M urie1
She has a grandm other's poise, a. lover's fire, a spouse's allegiance, a curandera's
w ariness about Congressional platitudes. W hen she is gone, the land will break
dow n in tears.
Barry Lopez2

If you turn off the m ain road just past the post office in the tiny tow n of
Moose, Wyoming, beneath the tow ering G rand Tetons, you will find yourself on
an unassum ing dirt road that disappears into the w oods along the Snake River.
H um ble as this path m ay seem, you are actually following in the footsteps of
national and international conservation leaders and heroes. Aldo Leopold has
traveled this road, as have H ow ard Zahniser, Jane Goodall, John Denver, Liz
Clairborne, David Brower, Barry Lopez, Dave Foreman, and directors and
presidents of such organizations as the W ilderness Society, the A udubon Society,
and the Sierra Club. At the end of the road is a cluster of m odest cabins, a place
that one historian has called "something of a Mecca" of the American

1 Margaret Murie, introduction to Untamed Alaska, by Steve Kaufman and Yogi Kaufman, (Vero
Beach, Florida: Lickle Publishing, 1997).
2 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 5th ed. (Portland, Oregon: Alaska Northwest Books,
1997), back cover.
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conservation m ovem ent. If that is the case, then perhaps your journey is m ore of
a pilgrimage. You would.be in good com pany.3
This is the home of M argaret Murie. She has lived here, on and off, since
her family purchased this form er dude ranch in 1945. Of her nearly six decades
here, she has shared two w ith her husband Olaus and their children, three w ith
her sister and brother-in-law, and all six w ith thousands of visitors, som e close
friends, others strangers, all of them welcome. Nestled at the foot of the Teton
M ountains, the stunning setting of the ranch w ould be enough to draw these
pilgrim s year after year.. But that is not w hy they come. They come to see
M ardy.4
They come to spend an hour, a day, a week w ith a w om an w ho stood w ith
President Lyndon Johnson in the W hite H ouse Rose G arden w hen he signed the
W ilderness Act, a w om an w ho received her nation's highest civilian honor —the
Presidential M edal of Freedom —from President Bill Clinton, a w om an w ho
deserves m uch of the credit for the creation of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, a w om an w ho shared her love of family and w ild places w ith countless
readers in her books Tw o in the Far N o rth and W apiti W ilderness, a wom an w ho
spent her honeym oon on a 550-mile dogsled expedition in Alaska's Brooks
Range, a w om an w ho grew u p in Fairbanks before the railroad had reached the
Alaska interior, a w om an w hom Robert Redford calls a "national treasure" and
w ho Terry Tempest W illiams describes as "our spiritual grandm other." In order
to understand M ardy Murie's passion for conservation and her stature as a

3 Names from the Guest Book at the Murie Home, June 1988 - March 2001; Louise Murie, "Murie
Ranch: A History," Manuscript, Winter 1998, MC, 3; Peter Wild, Pioneer Conservationists of
Western America (Missoula, Montana: Mountain Press Publishing Company, 1979), 124.
4 Louise Murie, 2.
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w ilderness advocate, it is im portant to understand the tw o loves of her life —
Olaus and Alaska. And it is best to begin, as she did, in Alaska.5
** *
In 1911, M ardy M urie and her m other m oved from Seattle to Fairbanks,
w here nine-year old M ardy's stepfather had begun w orking as Assistant US
Attorney. They arrived on the last boat before "freeze-up." Each w inter after the
ice m ade it impossible for steam boats to reach Fairbanks, the only way to travel
in and out of the tow n w as via horse-draw n sleigh or dog sled on the Valdez
Trail, w hich M ardy described as the town's "lifeline" in winter. "Growing up in
Fairbanks," M ardy w rote, "one knew no other town. There w ere no others nearer
th an eight days by horse sleigh or ten days by river steam er."6
And so M ardy soon became absorbed in a child's life and routines in
Fairbanks, running errands for her m other w ith her dog Major and a little sled,
braving tem peratures of thirty degrees below zero on the w alk to school, ice
skating at a rink on the river, w aiting eagerly for the weekly arrival of the sleigh
carrying the tow n's mail. Always there were the old "sourdoughs" —m en w ho
w orked as miners, trappers, and the like in the surrounding country —w ho w ere
happy to spoil the children, giving them m oney for candy or keeping the fires
going on the edge of the skating rink. As M ardy M urie tells it, a childhood spent
in frontier Alaska w as an enchanted one. She wrote, "Children w ere rare; they
w ere a symbol of everything that m any of these m en had given up in heeding the
call of gold and adventure; they were precious individuals."7

5 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 354, back cover; Terry Tempest Williams, An Unspoken
Hunger: Stories from the Field (New York: Pantheon Books, 1994), 91.
6 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 19, 31, 35.
7 Ibid., 38, 40, 44-45, 49.
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H er life and the life of Fairbanks were largely shaped by the society
developed by the tow n's women. Each day had its chore: M onday w as w ashday,
Tuesday was the day for ironing and m aking bread, on W ednesdays the
w om en’s organizations met, on Thursdays the w om en called on one another,
Fridays m eant visiting w ith a neighbor while doing sewing or m ending, and
Saturdays were days for baking and cleaning, Each house had a small tray by
the front door w here ladies w ould leave their cards w hen they came calling.
They organized formal dances and charity drives. According to M ardy, all this
was essential to the wom en of this rem ote town. She wrote:
A regular routine, a definite project for each day, a regular
program w ith other people —all this helps. It is all part of the
bulw ark the wom en built, consciously or unconsciously, against the
isolation, the wilderness, the cold, the difficulties of housekeeping.
They set the pattern for the kind of tow n Fairbanks was supposed
to be —the tow n you could talk about.8
Some of this isolation was relieved by the coming of spring, marked, by
the breakup of ice on the Chena Slough. Everyone in tow n w ould rush dow n to
the. river to see the ice rip the bridge pilings out of the riverbank, the
superstructure of the bridge having been pulled onto the street days before. But
the m ost anticipated event was the arrival of the first steam boat to m ake its w ay
upriver. "What prestige," M ardy recalled of her childhood days, "to be the first
one to see the white smoke!" That first boat brought a w inter's w orth of
packages too big for the sleighs, piles of mail, and visitors. The following days,
w hen the sun never set, were m arked by the planting of gardens, m idnight
baseball games, berry picking, parades, and picnics.9

8 Ibid., 41-42.
9 Ibid., 53, 55, 59-61.
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All of this —the isolation, the close comm unity, the long w inters and the
brief, joyous release of sum m er —brought the people of Fairbanks together.
"There was a good deal of live-and-let-live," M ardy recalled, "a good deal of
gossip, but of a rather hum orous, casual, unmalicious kind. We were all far
aw ay from the rest of the world; we had to depend on one another." This
generosity of spirit and feeling of fellowship and tolerance w ould stay w ith
M ardy for the rest of her life, and w ould come to distinguish her activism on
behalf of wilderness. But as a child it was all she knew, until she took one of the
last trips out of Fairbanks on the Valdez Trail.10
*

"k

★

In the spring of 1918, fifteen year-old M ardy left Fairbanks on the last sled
of the year before w arm w eather m ade the trail impassable. By the next winter,
the railroad w ould be close enough to Fairbanks to replace the Valdez Trail as
the tow n's lifeline, m arking the end of an era for the Alaska interior. Excited and
nervous, w ith her characteristic eagerness for adventure, M ardy'w as leaving
Fairbanks to spend the sum m er w ith her father, w ho ow ned a fisheries plant in
Port Ashton, Alaska. The journey was an arduous trek. All traveling w as done
at night, w hen colder tem peratures m ade the snow m ore stable, w ith a few hours
of sleep snatched at roadhouses along the way. River crossings w ere hair-raising
experiences, as the horses raced across ice that cracked beneath their feet and
charged through w ater that pooled on the surface in weak spots. Despite her
exhaustion as she traveled, the weary teenager paid attention to the
conversations of roadhouse owners and sled drivers as they pondered the

10 Ibid., 44.
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railroad, their future, and their disappearing way of life. Nine days and four
drivers later, she had reached the end of her journey.11
She w ould return to Fairbanks that fall to finish high school, leaving again
the following year to attend Reed College in Portland. It was in 1921, hom e for
the sum m er after her second year at Reed, that her childhood neighbor Jess Rust
introduced her to a friend who was working in Alaska w ith the US Biological
Survey (now the US Fish and Wildlife Service). O n their first meeting, Olaus
M urie struck her as "a slim blond young m an, not handsom e in m y schoolgirl
eyes, but w ith the freshest complexion and the bluest eyes." They w alked hom e
together that evening and, as M ardy later wrote, "all I rem em ber is that we
agreed we didn't care to live in cities. He did not say: 'W hen m ay I see you
again?' as all the rest of them did. He was not like any of the rest of them, and it
took me quite a while to learn this." A few days later, on a river trip w ith Jess
and his wife Clara, Olaus called in a great hom ed owl until it flew into a treetop
just above their boat, and M ardy found herself w ondering, "What kind of magic
did this m an have?"12
Little did she know w hat lay ahead. This m an w ould become her
husband, and their life together w ould take her not only into the heart of some of
the nation's greatest wilderness areas, but then into the leadership of the
m onum ental effort to save them. But that was still to come. She w ould spend
the next year at Simmons College in Boston, w here her father was living
tem porarily. By the sum m er of 1922 she had returned to Fairbanks to stay.

11 Ibid., 64; Margaret Murie, interview by Jo Anne Byrd, manuscript, 4 March 1978, MC, 3.
12 Margaret Murie, interview by Byrd, 4; Margaret Murie, Two in the far North, 86-87.
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Olaus w as back in Fairbanks that sum m er as well, resting and resupplying
betw een phases of his landm ark study of caribou in Alaska,13
Olaus and M ardy spent the sum m er and fall together, bu t M ardy "was not
in love w ith this young m a n —not yet." She recalled, "Somehow I still did not
know this quiet young scientist, always sw eet and pleasant and agreeable.
Som ething w as missing." She found that m issing piece on an evening at her
family's home, w hen friends had gathered together to m ake Christm as cards.
After he responded kindly to one of her questions, she fired back at him, "Oh,
w hat everlasting good nature!" As she recalled, "Olaus glared at m e and said,
'Look, if you w ant a fight you can have it.1 And I fell in love w ith him —that
minute." For, as she w rote in Two in the Far N orth, "Here w as m ore than a
pleasant companion. Here was a m an —gentle but w ith steel within. From that
m om ent everything was different."14
That winter, as Olaus continued his caribou study, he and M ardy
exchanged letters, learning m ore about one another. In July of 1923, M ardy and
her family visited Olaus's cam p in M ount McKinley National Park. "At the end
of five days of tram ping about in a rosy haze in those enchanted m ountains," she
w rote, "we both knew there was no life for us except together." But they w ould
spend one m ore year apart, as Olaus had to return to W ashington, DC, to report
on his research, and M ardy was determ ined to finish her degree. As M ardy
described it, "We felt we could not bear to be separated ever again, but we m ade
that decision."15
13 Margaret Murie, interview by Byrd, 5; Margaret Murie, "Olaus J. Murie's Trips and
Expeditions," interview by Chuck Lennox, manuscript, 13 March 1984, MC, 1; Murie, Two in the
Far North, 87.
14 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 87-88; Arctic Dance: The M ardy Murie Story, (Moose,
Wyoming: Craighead Environmental Research Institute, 2001).
15 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 89.
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.Mardy enrolled in the School of Business A dm inistration at the newly
form ed Alaska A gricultural College and School of Mines, w hich w ould later
become the University of Alaska. Olaus stayed in Fairbanks until December,
w hen he left for W ashington. It was there he received his next assignm ent; he .
w ould lead an expedition to study waterfowl in H ooper Bay at the m outh of the
Yukon River. In March, 1924, Olaus was back in Fairbanks for one week, not
only to gather supplies and a dog team for his H ooper Bay trip, but also to plan
his w edding.16
Because Olaus w ould be going directly from H ooper Bay to resum e his
caribou study in the Brooks Range, the w edding w ould have to take place en
route. The plan was a tricky one. They w ould m eet on M ardy's birthday,
A ugust 18, at the Episcopal mission in the tiny tow n of Anvik. M ardy w ould
travel there from Fairbanks w ith a small w edding party, and Olaus w ould travel
up the Yukon to m eet them. Then, after the wedding, he and M ardy w ould catch
the last steam boat up the Koyukuk, a farn o rth ern river, and she w ould join him
on the caribou study.17
W ith those plans m ade, Olaus left Fairbanks. That spring, M ardy's life
was filled w ith friends and studies. On June 13,1924, she graduated from
college. N ot only had she received her degree, but she had the singular honor of
being the first w om an graduate of the University of Alaska. The following
m onths w ere occupied w ith parties and preparations for her new life and her
unconventional w edding. She recalled:
All M other's friends said: 'W hat a funny trousseau!' But they all
dropped in later on in the sum m er w hen I had it assembled, to look
16 Ibid., 89, 91-92; Margaret Murie, "Olaus J. Murie's Trips and Expeditions," 1.
17 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 92.
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and laugh over it: a tent, a Yukon stove, duffel bags, pack sacks,
snowshoes, fur parka, wool knickers, wool shirts, big socks, flannel
pajamas. N ot a dress, not a bit of lace or ribbon.
In the five m onths that had passed between Olaus's departure and their
approaching w edding day, a som ewhat uneasy M ardy had received only two
letters from him. But just as she and her w edding party were about to board the
boat for Anvik, a telegram arrived. Olaus was on his way upriver. W ith that
h appy news, the trip began.18
M ardy, her m other, her best friend, and one of Olaus's closest friends
arrived five days later, on A ugust 17, in a small tow n dow nriver from Anvik.
But Olaus was now here to be found. M ardy's boat and its crew w aited for
tw enty-four long hours, and still there was no sign of Olaus. Tension began to
build, as the boat w ould soon have to leave if it w as to stay on schedule. At 8:00
p.m. on the evening of the eighteenth, the boat carrying O laus finally arrived, to
the great joy and relief of everyone. The entire happy crew headed upriver to
Anvik. Finally, at 3:00 a.m. on A ugust 19, M ardy and Olaus were m arried in a
small rustic candlelit church, a bouquet of w ild arctic poppies in M ardy's arms.
As she fondly rem em bered, "What greater joy could life ever hold than to be able
to repeat those w ords —'I, Margaret, take thee, O laus1—w ith a sure heart?"
Thirty-nine years later, Olaus w ould tell a reporter, "The greatest thing that
happened to m e in Alaska was Mardy."19
* * *

In the days before radio collars and satellite imagery, w hen airplanes were
relatively uncomm on, a career as a field biologist dem anded that scientists spend

18 Ibid., 93-94.
19 Ibid., 96-99; Peggy Simson Curry, "Portrait of a Naturalist," Audubon, November-December
1963,19.
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long periods of time in rem ote areas, requiring a high level of backcountry skill
and physical fitness. The work was largely the dom ain of men. But as her
relationship w ith Olaus blossomed, M ardy had begun to hint that she w ould like
to accompany him in the field. She w rote to him in one letter:
Your letters do have a charm ing graphic style. I could easily travel
w ith you over the rolling country, the silent land. But I w onder if
you think of me as being able and fitting to share in all your doings.
Of course I realize the things you are doing are those w hich w om en
folks aren't supposed to be able to do. By all m an m ade rules and
conventions, I shouldn't ever expect to find a m an willing to, or
capable of, living in a sort of fairy land. But I feel that you already
have m ade one for yourself, far lovelier than mine. So I can only
ask to be taken in.20
1As they m ade plans for their w edding and honeym oon, it became clear
th at O laus had every intention of bringing M ardy on even his m ost strenuous
expeditions. H ad this not been the case, their m arriage w ould have been m arked
by long periods of separation, which neither of them w anted. But it was not
sim ply a desire to be near Olaus that drove M ardy to join him on these trips. She
also w anted to experience the wild country for herself. She later recalled, "From
the very beginning of our m arriage I just took if for granted that I was going to
go everywhere he went. . . . I suppose I was quite determ ined."21
Her determ ination paid off, and her first chance to share in Olaus's w ork
came quickly; it was their honeymoon. M ardy w ould join Olaus on a trip into
the Brooks Range to study caribou, part of a seven year research project that had
already taken him back and forth across some of Alaska's m ost rem ote country.
Im m ediately after their wedding, they traveled upriver on the last boat to reach

2(1 Arctic Dance ,
21 Arctic Dance.
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the small northw estern tow n of Betties, w here they w aited until w inter w as far
enough along to m ake travel by dogsled possible. The day before the expedition
was to begin, they packed up the sled w ith an enorm ous load that included eight
h u n d red pounds of dried salmon for the dogs, a Yukon stove that w ould be used
for heat and cooking in camp, and all the necessary gear for a long w inter
journey in the Alaska backcountry.22
The next day, M ardy stood in the doorw ay of their cabin in Betties and
took one last, longing look at w hat had been their first hom e together. She
wrote:
i

I pulled on my new moose-hide mitts and swallowed a big lum p in
my throat. It had been perfect here, and was I going to m easure up
as a staunch and capable enough partner in the next chapter?
Confusing, being a wom an, eagerness for new adventure fighting
w ithin one w ith love of cozy hom e-keeping. Did m en ever feel
pulled this way?
She pushed these thoughts aside and they started out on the trail. In the weeks
that followed, she and Olaus traveled up to thirty-three miles each day, w ith
M ardy jogging behind the sled or standing and riding on the back, while Olaus
ran up front to help steady the sled and keep the dogs from fighting. At night,
they cam ped in abandoned cabins or under the stars. As the days grew so short
that the sun never fully rose, m uch of the traveling was done in the dark.
Despite some difficult, exhausting days, M ardy reveled in the beauty and
excitem ent of the journey. She had not spent m uch time in the outdoors as a
child, and this journey exposed her to a new w orld, and a new appreciation of

22 James Glover, "Thinking Like a Wolverine: The Ecological Evolution of Olaus Murie,"
Environmental ReviewYi (fall/winter 1989): 32; Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 108,145146.
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Alaska. As she later wrote/ "Words can never tell the peace, the strength, the
trium phant beauty of this land."23
One of the m ost challenging m om ents of the trip for M ardy took place not
on the trail, but in camp. Olaus had left for two days in search of caribou, while
M ardy rem ained behind to tend three caribou hides that needed to be dried. She
stoked the fire in the stove and waited. It was dark by 4:00 p.m., and as the
hours passed on the second evening M ardy began to w orry, w ondering w hat she
should do if Olaus did not return. W hen he finally arrived, he found her in her
sleeping bag "sobbing wildly." She was not concerned about her ow n safety but,
instead, distraught over w hat m ight have happened to Olaus, for, as she wrote,
' she "never m inded being alone in the wilderness; it has alw ays seem ed a friendly
place." W hen she was finally calm enough to tell him how w orried she had been,
his reply w as simple: "Things take longer than you think, you know."24
The next day she sat dow n and had w hat she called "a real session w ith
my thoughts." Knowing she w ould have to learn to accept this sort of
uncertainty "or grow into a nervous, nagging, unhappy wife," she came to this
realization:
The bride who happened to be along on the collecting trip
had better learn not to worry. So far as I knew, our life w as to be
one long field trip; this I had know n and had been eager for. But I
had never faced the fact that sometimes I w ould have to stay
behind in camp, and w ait after darkness, and w onder. I m ust learn
to trust, to w ait serenely,
That hour on the snowy m ountainside was good for.me. I
came to term s w ith being a scientist's wife. Since then, in m any
camps in m any m ountains, I have w aited, and fed the children, and
p u t them into their sleeping bags, and still, long past the norm al

23 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 147-204.
24 Ibid., 184.
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hour, have kept busy —and waited. 'Things take longer than you
think, you know .'25
D uring their forty years of m arriage, M ardy w ould become Olaus's
frequent com panion in the field. She could not alw ays be w ith him; in 1925
w hen their first child w as born, Olaus was on a research trip on the Alaska
Peninsula and did not see his son until he w as three m onths old. But w hen their
baby was ten m onths old, the family returned to Alaska from W ashington, D.C.,
w here they had been living while Olaus finished his caribou report. This time,
the mission was the banding of geese on the Old Crow River, a tributary of the
Porcupine River, w hich then flows into the m ighty Yukon. It was clear that their
friends thought them "crazy, if not criminal," for taking such a small child on a
four m onth trip into this rem ote area near the C anadian border. But they were
determ ined, and w ith their old friend Jess Rust at the helm of his m otorboat, the
group left Fairbanks on May 25,1926.26
As the expedition progressed, M ardy thought at times that perhaps she
should have heeded the w arnings of her skeptical friends. After they
successfully m ade their w ay up a challenging set of rapids on the Old Crow, the
fear of returning through that canyon w ith her baby hung over M ardy like a
shadow (the return trip w ould ultim ately be a safe one). One m onth into the trip
the boat's m otor failed, and the part needed for the repair w as the only one that
Jess had not brought along. So the rem aining two h u ndred fifty miles of the
journey up to the headw aters of the Old Crow w ere accomplished w ith brute
force, Jess poling at the front of the boat while Olaus pulled w ith a rope from the
shore. The m osquitoes on the Old Crow were relentless, m aking cooking and

25 Ibid., 185.
26 Ibid., 209, 212; Margaret Murie interview by Byrd, 9.
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other cam p chores especially difficult, and forcing M ardy and the baby to spend
m ost of their time in the boat under a small, light tent. As she later reflected,
"The Old Crow region was not an easy place. It took all of our stamina."27
Overall, however, the challenges of the journey w ere far outw eighed by
the joys, and the trip only served to renew M ardy's affection for Alaska. But the
M uries w ould not stay, for Olaus's next assignm ent w ould take them instead to
Jackson, W yoming. And it was in Jackson w here M ardy w ould raise her
children, m ake her home, and begin the w ork that w ould come to define her later
years —the w ork of w ilderness protection.
* * *

"We first loved Jackson Hole, the matchless valley at the foot of the Teton
M ountains in W yoming, because it was like Alaska," M ardy w rote, "then we
grew to love it for itself and its people." Olaus had been dispatched to W yoming
to study the Jackson elk herd, which, at 20,000 strong, w as believed to be the
largest in the world. Some unknow n m alady was plaguing the herd, and part of
the government's" solution was, according to Olaus, "that the Bureau of Biological
Survey assign a research biologist to a thorough study of the life history of the
elk and every factor affecting their welfare, this study to take, w hatever length of
time was needed to make it complete." As he put it, "This was just the kind of
free yet dem anding assignm ent I loved."28
M ardy m et Olaus in Jackson in July, 1927, this time w ith two babies in
tow. Olaus had again been away on a research trip w hen his second child was
born, and here he finally saw his seven week-old daughter for the first time.
27 Ibid., 233-236, 240; Debbie Miller, "A Pioneer Visit: Mardy Murie and the Arctic Refuge,"
Alaska Geographic20, no. 3 (1993): 42.
28 Ibid., 259; Margaret Murie and Olaus Murie, Wapiti Wilderness (Boulder, Colorado: Colorado
Associated University Press, 1985), 8.
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Within one week of Mardy's arrival the family was out in the field, stationed in a
comfortable camp while Olaus and a young assistant trekked out each day in
search of elk. As a true indication of just how comfortable she had become in
wild country, Mardy's first unsettling experience occurred when she stepped out
of her tent on the third day to find eighty head of cattle in the clearing in front of
the tent. She wrote, "I nearly collapsed! If they had been grizzly bears I would
have felt much more at ease. Here were creatures I knew nothing about." As a
matter of explanation, she pointed out that, having been raised in Alaska, she
"hardly knew what a cow looked like."29.
The family would spend four weeks out on that first trip, to be followed
by longer trips in the summers to come, summers that Olaus called "idyllic." It
was a lifestyle that Mardy loved. She recalled:
The key was to plan well and have a solid base camp. I'd lash some
tree limbs together for a table, and create a kitchen. Logs and stools
and benches. The children adored being outside. They ran with
their imaginations. And I never remember them being sick or
cross. But the most marvelous thing of all, was that Olaus was
always n ear...."
While camp life was challenging at times, it also freed Mardy from the
obligations of life in Jackson. She described it as being "simpler there than in
town." She continued, "I had no hardwood floors to wax and polish; no
telephone to answer; no parties or committee meetings to attend;.. . no dresses
to starch, no trousers to press; and so on and so on." The memories of these
blissful summers would stay with Mardy later in life, strengthening her resolve
for wilderness protection. As she once said, "All these little adventures linger in
my mind and grow in meaning. They were savored and appreciated more, I
29 Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 14-16,19-20.
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think, because [they were] uncluttered, unaffected by the other w orld —the
w orld of man. Surely this is the kind of precious experience w hich w ilderness
can give us."30
This is not to suggest that M ardy and Olaus were averse to tow n life. The
M uries spent m ost of the year in Jackson, which was home to about 650 people
w hen they arrived, and they soon felt very connected to the small community.
After spending their first three years in Jackson living in a room y log cabin, the
M uries built their ow n hom e on property adjoining the boundary of the Elk
Refuge. They w ould live in this house for over ten years. W hen the family was
not out in the field, M ardy was an enthusiastic m em ber of the Jackson
com m unity. She served as clerk of the school board, entertained guests and
neighborhood children, and helped establish a com m unity theater. A nd even
w hen they disagreed w ith their fellow com m unity m em bers about issues such as
grow th and developm ent in Jackson and the Teton Valley, the Muries always
m aintained their characteristic deep respect and affection for their neighbors.31
In tow n as in the field, m uch of M ardy's life centered around Olaus's
studies. She wrote, "We did not just live in Jackson Hole; we lived w ith a work.
Olaus did not leave at 8 a.m. and return at.5 p.m.. He lived w ith his study every
hour, and, consciously or not, the family fitted into the pattern." At times M ardy
found herself confronted w ith the stench of elk skulls boiling on the stove or a
vial of preserved elk parasites left on the kitchen counter. D uring one stage of
the elk study, the family suffered bum ped and pierced shins as they m ade their
w ay through a maze of antlers in the living room. M ardy took all this in stride.

30 Ibid., 60-61, 111; Williams, 92; Margaret Murie, "Looking Back —Gratefully" (speech to the
Sunset Club, Seattle, Washington, 5 November 1980), MC, 5.
31 Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wiiderness, 104-105, 111, 206; Margaret Murie interview by Byrd, 10.
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She w rote, "Since I could practically never get really angry at Olaus, and
absolutely never stay angry w ith him, and since he was so dedicated to his w ork
that every project or experim ent he thought im portant w as bound to go on
despite anything or anybody, it was far better just to relax and take it all as it
came."32
In years that followed, O laus1field w ork continued, both in Jackson and
beyond. One research project took him to British Columbia, while others took
the family back to Alaska. But change was afoot, and the M uries w ould soon
m ake tw o decisions that w ould alter their lives dramatically. The first began in
the sum m er of 1944. W ith her oldest son aw ay at w ar in the Tenth M ountain
Infantry and Olaus planning to spend m uch of the sum m er in Yellowstone on a
bear study, M ardy knew she needed to stay busy. So w hen she received an offer
to w ork as the housekeeper at a friend's dude ranch, the Bear Paw, she agreed to
take the job. The two younger children joined M ardy, their daughter w orking as
a waitress and their youngest son helping as a chore boy. The job was a ceaseless
flurry of activity and exhausting at times, but M ardy found it "exhilarating" and
loved the country life.33
After.a second sum m er at the Bear Paw, M ardy knew that she no longer
w anted to live in town. She w rote to two friends, Buster and Frances Estes, and
asked if they w ould be willing to part w ith their STS ranch, which they had
operated as a dude ranch for tw enty years, located just outside Jackson near the
tiny tow n of Moose. They agreed to sell. M ardy and Olaus discussed splitting
the cost w ith her half-sister Louise and his half-brother Adolph, w ho w ere
\

32Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 142,146-147.
33 Margaret Murie interview by Byrd, 10-12; Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 256-257, 261262, 265.
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m arried to one another, and together the two couples purchased the ranch in
1945. As the years passed they bought additional property adjoining the ranch.
It w as not until their third sum m er on the ranch that O laus and M ardy w ere able
to purchase the log house that w ould become their family hom e.34
Life here dem anded a great deal of adjustm ent. Electricity from Jackson
had not yet reached the ranch,, and so it was provided by on-site gasoline
generators, or "light plants," which required endless m aintenance and tinkering,
especially in winter. The ranch also had no telephone, so for m any years all
correspondence took place via letter or telegram. The half-mile drivew ay from
the ranch to the m ain road was not plow ed in w inter, and each fall the family
w ould stock up on canned goods and purchase half a beef. W hen w inter arrived,
they w ould ski out daily for mail, and at least once every two weeks to the
w aiting car to fetch supplies in town. And there w ere always m yriad chores to
be done, such as chopping wood, insulating pipes, and shoveling snow off the
roofs.35
The Muries soon found that the pleasures of life on the ranch w ere well
w orth any inconvenience. As M ardy w rote, "all this we enjoyed, and gladly paid
that price for the ineffable peace and beauty of this place which soon became .
deeply home." It was the perfect setting for a naturalist, and Olaus spent m any
an hour observing the wildlife that shared the, ranch. He even nailed boards into
one tree that he w ould often climb, allowing him to sit, silent and undetected,
and observe the comings and goings of the wild creatures below. M ardy did a
great deal of exploring as well, m aking a point to spend tim e outside at least

34 Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 268-269; Louise Murie, 2-3.
35 Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 269-274; Louise Murie, 2.
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once every day if possible and —depending on the season—walk, swim, ski, or
snowshoe.36
The move to this new hom e took place at the time of another great change
in the Muries' lives. As M ardy described it, "through all his years as a field
biologist for the governm ent, Olaus had become m ore and m ore concerned about
the habitat for all these creatures he was studying." Olaus had served on the
governing council of the W ilderness Society since 1935, and had been such a
trusted colleague of W ilderness Society founder Bob M arshall that he was nam ed
one of the trustees of M arshall's will. In the sum m er of 1945, Olaus was asked to
serve as director of the Society. He was very interested in the position but,
unw illing to leave Jackson and move to W ashington, D.C., he initially declined
the offer.37
"Yes, I know you can't live in a city," M ardy told him. "But it w ould be the
happiest day of m y life if you left governm ent service." The governm ent was no
longer funding as m any of the ambitious, sw eeping studies that had been the
hallm ark of Olaus's career, and M ardy w orried that he w as just "marking time."
A nother offer came from the W ilderness Society; w ould Olaus be willing to serve
as half time director in Jackson,, sharing the leadership of the Society w ith .
H ow ard Zahniser, w ho w ould w ork as executive secretary in W ashington?
Olaus agreed and, settled in their new home in Moose, he em barked upon a new
career.38
M ardy felt strongly that this had been the right decision. She recalled,
"Here now, was a m arvelous opportunity for him —to be free to speak, to study,

38 Murie and Murie, W apiti Wilderness, 272-274.
37 Ibid., 267; Margaret Murie, "Looking Back —Gratefully," 5.
38 Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 267.

to testify, to persuade, to write, all in the cause of W ilderness preservation."
D uring these years, Olaus and M ardy were partners in the w ork for the
W ilderness Society. She described their days this way:
Breakfast, often sourdough pancakes, near the crackling fire
of the lovely old-fashioned w ood range in the kitchen. Olaus to his
long table at one side of the living room . . . . I did dishes, m ade
beds, planned dinner, and perhaps w hipped up a desert for it, then
im m ediately became a secretary, taking dictation, or typing at the
typew riter desk . . . . At noon to the kitchen to fix soup or a
sandw ich and bring a tray to Olaus at his table. Perhaps Ade
w ould have brought in the mail. If not Olaus w ould ski or
' snow shoe out for it and we w ould sit dow n together to read,
m aking notes for answers. This took at least an hour usually.
Then it was time for my outdoor adventure.
After an hour or m ore of exploration, it was time to return to the house and
prepare dinner. But even after the evening meal there was still w ork to be done,
as M ardy continued:
Feeling tinglingly alive, it w as fun to hurry out of ski clothes,
tie on an apron, and put some steaks on to broil. But the w orking
day did not end w ith w ashing the dinner dishes. There w as m ore
desk work, m ore dictation, and then reading aloud while Olaus
m ade some of the millions of m eticulous pen strokes that created
the draw ings for his track book [the Peterson F ield G uide to
A n im a l Tracks[.. . . And always all the journals of all the
conservation organizations m ust be read. . . . Correspondence was
never quite caught up with; there w ere articles Olaus m ust write,
lectures he m ust prepare, trips here and there and everywhere, to
lecture, to meet, to confer, to testify, to teach, to persuade, to urge,
to decide, to stand firm.39
In the m idst of all this work, there were chores to keep up w ith in w inter,
and countless visitors to look after in the sum m er. As their stature in the
conservation com m unity grew, their home became a hub for colleagues. One of
39 Ibid., 273,275; Margaret Murie, "Looking Back —Gratefully," 5-6.
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the annual meetings of the governing council of the W ilderness Society was held
there, and M ardy often found herself hosting dinner parties for prom inent
scientists, politicians, journalists, and wilderness advocates from around the
world. In M ardy's w ords, "Every conservationist or friend of a conservationist,
every biologist or friend of a biologist, every schoolmate of our three children, or
friend of a schoolmate, w ho happens to be traveling through Jackson Hole will
naturally come to call." All this activity served to m ake life "pretty strenuous,"
M ardy wrote, "but we love it."40
D uring those early days, m uch of Olaus's w ork for the W ilderness Society
focused on key areas w here the organization hoped to protect wilderness,
including the Adirondacks, Olympic National Park, the Everglades, and w hat is
now the Boundary W aters in Minnesota. In the sum m er of 1946, w hen Olaus
h ad been w orking for the Society for one year, the M uries took a sum m er trip to
the Boundary Waters, or "canoe country" as it was m ore comm only known.
W hen M ardy asked their friend Sigurd Olson, w ho lived in Ely, Minnesota, w hat
they w ere going to do to safeguard this largely unprotected area, he replied,
"Olaus and I are going to write and write and write."41
And so they wrote, and lectured, and did all they could to share their,
w ilderness vision w ith the public, Olaus and M ardy w orking all the while as an
inseparable team. The concept of w ilderness protection was still fairly new w hen
O laus began w orking for the W ilderness Society, and so his job was not simply
to convince decision m akers and the general public about the m erits of

40 Murie and Murie, Wapiti Wilderness, 281; Louise Murie, 3; Margaret Murie interview by Byrd,
16; Margaret Murie, "Remarks by Mardy Murie on Receiving, the Robert Marshall Award"
(speech to the Wilderness Society, Springdale, Utah, 26 September 1986), MC, 3.
41 Margaret Murie, "Wilderness Concept" (speech at Northwest Wilderness Conference, Seattle,
Washington, 4 April 1970), MC, 4; Margaret Murie, "Looking Back —Gratefully," 6,
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protecting specific places. He and the other W ilderness Society founders m ust
first establish a foundation of public support for the entire wilderness concept,
the conviction that there should be some places that roads, machines, and other
h um an contrivances cannot touch. It was a time, M ardy said, w hen "resource
exploitation was confident and influential; citizen concern and involvem ent w as
hardly a-bo'rning." These wilderness advocates "were few, and they w ere beset
on all sides, but they were sure of their ideals, they w ere stubborn, and they had
one another." In w ording w ith them, M ardy said in a 1986 speech, "our lives, his
and mine, blossomed." She continued:
Blossomed because we were w orking w ith a group of m e n —and
their w ives—w ho found time in addition to their professional lives
to give joyously of themselves to a cause they really loved. They
were lawyers, professors, foresters, engineers, regional planners,
accountants, business executives. W hat m ade our response to them
so joyous was their true unselfishness, their hard w ork —seasoned
w ith fun and laughter and respect and love for one another.42
The leaders of the W ilderness Society soon realized that the only way to
ensure an adequate and perm anent level of protection for areas like the
Boundary W aters was through legislation. M ardy attended an early Society
m eeting w here the concept of.what w ould later become the W ilderness Act was
first discussed. She recalled, "I rem em ber the origins of that one —the Council of
The W ilderness Society sitting on the shores of Rainy Lake in the M innesota
canoe country, facing the fact that adm inistrative regulations were not enough to
really protect wilderness, that we w ould be confronted w ith endless controversy,
as one area after another w ould be threatened, that we needed a Law to apply to
all w ilderness —forests, parks, refuges." In 1956, the first draft of the W ilderness
42 Margaret Murie, "Wilderness Concept," 4; Margaret Murie, "Remarks by Mardy Murie on
Receiving the Robert Marshall Award," 3.
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Act w as w ritten, and m uch of the Muries' time was absorbed in efforts to
advance the legislation. But their attention was also turning again to Alaska, and
that same year they w ould take a journey that w ould ultim ately result in one of
their m ost im portant conservation accomplishments.43
* * *

O n April 18,1954, Olaus M urie w rote to a young wildlife biologist,
George Schaller, to confirm that he w ould be joining the M uries on a trip into a
little know n valley in Alaska's Brooks Range. Olaus wrote:
Perhaps I am just as vague about w hat I am going in the m ountains
for as anybody else concerned. I sim ply had the urge to get into
that m ountain country, to see w hat animal life is there, to
photograph and to sketch, and to som ehow get the feel of the
country. I simply w anted to have enough first hand contact w ith
the area, w ith my feet on the ground., so that I w ould be in a
position to discuss it intelligently.
The trip had been prom pted by anxiety on the p art of scientists and
conservationists who had become w orried about the fate of the area. As M ardy
w rote, after W orld W ar II "it began to appear that even the vastness of Alaska's
wilderness w ould not rem ain unexploited w ithout some special legal protection.
Thoughtful people both in and .out of Alaska w ere concerned, for the Age of the
Bulldozer had arrived."44
For this trip into the farthest reaches of Alaska, the M uries received
funding from the N ew York Zoological Society and the Conservation
Foundation, as well as the W ilderness Society and the University of Alaska. The
expedition was aim ed at gaining information about the area that w ould be useful

43 Margaret Murie, "Wilderness Concept," 5; Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 221.
44 Olaus Murie to George Schaller, 18 April 1954, MC; Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North,
259.
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not only to scientists, b u t also to conservation advocates. In May 1956, after two
weeks of reunions w ith old friends in Fairbanks, the M uries and three young
scientists were flown into the remote Sheenkej Valley.45
The small group spent over two m onths in Sheenjek country, a time that
M ardy w ould later describe as "the most w onderful sum m er any of us had ever '
known." They split the trip betw een two different camps, the first at a lake they
nam ed "Lobo Lake" for a wolf they saw there and the second at a lake closer to
the headw aters of the Sheenjek River that they called "Last Lake." The sum m er
was filled w ith wildlife sightings; in addition to num erous bird species, the
group saw moose, wolves, foxes, grizzlies, and massive herds of caribou. On
some of those long sum m er days the sun never set, leaving endless hours to
explore the stunning valley surrounded by the im posing peaks of the Brooks
Range 46
There w as m uch to be done in those hours, including capturing images of
the area in still photographs and w ith a small m ovie camera, conducting
scientific research, and keeping up w ith camp chores. Every day found one or
m ore m em bers of the group heading out in one direction or another on a hike,
and they w ould inevitably come back w ith stories of some new facet of the
enchanting valley. All the inform ation that was gathered, all the photographs
and video footage, w ould be used to make the case for protection. As M ardy
wrote:
This area, roughly two hundred fifteen miles east to w est and one
hundred miles north to south, we all hope will become an Arctic
Wildlife Range, of about nine million acres, so that one great
representative unspoiled piece of arctic wilderness can be kept as it
45 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 260-261.
46 Ibid., 267-270, 287-289, 320; Margaret Murie interview by Byrd, 17.
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is, for basic scientific research and for recreation and inspiration for
everyone who cares enough about untouched country to come and
visit and leave it w ithout the m arks of m an upon it.47
Through all the days of exploration and discovery, the M uries never lost
sight of their goal to secure protection for the area. In describing her hopes th at
this valley w ould be preserved as her small group had found it, M ardy w rote
that "this attitude of consideration, and reverence, is an integral p art of an
attitude tow ard life, tow ard the unspoiled, still evocative places on our planet."
She continued, "If m an does not destroy himself through his idolatry of the
machine, he may one day learn to step gently on this earth.1' D uring the final
week of the trip, the M uries w ere joined by two prom inent visitors who w ould
be of great help in these preservation efforts —US Suprem e C ourt Justice William
Douglas, know n for his strong interest in conservation, and his wife, Mercedes.
The Douglas' visit generated publicity for the expedition and its goals, and
Justice Douglas later w rote about the trip in one of his popular outdoor books.48
After they had bid a sad farewell to the Sheenjek and returned to Moose,
the M uries focused m uch of their energy on Arctic protection efforts. They w rote
m agazine articles, m ade public presentations, and testified in W ashington. Their
footage was used to create two films about this far corner of Alaska. One twelvem inute film, called "Letter from the Brooks Range," was produced by National
Geographic and features Olaus and M ardy sharing the splendor of the Sheenjek
Valley in the form of a letter to the viewer. The film is rich w ith wildlife footage
and spectacular scenery. At the end, M ardy makes this appeal to her fellow
Americans:

47 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 305.
48 Ibid., 282, 331-333; Glover, 41.
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This, then, is the Sheenjek country, the Arctic w ilderness of the
Brooks Range, the caribou country, the land of the north that offers
us beauty of landscape, the charm of plant growth, birds and
m am m als that have found this a good place in which to live. The
caribou roam this country, through valleys, over m ountains, w ith a
roam ing freedom shared by no other creature. Will w e have the
w isdom to cherish such places, to leave such parts of the earth in
their natural state, to visit them hum bly and w ith appreciation?
To which Olaus replies, "Our decisions are a m easure of our growth."49
The following year, the Muries returned to Alaska to continue their push
for the protection of the area, gaining the support of several sportsm en's groups.
Three m ore years passed, and the Muries continued their advocacy. One of their
m ost im portant slide shows was an influential presentation to Secretary of the
i Interior Fred Seaton, who held m uch of the decision m aking pow er in the m atter.
Finally, on December 7,1960, they received a telegram announcing that their
efforts had paid off. The Arctic National Wildlife Range (later the Arctic
N ational Wildlife Refuge) had been established. According to M ardy, it w as one
of the few occasions in all their years together w hen she had seen O laus so
overcome. "We both wept," she recalled, "and I think then we began to realize
w hat a long and complicated battle it had been."50
. Although.it was unknow n to them at the time, this w ould be the m ost
significant conservation victory Olaus w ould see in his lifetime. In 1957, Olaus
had been diagnosed w ith a m alignant m elanoma. He had surgery in Denver,
and in the years that followed he was well enough to cohtinue traveling and
w orking for the W ilderness Society. In 1961, he and M ardy returned again to the
Sheenjek, and spent a quiet and som ew hat bittersweet m onth together on Lobo
Lake, accompanied at times by friends. On their final day, they took one m ore
49 Letter from the Brooks Range (National Geographic Explorer), MC; Glover, 41.
50 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 343-345; Glover, 42; Miller, 45.
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look at this landscape that had become so special to them both, w ondering if it
w as the last time they w ould see it together. M ardy w rote, "We could never
have enough of that view, the graceful bend the river m ade just there, the high
banks glowing w ith rhododendron, the dark accents of the spruce trees, all so
real and peaceful. We looked and looked, and then we looked through tears. At
last O laus said: W ell, I guess I can't look any longer.1" Two years later, Olaus
w as gone.51
•k -k

*

After Olaus's death in October, 1963, M ardy could not yet face all the
m em ories awaiting her in Moose, and instead she spent that first w inter in
Seattle w ith her m other. The following sum m er she returned to Moose, where
she found an unexpected comfort in the hom e she had shared w ith Olaus, feeling
as if the cozy log house had pu t its arm s around her. She slowly returned to the
helpful distractions of ranch life and routine. At the same time, she realized that
"the grief and the m issing are never going to go away, but that on top of them
som ehow you m ust build a rich experience of living." Above all, M ardy
rem em bered her father's advice, to always hold onto a sense of "curiosity, that
divine thing, curiosity." As he had told her, "Curiosity will carry you on w h e n .
all else fails."52
Yet somehow, all of this w as not quite enough to pull M ardy back into
life. "But still I think I needed the sudden exciting lift at the end of that first
sum m er w ithout Olaus," she recalled. This one dram atic experience w ould go a
long w ay in putting her back on her feet. She continued:

51 Margaret Murie, interview by Byrd, 18; Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 350.
52 Margaret Murie, interview by Byrd, 20; Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 354.
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The phone rang at 6:45 a.m. and a voice said, T om orrow
m orning at 10:30 President Johnson is going to sign the wilderness
bill that Olaus worked so hard for and Secretary Udall thinks you
should be there.' I felt so overw helm ed I w ent back to bed for a
half hour feeling, 'Oh go away, leave me alone, I just don't feel like
doing anything.' But as I lay there I got to thinking and
rem em bered the thing Olaus said so often to me: 'Say yes Mardy.
Don't say no.'
So at 10:30 the next m orning there I was at the W hite House ;
w ith Secretary Udall and the President and all the fanfare. After he
spoke on the im portance of w ilderness the President m oved over to
a little desk and sat down. The bill appeared in front of him. One
at a time he dipped the pens in the inkwell, m ade a small stroke,
took another pen, and so on, all the time talking and joking. Then
he turned w ith a handful of pens and began passing them out. I'm
glad I m ade myself get out of bed and go. W hat an experience this
had been!
M ardy had stood in the Rose G arden w ith the w idow of Olaus's colleague and
friend, W ilderness Act architect Ed Zahniser, w ho had died of a heart attack just
four m onths before the signing of the bill. M ardy felt strongly that the w ork of
these two m en m ust continue, and she was already beginning to step in and
carry their vision forw ard.53
In her relationship w ith Olaus, M ardy had always acted as helpm ate, not
only directly assisting Olaus w ith his w ork but also taking on m any of the
household duties. As she described their partnership, "All that m attered to me
for so m any years was that Olaus knew w hat I contributed." She continued, "I
was the secretary. I m anaged the money, I bought m ost of his clothes. In our
w ork it was I who rem em bered the names of the people, and Olaus rem em bered
the nam es of the birds and mammals." She never resented this role; in fact, it
gave her great satisfaction. As one example, in describing a meal she prepared
for Olaus and a friend in their small cabin in Betties during the early weeks of
53 Arctic Dance.
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their m arriage, she w rote, "What happiness, to be a wom an, to spread a table for
tw o appreciative hungry men! To hear the w ind how ling outside; to be so w arm
and cherished."54
But M ardy's role as hom em aker was atypical. In sharing in Olaus's work
and his m ost strenuous trips into the field, M ardy's m arriage offered her the
opportunity to venture far beyond the typical dom ain of w om en in that era —
home, family, and comm unity. While she enjoyed the domestic aspects of her
life, she m ade it clear to Olaus early in their m arriage that m anaging a household
w ould not be enough, that she did not w ant to be "another one of those
Biological Survey wives w ho stay behind in W ashington, D.C., in a nice proper
house while their husbands go off and have all kinds of adventures in Alaska
and other countries." As she later recalled, part of Olaus's willingness to share
these expeditions w ith her stem m ed from the fact that she "was comfortable in
the out-of doors." She continued, "I have always m aintained that w om en w ho do
not naturally feel comfortable living in the w oods should not be blam ed if they
cannot be happy there. Therefore, if a young biologist or other field m an can
h ap p en to fall in love w ith one w ho really loves the outdoors, he is lucky."55
Olaus had not only welcomed M ardy as an equal in the field, but he had
also encouraged her to pursue her ow n talents, particularly writing. She always
kept a diary on wilderness trips, and these w ould provide m uch of the material
for two of her books, Tw o in the Far N orth, which described her early days in
Alaska and later travels there w ith Olaus, and W apiti W ilderness, a book w ith
chapters authored by both Olaus and Mardy that chronicled their lives together
54 Frank Graham, Jr., "Mardy Murie and Her Sunrise of Promise," Audubon, May 1980,108;
Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 144.
55 A rctic Dance, Margaret Murie, "Women, Land, and Community" (speech to the Women
Writers Conference, Anchorage, Alaska, 1979), MC, 12; Margaret Murie interview by Byrd, 22.
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in Jackson. As M ardy described it, she was tricked into w riting her first book,
Two in the Far N orth, by Angus Cameron, an editor w ith Alfred A. Knopf. She
recalled, "I saw him w ith Olaus one day, and the two of them got back, as they
usually did, to this idea of a book about our Alaskan travels together. I didn't
think I could write about such an intim ate part of my life. But Angus said, 'Why
d on't you just w rite a chapter a two for me?"' After the first two chapters, Angus
asked to see a bit more, and finally w rote to M ardy, "I'm sending you an
advance. Please go ahead and finish the book." After Tw o in the Far N orth,
M ardy w ould continued to write num erous articles and two more books, always
w ith Olaus's full support.56
M ardy described herself as "not an avid feminist," having "never had any
trouble w ith men." But at the same time, she said, "I don't believe there should
be any discrim ination anyw here because of sex. . . . I only object to bitterness and
extremism." She felt that her life w ith Olaus had offered her every.opportunity
to do as she pleased. "After all," she said, "every w om an w ants to w rite a book,
have a baby, and build a house." As she once described her relationship w ith
Olaus:
I was m arried to a m an who believed every person should have
freedom to develop every talent, and he was always encouraging
me to write, and, w hen we were back in the W yoming tow n in
winter, to take part in any of the tow n doings which m ight appeal
to me. I never for a m om ent felt any strictures on m y freedom , and
I suppose that philosophy has carried me through all the years
since.

56 Graham, 124.
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Perhaps this sense of independence and self-determ ination helped prepare her
for w hat was to come, for she w ould soon m ove from the background of the
W ilderness Society to the forefront of the American conservation m ovem ent.57
As the m onths and years passed after Olaus's death, M ardy was
increasingly in dem and as a speaker and writer. She accepted these requests
w ith grace and carried them out w ith professionalism, soon finding herself in a
very public role. As she pu t it, "I gradually realized that I was no longer the
secretary, the listener, the note-taker, but the w riter and deliverer of speeches,
the testifier at w ilderness hearings, the w riter of brochures, even the lobbyist at
times." Her friend and fellow Alaska conservation advocate Celia H unter saw
M ardy's transform ation this way:
To begin w ith she was very self effacing because that had been her
role; she had just stayed in the background and been, an
encouragem ent. But w hen she had to go forth and be in front she
got m ore and m ore confident as time w ent on and became m uch
m ore assured in speaking to everybody, to Congresspeople or the
President or anyone else about the value of w ilderness and the
need to protect it. She simply said yes to the opportunities that
came her w ay to express her feelings, to stand up for wilderness
w herever it w as being threatened, and it grew on her, and it w as
very becoming.58
M ardy began by w orking on a part-tim e basis for the W ilderness Society
in Seattle (where she spent m ost of her winters after Olaus's death), first under
Ploward Zahniser and then under his successor, Stew art Brandborg. Her
prim ary role was serving as an am bassador for wilderness, giving num erous
speeches before conferences, civic and student groups, and environm ental

57 LaBastille, 253; Bobbi McCallum, "Elk Took Author to Moose," Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
27 April 1966,12; Margaret Murie, "Women, Land, and Community," 11.
58 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 354; Arctic Dance.
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gatherings across the Northwest. She worked on a num ber of issues that were
priorities for the W ilderness Society, including the establishm ent of N orth
Cascades National Park and the creation of new w ilderness areas under the
recently-passed W ilderness Act. She also testified at public hearings,
com m enting on decisions ranging from the designation of w ilderness w ithin
Oregon's M alheur National Wildlife Refuge to the developm ent of a m aster plan
to guide the m anagem ent of national parks in the Rockies. H er message was
consistently one of values, em phasizing the im portance of wilderness not only
for science, recreation, and the economy, but also for the hum an spirit, not to
m ention its ow n intrinsic value. As she once asked, "Having furnished all the
requisites of our proud, materialistic civilization, our neon-lit society, does
nature w hich is the basis for our existence have the right to live on? Do w e have
enough reverence for life to concede to the wilderness this right?"59
Of all the issues that she tackled, two places com m anded the lion's share
of her attention: W yoming and, of course, Alaska. In W yoming, she served as a
spokesperson and negotiator for the W ilderness Society on a variety of
wilderness issues, especially in the Tetons. She was one of the founders of the
W yoming O utdoor Council, a group that w ould go on to become one of the,
state's preem inent conservation organizations. In public appearances and
new spaper articles, she pushed state leaders to protect w ilderness and open

59 Margaret Murie, "Wilderness Society Field Staff and Wilderness Consultants' Weekly Activity
Report," Work Report, 12 December 1967, TWS; Margaret Murie to Stewart Brandborg, 25
October 1965, TWS; Margaret Murie, "Statement of Margaret E. Murie at a Hearing on the
Malheur National Wildlife Refuge Wilderness at Burns, Oregon," Hearing Testimony, 2 May
1967, MC; Margaret Murie, "Statement of Margaret E. Murie, at a Public Meeting of the National
Park Service Master Plan Study Team at Idaho Falls, Idaho," Hearing Testimony, 25 September
1967, MC; Margaret Murie, intr oduction to Untawed Alaska.
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space, which she believed were am ong W yoming's greatest assets. She said in
one speech:
We can offer on the w orld's m arkets a com m odity in increasingly
short supply; a commodity which costs us nothing to preserve, that
it m ay perpetually be on the m arket; a com m odity which can very
easily be destroyed and that w hen destroyed can not be restored.
That com m odity is W yoming as m an first found it. This is the great
thing we have to offer the world. 60
M ardy often expressed this same idea w hen discussing the future of
Alaska. She still had a great deal of credibility and influence there, and it w ould
alw ays be the prim ary focus of her concern. Just as she was beginning to hit her
stride as an activist, another turning point came in Alaska conservation history.
In 1959, the federal governm ent had granted 104 million acres of land to the state
of Alaska. Alaska natives responded w ith a lawsuit, dem anding recognition of
their rights to lands in the state. The Alaska natives w on that law suit and
Congress in turn passed the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act in 1971,
granting them forty-four million acres and 900 million dollars. The legislation
also directed the governm ent to designate some of the rem aining federal acres as
"national interest" lands, which w ould eventually be protected as w ilderness
areas, national parks, and the like. M ardy wrote, "How could I possibly stay
'uninvolved' in this great challenge?"61
In 1975, M ardy w as asked by the National Park Service to spend one
m onth in Alaska visiting areas that were being considered as new national parks
611 Margaret Murie to Stewart Brandborg, 21 July 1970, TWS; Margaret Murie to Stewart
Brandborg, 26 January 1967, TWS; Margaret Murie to Stewart Brandborg, 5 January 1972, TWS;
Margaret Murie, "Wyoming Outdoor Council Annual Meeting" (speech to the Wyoming Outdoor
Council, Moose, Wyoming, 18 June 1983), MC, 1.
61 Margaret Murie, "ANILCA" (speech to University of Washington Conference on Alaska Lands,
Seattle, Washington, 27 June 1978), MC, 1-2; Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 272, 296298; Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 357.
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and wildlife refuges under the legislation. She arrived in Anchorage in June,
w here she set the tone of her visit in a speech at a conference sponsored by the
Alaska Hum anities Forum, entitled "Alaska Lifestyle —1990." The opening of the
speech reveals a great deal about M ardy's approach to conservation, w hich w as
gracious, respectful, and, above all, diplomatic. "I don't w ant or intend to talk
about the Pipeline," she said, in reference to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, then
u n d er construction. She continued, "I am sure Alaska is building it as swiftly, as
expeditiously, and w ith as m uch environm ental care as it can. But w hat the
Pipeline started Alaska will have to deal w ith in 1990; and that is the subject
m atter of this Forum."62
M ardy w ent on to discuss the conflict betw een the need for both industry
and w ilderness preservation in the state. She said:
H ow m uch of Alaska for change, for developm ent, for
profits, for jobs for m ore population? H ow m uch for the land itself
as it now is, w ith all its potential gifts of subsistence living, of
scientific discoveries, of healthful recreation, of inspiration? I plead
for a plan under which there will always be room for a healthy
economy, for a healthy population, w ith a great deal of Alaska left
alone.
She then told a story of a cat she had seen in Moose eating birdseed alongside
tw o porcupines, and asked, "If cats and porcupines can tolerate each other and
eat together, shouldn't conservationists and businessm en be able to? A nd not
only these two forces, but all the others?" She continued:
I think my m ain thought is this: that perhaps M an is going to
be overw helm ed by his own cleverness; that he m ay even destroy
himself by this same cleverness; and I firmly believe that one of the
very few HOPES for m an is in the preservation of the w ilderness
62 Ibid., 357; Margaret Murie (speech to Forum on Growth in Alaska: Alaska Lifestyle —1990,
Anchorage, Alaska, 10 June 1975), MC, 1; Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 275.
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we now have left; and the greatest reservoir of that m edicine for
m ankind lies here in Alaska.
It was a bold speech to m ake in a place w here M ardy had been afraid that
even some friends w ould not welcome her, given her strong wilderness views.
But she was greeted, as always, w ith great affection, and soon found herself
caught up in a whirl of receptions, visits w ith old friends, meetings, and
expeditions. She traveled to m any parts of Alaska she had never seen that w ere
being considered for protected status. She also had the chance to visit places she
thought she w ould never see again. She traveled to the Sheenjek and Lobo Lake,
w hich was "like coming home." In Betties, she stood in the doorw ay of the now
listing cabin where, fifty-one years earlier, she had Olaus had spent some of the
first days of their marriage. She wrote, "This was a stepping back in my life
w hich was hardly to be borne."63
The m ost dram atic adventure of the trip took place on one of the last days,
as M ardy and Celia H unter were on their way to see a proposed addition to the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Ten m inutes into the flight their small plane
suddenly started to sputter, and the pilot shouted at M ardy to hold her sleeping
bag in front of her face. The pilot could not find a body of w ater big enough for
the float plane, and w as forced to m ake a crash landing on the turf.
M iraculously, no one was injured. The small group of three spread a bright
orange disaster cloth on the ground, set up their tents, and waited. M ardy
recalled, "The only reaction, beyond the intense gratitude, was that none of us
w anted to eat or drink anything for some hours." At 3:30 a.m. that m orning, they
w ere rescued, and eventually taken back to Fairbanks.64

63 Matt Soys ter, "'We Need Them All:' Murie Tours Alaska Wilds for Park Service," High Country
News, 29 August 1975; Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 360-365.
64 Margaret Murie, Two in the Far North, 366-368.
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After her return to Moose, M ardy continued pushing for the protection of
w ilderness as p art of the Alaska lands decision. H er w ork took place w ithin the
larger context of the Alaska Coalition, an alliance that historian Roderick N ash
called "the largest and m ost powerful citizen conservation organization in
history." Originally a joint endeavor of five national environm ental groups,
including the W ilderness Society, the Coalition ultim ately included 1,500
organizations w ith a combined m em bership of ten million people. According to
Nash, the scale of this effort "convinced Congress that the Alaska lands issue had
national importance, that people in every state —w hether personally familiar
w ith Alaska or n o t—cared deeply about its future."65
. As an im portant voice w ithin the Coalition, M ardy M urie's deep concern
for Alaska's future was both.personal and emotional. In 1977, she attended a
public hearing in Denver, one of several regional field hearings conducted by the
H ouse Subcommittee on General O versight and Alaska Lands. The purpose of
the hearing w as to discuss the national interest lands that w ere to be protected.
In the opening of her testim ony M ardy used one of her favorite quotes, from a
hearing she had attended in New Zealand w here she heard Sir Edm ond Hillary
say, "They accuse us of being emotional about this. I w ant to ask w hat's w rong
w ith a little emotion?" M ardy then stated, "I am here before you today,
gentlemen, as an emotional woman." She continued:
W ho know s w hat is ahead in the long m arch of evolution? But
saving the last rem nants of w ild untouched country seems to me to
■be the one wise, altruistic, beneficial, and practical action this
N ation can take for its sa n ity ... . W hen all the nonrenewable
resources have been dug up, hauled away, piped away, to satisfy
the needs of a certain span of users, Alaska can still have a

65 Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 299-300.
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renewable, self-perpetuating resource of inestim able value . . . . We
cannot foretell the future, but we can give a nod tow ard it by
putting this last treasure of w ild country into an interest-bearing
savings account.
M ardy recognized that Alaskans w ould always be resistant to plans from the
outside.’ But a stable economic future for the state, she asserted, depended on
foresight today. She then said:
In the long view —all Alaska needs to do is be Alaska. That will be
her economy. . . . All I have said here could be called emotional,
sentimental, impractical, too idealistic. I am here to plead an
impractical theory, for I firmly believe there are cases where
idealism is in the long run the m ost practical course and I believe
this is true of Alaska now.66
W hen M ardy concluded her testimony, the audience jum ped to its feet
and gave her a standing ovation. A subcommittee m em ber reprim anded the
crow d and asked them to rem ain silent, then conceded, "I am touched by the
eloquence and the obvious love of this land, and we w ant to do w hat Mrs. Murie
w ants us to do.” One m em ber of that enthusiastic audience was a young w om an
nam ed Terry Tem pest Williams who, as one of the m ost accomplished nature
w riters of her generation, w ould later tell this story time and again in her
num erous essays about her m entor, M ardy M urie.67
In 1980, due to the hard w ork of the Alaska Coalition and countless
conservationists, not the least of w hom was M ardy Murie, President Jimmy
C arter signed the Alaska National Interest Lands C onservation Act. The bill
reaffirm ed the 44 m illion acres granted to Alaska natives, as well as 105 million

66 Margaret Murie, Testimony, "Inclusion of Alaska Lands in National Park, Forest, Wildlife
Refuge, and Wild and Scenic Rivers Systems," Hearings Before the Subcommittee on General
Oversight and Alaska Lands of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of
Representatives, Ninety-Fifth Congress, 4 June 1977, Denver, Colorado, 25-26.
67 Ibid., 26; Williams, 89-90.
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given to the state. It also perm anently protected 104 m illion acres, 56.7 million of
those acres designated as wilderness, tripling the size of the American
wilderness system and doubling the am ount of US lands in national parks and
wildlife refuges. Overall, the act w ould guide the future use of 375 million acres,
of Alaska lands. At a ceremony hosted by the W ilderness Society to honor
President C arter for his leadership in this decision, M ardy was asked to present
the President w ith a "remembrance," a bound set of Olaus's Alaskan bird
sketches. In her rem arks at that ceremony, M ardy said, "I firmly believe there
will come a day w hen millions of Americans, including Alaskans, will be grateful
for an act of courage on the p art of the President, in an hour which called for
courage, in saving our country's last wilderness treasure of space, beauty, and
freely-roam ing w ild creatures."68
As she later thought about that unexpected retu rn visit to the Sheenjek
and all that followed, M ardy wrote, "the overpow ering and magnificent fact is
that Lobo Lake is still there, untouched. Last Lake is still there, untouched." She
continued, "Do I dare believe that one of my great-grandchildren m ay som eday
journey to the Sheenjek and still find the gray wolf trotting across Lobo Lake?
"Yes/1 do still dare to believe!"
* * *

In the 1998 ceremony w here he presented M ardy M urie w ith the M edal of
Freedom, President Bill Clinton had this to say about her contributions to the
conservation movement:
After her husband died, Mrs. M urie built on their five decades of
w ork together. She became the prim e m over in the creation of one

68 Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 272, 301; Margaret Murie to Children, 25 July 1980,
MC, 3.
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of America's great national treasures, the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, and blazed trails for generations of conservationists.
Today, am idst the fir and spruce of the high Tetons, she shares her
w isdom w ith everyone who passes by, from ordinary hikers to the
President and First Lady, inspiring us all to conserve our pristine
lands and preserve her glorious legacy.
C linton then read the official citation, stating that "we owe m uch to the life's
w ork of M ardy Murie, a pioneer of the environm ental m ovem ent, who, w ith her
husband, Olaus, helped set the course of American conservation m ore than
seventy years ago." Leaning over to place the m edal around her neck, the
President said to M ardy, "We still have a lot of w ork to do, don't we?"
"Yes," M ardy replied, "we do."69
At a W ilderness Society reception that followed the W hite H ouse
cerem ony, Katie McGinty, Chair of the President's Council on Environm ental
Quality, told the group that M ardy had helped to secure the President's pledge
to protect the Arctic Refuge from oil drilling w hen he visited W yoming in 1996.
McGinty then asked M ardy (referring one of A laska's.pro-developm ent
senators), "If you were that effective w ith the President in that short of time, does
anyone know where Senator M urkowski is? And how long are you going to be
in Washington?"
M ardy smiled at McGinty and said, "How m any hours do we need?"70
Even at ninety-five, M ardy was still taking every opportunity to push for
the protection of her beloved Arctic Refuge. And as always, her approach was
gentle, determ ined, dignified, and effective. This was, in part, due to her

69 Arctic Dance, Edward Goldstein, ’’Defending the Wild Places: For Mardy Murie ’23,
Wilderness Has Always Been Personal," Reed Magazine, November 1998, 3; "Remarks of
President William J. Clinton," 15 January 1998,
<http://www.wilderness.org/profiIes/pres_murie.htm>.
70 Goldstein, 6-7.
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upbringing. The tw o w ords she used to describe the attitude of the Alaska of her
childhood, "tolerance and interdependence," could just as easily be applied to her
advocacy. She was also influenced trem endously by her husband. "Olaus had a
great store of serenity," M ardy once said. "I hope that's w hat I picked up from
him in doing this kind of thing."71
In addition to providing this example for M ardy during his life, Olaus
continued to serve as a great inspiration to her after his death. In one interview,
M ardy was asked if she continued her wilderness advocacy as a tribute to Olaus
or for both of them. "It was for him," she replied. "Because all that was w hat he
w ould have gone on and accomplished, and a great deal more, if he had been
spared. It w asn't easy." But there was more to M ardy's advocacy than a desire to
honor Olaus's m em ory. She had developed her own deep, personal ties to the
wild, and this strongly compelled her action. As she p u t it, "the land has been
the m ore im portant ingredient in my life. . . . I realize this m ore keenly each
passing year, and it is this, I also realize, which keeps me concerned and working
for the preservation of w hat w ild land we have left on this small planet."72
Concerned and working, M ardy had played a leading role in some of the
m ost significant conservation accomplishments in Am erican history —the
founding of the W ilderness Society, the creation of the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, the signing of the W ilderness Act, and the passage of the Alaska
N ational Interest Lands Conservation Act. She hum bly sum m ed up her
contributions this way:
I've w ritten letters to Congressmen, and to forest supervisors and
to national park superintendents: I've testified at hearings, attended
71 Margaret Murie, "Looking Back—Gratefully," 3; Graham, 127.
72 Arctic Dance, Margaret Murie, ''Women, Land, and Community," 15-16.
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a lot of meetings, m ade a lot of speeches. I'm on the Council of the
W ilderness Society. . . . I've w ritten some books, traveled in some
wilderness, but a lot of people have done all that. I have also .. .
served a lot of tea and m ade bushels of cookies.73
Just as im portant as this w ork was the role m odel she provided, for she
became a m entor to thousands of conservationists, especially young women,
w ho followed. As Terry Tempest Williams w rote, "She is a w om an w ho has
exhibited —through her m arriage, her children, her w riting, and her activism —
that a whole life is possible. H er com m itm ent to relationships, both personal and
wild, has fed, fueled, and inspired an entire conservation movement."74
For M ardy, these same young people w ere her greatest encouragem ent as
the years passed. She was one of the founders of the Teton Science School and
served on its board of directors for years. The school provides a hands-on
environm ental education experience for students of various ages. They come
from across the country to this field school near Jackson and, for m any years, the
students spent one of their afternoons w ith M ardy on the ranch. She said, "the
best w ay for me to 'keep on' is m y association w ith young fo lk s... I have great
hope in these young ones; they are going to m eet great challenges; they will need
all the understanding they can gather now." 75
Just as M ardy received from these students, in equal measure, as m uch
understanding and inspiration as she gave to them , she also gained a great deal
from the conservation m ovem ent to which she offered so much. For all the
w ilderness areas that were protected due to her efforts, she felt her life w as in

73 Margaret Murie, "End or Beginning?" (speech upon receiving the Audubon Medal from the
National Audubon Society, New York, New York, 6 November 1980), MC, 1.
74 Williams, 90-91.
75 Margaret Murie, "Annual Dinner, Bridgerland Audubon Society" (speech to Annual Dinner,
Bridgeriand Audubon Society, Logan, Utah, 4 March 1983), MC, 1-2; Margaret Murie, "End or
Beginning?", 4-5.
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tu rn enriched by a sense of com m unity and purpose, and she found the
satisfaction and joy this w ork had brought to her life to be its greatest rew ard.
As she once told a reporter, "To live a full life, you m ust have som ething beyond
your household, beyond your family, to broaden your existence." In her
speeches, she w ould often quote Q uaker philosopher Elton Trueblood, who said,
"A m an has m ade at least a start on discovering the m eaning of hum an life w hen
he plants shade trees u nder w hich he knows he will never sit." Today all of
America today enjoys the shade of trees planted by M ardy Murie, and she w ould
ask for no greater tribute.76
T hroughout their lives, the Muries w ere vehem ently opposed to the
nam ing of natural objects after people, preferring instead that the nam e reflect
som ething of the object's inherent qualities. Olaus once w rote, "I strongly feel
that the best way to honor a person is not m erely to pu t his nam e on som ething,
but to honestly advocate the ideas he stood for w hen he w as alive."77
If we hope to honor M ardy, it is time to start planting trees of our own.

76 Tad Bartimus, "She Has Seen the 'Wonder of the World . . . Mardy Murie, Now 80, Helps
Save America's Dwindling Wilderness," M onterey Peninsula Herald, 28 December 1982, 21;
Margaret Murie, "Dude Ranchers Are Influential People" (speech to Dude Ranchers Convention,
Cody, Wyoming, 19 November 1970), MC, 9-10.
77 Olaus Murie to Richard Westwood, 8 June 1959, TWS, 1.
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Conclusion
As w om en w edded to wilderness, w e m ust realize .. . that our individual voices
m atter and our collective voice can shatter the status quo that for too long has
legislated on behalf of pow er and far too little on behalf of life.
Terry Tem pest W illiams1

W hile I w as com pleting a portion of this research at the M urie Center, I
had m any conversations w ith M ardy's caregiver, Lois Corbette. Lois told m e she
was fairly certain that M ardy had m et Marjory Stonem an Douglas on a trip to
Florida. She believed they had lunch together, bu t didn't know m uch about the
visit beyond that. Limited correspondence shows that Rosalie Edge and the
Muries at least operated in the same circles; one letter in the ECC files concerning
Olympic National Park was cc'ed to both Olaus M urie and "Mrs. Edge."2
Beyond this very limited contact, it is likely that these three w om en knew
little of one another. This is, in part, a result of timing. Edge was m ost active in
the 1930s and 1940s, before Murie or Douglas became heavily involved in
conservation advocacy. It is also a m atter of geography. N ot only were their
hom es in N ew York City, Miami, and Jackson distant from one another, but their
conservation efforts did not involve m uch regional overlap.
Still, despite this separation, Douglas, Edge, and M urie are linked by the
significance of their contributions to the conservation movem ent. From the
Arctic to the Everglades, vast Wildlands rem ain as a testam ent to their work.
Due to the dedication of these wom en, Americans can still w itness the m igrations

1 Williams, 140.
2 Lois Corbette, personal comment, 21 March 2001; Irving Clark to Howard Zahniser, 7 April
1953, ECC.
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of thousands of birds of prey along the spine of the Appalachians and massive
herds of caribou across the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, as well as the
stunning array of birds that find sanctuary each year in the w etlands of South
Florida. Those w ho have stood, hum bled, in the dark cathedrals of old grow th
forests in the Olympics or the Sierra may have never had the opportunity to set
foot in these ancient forests, had it not been for one w om an's determ ination.
In addition to these striking accomplishments on the ground, all three
w om en were also central to the evolution of the conservation m ovem ent in m ore
intangible ways. As a cham pion of the protection of old grow th forests and an
advocate for primitive, undeveloped protected areas, Rosalie Edge and the ECC
pushed the boundaries of the national conservation ethic. M urie took that work
a step further as one of the country's most celebrated w ilderness advocates,
insisting that some areas be spared from the ever-expanding and encroaching
forces of population arid technology. Finally, Douglas's dem and for restoration
placed her at conservation's cutting edge. The conservation m ovem ent has only
begun to think beyond the creation of protected areas to the repair of degraded
landscapes, and it is no coincidence that the Everglades are the focus of the
largest restoration effort in h isto ry ..
Why w ere these w om en able to accomplish so much? In their approach to
conservation work, Douglas, Edge, and M urie had a good deal in common. They
were all writers, though Douglas was the only one w ho claim ed w riting as her
profession. And they were all excellent public speakers, Douglas and Edge
know n m ore for their irrepressible w it and M urie characterized by her stirring
emotional appeal. Douglas and Murie had both earned a great deal of respect for
their previous w ork before they began their activist careers in earnest, which
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endow ed their advocacy on behalf of the natural w orld w ith a great deal of
authority. Douglas w as a prom inent cultural figure in Florida, and M urie was
fairly well-known for both her work w ith her husband and Tw o in the Far N orth.
W hile she had a lower profile prior to founding the ECC, Edge w as well
established in N ew York social and suffrage circles, and those connections
proved to be of great value in her conservation campaigns. A nd although Edge
was the only one w ho was wealthy, all three enjoyed the inherent advantages of
their ethnicity and class.
There were also differences in approach that distinguished the three
women. Edge w as the m ost confrontational of the three, a carryover, in part,
from her suffrage experience, and this m ade her a form idable and relentless
opponent. But she was also extremely strategic, and rarely w ent so far as to
alienate potential allies or powerful, sym pathetic decision makers. M urie was
the m ost gracious and courteous, a lover of hum anity and a voice for tolerance.
At the same time, she was guided by a steadfast and unw avering resolve in her
efforts to preserve wilderness. As she had once described Olaus, she too was
"gentle but w ith steel within." Douglas's approach was m ore similar to Edge's.
She w as feisty and sharp, and she pulled no punches in defense of the river of
grass. But she focused on, and became identified with, only one place, as
opposed to the national scope of Edge's work. As a result, she gained a degree of
credibility and influence that few conservationists can match.
One factor that unites all three wom en also provides some insight into the
larger role of w om en in the conservation m ovem ent. Douglas, Edge, and M urie
all em erged as activists only after the obligations of home and family had largely
passed. Douglas's m arriage was brief and she had no children. Edge became
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involved in conservation at age fifty-two, after her husband had died and her
children w ere alm ost grown. M ardy Murie, while deeply involved in the w ork
of the W ilderness Society as Olaus's partner, did not become an activist in her
ow n right until after his death, their children having left hom e years earlier.
These circumstances explain, in part, w hy these, three w om en were able to
em erge as leaders in a field dom inated by men, while also providing insight into
the absence of w om en in conservation history. W ithout a household and family
to m anage, these wom en had time to immerse them selves in conservation efforts.
In an era w hen the home was expected to be a w om an's first priority, m any of
their female contem poraries had neither the time nor the opportunity to pursue a
conservation career. For those who were active in environm ental campaigns,
dom estic dem ands often m ade it impossible for them to m atch the level of
involvem ent of their male counterparts. A dd to this the historically masculine
culture of natural resource and conservation oriented professions (wom en were
not allowed to hold the title of park ranger in the national parks until 1969), and
the pioneering efforts of Douglas, Edge, and M urie appear all the m ore
rem arkable.3
They are not, by any means, alone. N um erous female leaders from
th roughout conservation history rem ain relatively unknow n in com parison w ith
the m en of the m ovem ent, and our understanding of the .overall contributions of
w om en to the conservation field is sketchy at best. The rem arkable lives of
Douglas, Edge, and M urie m ake it clear that it w ould be well w orth our time to
continue seeking out the stories of the w om en of conservation.

3 Kaufman, 131.
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N ot only did these three w om en m ake im portant contributions to the
conservation m ovem ent, but their example helps us see conservation as a truly
popular endeavor, a m ovem ent of, by, and for the people —all people.
Americans from every walk of life are connected by an affinity for the natural
w orld, and this w idespread support for conservation and environm ental
protection is the m ovem ent's greatest strength. Increasing num bers of w om en
are taking leadership roles in the conservation m ovem ent, and they should know
they are not the first, for the w om en who came before them can serve as
inspiring role models. Certainly, these m odern sisters of Douglas, Edge, and
M urie will not be the last.
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A ppendix
Abbreviations in footnotes for archives and collections:
ECC = Emergency Conservation Committee Collection, W estern
H istory/G enealogy Departm ent, Denver Public Library, Denver.
MC = Muri§ papers, M urie Center, Jackson, Wyoming.
MSD = Marjory Stoneman Douglas Collection, Archives and Special Collections,
Otto G. Richter Library, University of Miami, Miami.
TWS = The W ilderness Society Collection, W estern H istory/G enealogy
Departm ent, Denver Public Library, Denver.
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